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Here Is The Republican County Ticket. Not A Man There You Cannot Support With
out Pleasure and Satisfaction. All Have Made Good in Public and Private Life
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The Black Cat
.

-

(By The Roving Reporter)

ALBERT B. ELLIOT of Thomaston
Candidate for re-election to the
Stele Senate

HARRY E. WILBUR of Rockland MILTON M. GRIFFIN of Rockland
whu
sec#nd ‘"m etoeU** •'
Candidate for re-election as
Jud«,‘ "f
Clerk of Courts

Polls Open Monday 8 a. m. to 8 p. m., Daylight.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

C. EARLE UIDWICK of Rockland
Candidate for re-election as
Sheriff

STUART C. BURGESS of Rockland
New member of the ticket, candi
date for County Attorney

Republicans Wishing Transportation

Telephone 707 or 521

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

DANCING NIGHTLY

REPUBLICAN

AT

HOTEL ROCKLAND

Representative

to Legislature in the past,

LOUNGE

I have done my level best

to serve Roc kland and her

citizens.

BALLARD BUSINESS SCHOOL

If you choose to honor
mr again by election on

ENROLL NOW FOR FALL TERM

MONDAY, I’ll continue to

.

work in your behalf to the

Beginning Monday, Sept. 16

Inst of my ability.

Courses:

Secretarial, Stenographic, Accounting
Telephones: Rockland 234 or Camden 2476
Office Open for Registration 0.00 to 12.30
Beginning Sept. 9

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

REPUBLICAN
RALLY
COMMUNITY BUILDING
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

VOTE FOR

MILTON M. GRIFFIN
FOR

SATURDAY NIGHT, SEPTEMBER 7
at 8.00 o'clock

HOB. FREDERICK G. PAYNE

CLERK OF COURTS

Mayor of Augusta
WILL BE THE SPEAKER

AN OUT-OF-STATE SPEAKER ALSO EXPECTED

MONDAY, SEHIMBER 9, 1940

Music By

ROCKLAND CITY BAND

A prosaic and almost featureless political campaign
reaches its conclusion tonight, when thc Knox County Re
publicans hold their solitary rally at the Community Build
ing. State issues will be set forth by Hon. Frederick G. Payne,
Augusta's popular mayor, who so narrowly missed becoming
the party's nominee for Governor. The State has had many
fine speakers in the past, but few who have been able to ap
proach the public with a more convincing manner. Mr
Payne lays his cards frankly upon the table and immediately
inspires the listener with his frank and honest discussion.
It is quite likely that there will also be a speaker from out
side of the State who will treat national issues.
The fact that there has been no aggressive campaign this
year should mislead nobody as to Its importance and the effect
it will have upon the National campaign so soon to be in
augurated. The absence of rallies has arisen from the fact
that there has been no treasure chest which would provide
the necessary funds. The Democrats may be in the same
boat, as far as we know, but the O.O.P. is dependent solely
upon the finances provided by the candidates who have most
at stake, supplemented by such contributions as friends of the
party may feel able and willing to offer.
Certainly lt is a far cry from the old hlp-hlp-hooray days,
which appear to have been driven out of their spectacular
existence by the more modern system of radio broadcasts.
The latter serve to reach the general public more widely but
there was something about the flutter of the campaign ban
ners, the sparkle of the Roman candles, the flickering light of
the oil-scented torches and the smell emanating from the
burning tar barrels which can never be replaced by one-man
oratory.
But all this is history, and there must be no useless
repining over bygone glories What we really want to im
press upon the reader of these lines is the fact that we are on
the eve of our quadriennlal general election, when the voters
go to the polls to choose a President, Vice President and a new
Congress. This Fall, after eight years of hopeless oblivion,
the Republican party ls reasserting itself as a militant orginazation headed by a militant figure sprung amazingly from
the ranks. Wendell Willkie has fired the imagination of the
average voter, who too often does not become deeply interested
in national politics: his practical knowledge of business affairs,
and his fearless declaration of the principles to which he ad
heres, has brought him admiration not merely along party
lines, but from those Democrats, who believed In a real Demo
cratic party, and independents, who so often represent the
force which turns the scales.
“Win With Willkie” is no idle motto. It can be done, and
one way Maine can help do it is by rolling up a generous ma
jority for the Republican ticket next Monday. Some of the
leaders are quoted as making claims which appear absurd
to us. If, in a year when no real fight has been made, Maine
is able to turn in a majority of 35.000 to 40,000 the voters may
rest well content with the result, and the heartening word will
go echoing and re-echoing along the corridors which separate
the two oceans. If Maine fails to do this lt will be the un
fortunate victim of two things—over-confidence, and the Au
gusta debacle, which a Republican Legislature has striven so
earnestly to straighten out.
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

DYNATHERM HEAT GENERATOR
AN ENTIRELY NEW OIL BURNING BOILER

FOR ROCKLAND’S

D.vnalhrrm is NOT just another boiler-burner unit but is basically new. It is as radiral an improve
ment over ordinary units as is thr modern automobile eomparrd with thr original assembled ears. All
pre-conceived ideas and habits were east aside to offer homeowners this greatest engineering achieve,

REPRESENTATIVE TO LEGISLATURE

ment of Bethlehem Foundry and Machine Co.—known around the world for the “Best in OU Heating
—First." Dynatherm is a “packaged" welded steal unit—a fraction of the size of ordinary boilers—a

powerhouse of silent, economical, automatic heat.

■

i

n

Features of Dynatherm

ALBERT C.
JONES

• Highest efficiency, possible only with a com
pletely engineered and coordinated unit.
• Amazingly compact.

Thoroughly insulated.

• Completely automatic, thermostatically con

REPUBLICAN

trolled, foolproof.

• Built, run-in and tested at the factory before

Rockland born and
bred. Knows Rock
land people and their
problems.
Truly, the choice
of the people, who will
work for their best
interests at all times.

Cross Section of "Heat Generator”

My little reference to the Red
Astraohan apple, and my personal
fondness for lt, was evidently con
strued by certain suspicious persons
as a hint. Tlie very next day, into
my sanctum came a tall, good look
ing gentleman, yclept Francis Bick
ford, who has a 8ummer residence
near Camden, and who becomes
overseason a pomologlst of parts.
He performed a bit of beauty-cul
ture on an apple tree which bore
fruitful results, as one might say.
It so happened that tt was a Red
Astrachan tree, and the eternal fit
ness of things suggested to the ama
teur tree surgeon that The Black
Cat should become a beneficiary.
Basing calculations on last year's
American Legion convention ln
Chicago, officials of Boston esti
mate that 100.000 veterans and
200,000 wives, sons, daughters and
Iriends of Legionnaires will be on
hand for the annual convention
there. Sept. 22-27. It ls estimated
also that the huge conclave will
swell Boston business coffers by
<15,000.000 which ls at least a minor
consideration.
Vacation days are over as far as
the local clergymen are concerned.
These capable pastors will be back
in their pulpits Sunday and their
return will be acclaimed by the va
rious congregations.

Mrs. Clara Overlock of Washing
ton, one of The Oourier-Oazette's
most valued correspondents, writes:
“Can some one tell me how many
different style Goodyear buttons
were made ln 1851? That is, how
many patterns or designs. I recent
ly read that some woman had a
whole set for 1852 and there were
40 designs ln the set. I’m not a
button fiend but find them an in
teresting study.
The different
types and periods in which they
were made go to make much that
is informative as well as interest
ing in early history. I hope some
one can answer my query correctly."

Republishing Tlie Black Cat Item
concerning "Chick" Spear's bicyc
ling adventure the Lewiston Jour
nal wants to know tf arnica treat
ment Isn't old fashioned. Possibly
so, but it would appear that it waa
“Chick" who earned that definition.

Percy McKusick hands The Black
Cat a twin cucumber, culled from
the garden of Joseph Belyea on
Camden street. The cukes are
eight inches and a waist measure
which precludes the possibility that
they have been on a diet.
I have a very good friend down
in Cushlng.Mlna A. Woodcock, who
lias never turned aside an 8.O.S.
call for election or other news.
Yesterday there came from her a
large pasteboard box filled with
rosy red as tracks ns, for which I
am duly grateful. And from our
good neighbor Bob House, across
the street, has Just come a large
bagful of the R A.'s But I am
so afraid somebody will think I
was hinting.

My fondness for blackberries at
tracted the attention of Clif Luf 
kin, a long-time contributor to this
paper, who writes from Moyger,
Oregon, thus:
“Dear Black Pussy:—As I under
stand it, you are very fond of black
berries as am I. Well, this is the
place where you ought to be. They
have a kind here that grows wild,
though lt is not a native, called
Himalaya berry. Tliey grow large,
and are very plentiful, but oh myl
You need to put on a coat of mail
and have a cutlass in your hand
when you go to gather them. I
have some doubt that if a man
was put in the center of a 25-foot
clump of them, that he would ever
be able to get out unless he has a
knife or something to cut his way,
and even then I don't think his
clothing would be be in very good
condition (or him either). They
have a kind called evergreen that
grows wild, and also a native kind."

BOMBS FALL ON THE BROOK

Rockland had Its first touch of
warfare this morning when a score
/of cannon balls landed al The Brook.
Many automobiles were struck and
pedestrians, having no bomb-proof
shelters to flee to, scrambled has
tily out of the pathway of the onrushing iron globules. Consterna
tion spread!
What happened was this. One of
the city trucks was conveying a
load of the cannon balls from
Ralph Ulmer Park to be painted.
The red light was on at the foot
of Limerock street and the truck
obediently halted, behind it a long
string of motor cars.
At this psychological moment the
YOUR FAVORITE POEM tail board of the truck gave way
NIGHTFALL
before the weight of the Spanish
The moon la soft arising
War souvenirs and down hill they
Behind Its lattice far.
Serene the air surprising
rolled with a fearsome crash.
As where holy spirits are.
Amid Bronx cheers the city crew
Calm Is the sea untroubled,
And calm the azure skies.
gathered up the scattered missiles,
Lord.—when at peace of evening
most of which had lodged beneath
Our soul to seek Thee fliea
To tell to Thee our sorrows—
the assembled motor cars, and la
Oh. what despairing morrows.
boriously lugged them back to the
If nought to us replies!
truck.
Antonio DeTrueba

And then came the alr raid signs
that Uie coast was clear.

The Rotary Club
Difficult To Learn Trend
Of Affairs In France,
Frohock Tells Members
Whither ls the former Republli
of Fiance tending? That, ln effect
was one of the questions conslderec
at yesterday's Rotary meeting bj
Prof. Wilbur Frohock of ColumbM
College, who was the guest speaker
Prof. Frohock has a sort of klndrec
interest in French affairs, not onlj
because of the unhappy position lr
which the French people find them,
selves, but because of the consider
able acquaintance he formed whllt
spending hls sabbatical year whllt
a professor at Brown University.
He has in recent weeks inter
viewed quite a number of persoru
who have come from France, but foi
(Continued on Page Three)

MIRIAM REBEKAH FAIR
I.O.O.F. Ilall, Tuesday. Sept. 10. Sale
in P. M. Supper 5-7. Entertainment.
Menu: Baked Beans, Pickles, Meat
Loaf, Fruit Salad, Cakes, Dough
nuts, Coffee, Tea—35 Cents.

DANCE
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM
Every Monday Night
BUD CLARK and ORCHESTRA
Dance 8-12. Admission 30c, incl. tax

1941 STUDEBAKERS
WILL BE ON DISPLAY SOON

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON
632 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

STUDEBAKER SALES AND SERVICE

108‘Stf

shipment as a “packaged unit.*’

I

Shown above is the “dynatherm" whirling flame,
the secret of its amazing performance. This ac
curately controlled flame burns right in the cen
tral boiler tube, gives up its heat to the boiler
water two or three times faster than a normal
flamr. This same whirling motion, continued by
the hot gases passing through the charcoal-iron
return tubes, scrubs the balance of usable heat
from the gases.
.

• Uniformly perfect performanre regardless of
draft of atmospheric conditions.

• Absolutely quiet “Dynatherm” flame.

Hooked Rug Exhibit

• Instantaneous domestic hot waXer if desired.

PUBLIC INVITED

• Beautifully finished duolone baked enamel

TUESDAY, SEPT. 10

cabinet with chromium hardware.

PLUMBING - HEATING

2.00 to 5.00 P. M.

NOW SHOWING

1941 PLYMOUTHS

At Home in Union
(Appleton Road) of

A. T. NORWOOD & SONS
TELEPHONE 22,

107*108

date for County Commissioner

[EDITORIAL]

EVERYBODY CORDIALLY INVITED

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

New member ol the ticket, candi

MONDAY’S CRUCIAL ELECTION

CLEVELAND SLEEPER, JR.
As your

CLARENCE LEONARD of Union

WARREN, MAINE

VIRGINIA T. McELWEE
Work Done by Her Pupils
108*lt

MUNSEY AUTO SALES
21 LIMEROCK STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day
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SOUTH THOMASTON

FRIENDSHIP

THE O’HARA FISH PLANT

Miss Eda Lawry and Miss Betty
The Beano Gang met Friday
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
with Mrs. Fred Ripley. The next Winehenpaw motored recently to
tn
day being the birthday of Miss North Carolina with Mrs. Frank
i’i
If any man among you seem to
Mary Bartlett, she was showered Poster.
By MOSIIER
BATES
Mrs. Walter Mulhall who was
be religious, and bridleth not his
with birthday cards and handker
Sept. 28 lat homel—American International
chiefs. After the game, refresh guest of Mrs. Susan Wotton for
tongue, but deceiveth his own
Oct. 5 tawayl—New Hampshire
ments were served Including a de two weeks, has returned to Wollas
heart, this man's religion is vain.
Oct. 12 l away I—Tufts
licious birthday cake made by Mrs. ton Mass.
—James 1: 26
Oct. 19 (away)—Northeastern
Miss Rachel Stetson of Thomas
Carolyn Davis. Highest score at
Oct. 26 (away)—Maine
beano went to Mrs. Annie Den ton Is spending a week with her
The F. J. O'Hara <fe Sons fish sides of the building, permitting
Nov. 2 tat home)—Bowdoin
nison, she also received the travel grandmother and brother.
Nov. 11 (at hornet—Colby
plant
on Tillson avenue, although three boats to unload at thc same
Miss Hazel Winehenpaw of
prize.
completed, ls well on Its
,,
_
,
_
Mrs. Fannie Ricker, daughters Dutch Neck ls visiting her aunt, not yet
J
„,•*., I The attractive office has a floor
BOWDOIN
Willkie and American Unity, In
Edith and Grace and son George Mrs. William Pottle.
way to toeing a modern, well equipped space Of 3^ square feet, and is
cluding Face to Pace With Presi Texaros Stay In Fight with
Sept. 28 (at home)—Tufts
The Farm Bureau met Tuesday establishment. Occupying the for- equipped with modern streamlined
of Reading Mass., spent the holi
Oct. 5 tawayl—Wesleyan
12 To 7 Victory
dents, by Joe Mitchell Chappie.
day weekend at their Pleasant afternoon at the home of Gertrude mer Fevler's. Inc. building, the re- desks of black metal trimmed with
Oct. 12 (at homel—Amherst
Oliver where plans were made and
Beach cottage.
The Texacos staged a brilliant
A convincing proof that this story,
modelling which started early in the chromium. Indirect lighting ts used.
Oct. 19 lat home)—Williams
membership committee appointed.
Mrs.
Bernice
Sleeper
and
Miss
Summer is expected to be completed Two large safes bear the insignia
comeback
with
a
savage
attack
on
the first ir. book form on Wendell
Oct. 26 laway)—Colby
Mary Sleeper who have been em A light repast was served by the ln about two weeks, when operation , of the company, square white flags
Willkie and his vitally interesting the entire Amoco pitching staff
Nov. 2 i away i—Bates
Mtss Esther Dunham,
ployed at “The By-Way Pood Shop" hostess.
of the business will start.
j with blue stars, and blue sky in the
Nov. 9 tat homel—Maine
career of 48 years, will bear deeper Thursday night to stay in the play
at Boothbay the post season, have home demonstration agent, and
Henning Thompson of Portland is background
interest, is this faat that Joe Mitch
County
Agent
Ralph
Wentworth
returned home.
superintendent, and it is expected
On the second floor a large area*
ell Chappie, one of the few remain offs with a 12 to 7 win. The Amocos
COLBY
again grabbed the lead in the first
Harry Mardon of Arlington, were present.
that there will be 50 employes, men is used for storage purposes. At
ing old-time reporters and editors
Miss Nellie Davis who attended
Sept. 28 tat home)—New Hampshire
inning, this time with one run, and
Mass
.
who
has
been
visiting
Mark
doing the cutting and the women the front end are two recreation
has produced the clean-cut, honest
OcL 5 t away I—C. C„ New York
Newcomb for a week returned Farmington Normal Summer School the packing. The trawlers of local rooms, separated by a new stairway
stretched it to 3 to 0 in ‘he third on
story.
Oct. 12 laway)—Vermont
Valenta's single, a walk, and doubles
Monday to Massachusetts. Both School, has returned home.
fishermen will be hired, and all and corridor, for the men and
The book is based upon 50 years of
Oct. 19 lat homel—Middlebury
Harold Lash. Robert Lash and
by Al Wink and Lord. After being
boys are sophomores at Northeast
kinds of fish will be handled. Tlie women employes. The ladles' room
his observations of national af
Oct. 26 lat homel—Bowdoin
Llewtllyn
Oliver
spent
the
holiday
held to cr.e hit by Lynch during the
ern University.
fish is filleted, packed and frozen, is tastefully furnished with table,
fairs in Washington, as well as all
Nov. 2 tawayl—Maine
first three innings, the Texacos
Mr and Mrs. Murry Hopkins and weekend in Portland and Old Or and shipped principally to the mid lounges and chairs, lockers and lavsections of our vast country. This
Nov. 11 laway)—Bates
struck in the fourth and tied it up
children of Dedham. Mass., were chard.
West. Cleveland and Toledo being , atory. It contains 225 square feet,
author feels sincerely and deeply
Mrs. Clayton Oliver was hostess
on consecutive singles by Merritt,
guests last weekend at Ed Hopkins
large consumers.
| and the walls are knotty pine. The
that Wendell Willkie is a Heaven
MAINE
last
weekend
to
Mrs.
Wallace
Mayo
Spofford and Bartlett with an etror.
Mrs. Alice Lestery and Miss Bar
On
the
first
floor
is
located
a
newmen’s room is similar. The whole
sent gift to the people of America
A long homer by Oowell gave
bara Mitchell who have been vlslt- and children Rose and David. Mr. ly built cooler, containing 400 plant is steam heated.
Sepl. 28 tat homel—Rhode Island
Just at this moment of greatest
them a 4 to 3 lead in the fifth, but
ing Mrs. James Mitchell the past | and Mrs. Ira Oliver of North WeyOct.
5
t
away
I
—
Columbia
square feet, where the fish is kept
need. Mr. Chappie has covered
Across the way is located the mod
Amoco retaliated with two more on
Oct. 12 tawayl—New Hampshire
month, have returned to Portland. mouth. Clayton Oliver of Fair at a aero temperature when It first ern freezing plant, which will freeze
every political convention since the straight singles by Welch, Sullivan.
Oct. 19 lat homel—Connecticut
Miss Elizabeth Till la visiting in haven. Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. Wil
nomination of Harrison in 1892.
arrives, waiting to be cut and in fish in two hours. There is a steady
Oct. 26 lat hornet—Bates
Day and Lynch, leaving Amoco on
North Andover. Mass. Later she lard Miller and son Wayne of Newwhen McKinley was chairman. He
spected.
temperature of 46 degrees below
Nov. 2 tat homel—<‘olby
London.
Conn..
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Her

top 5 to 4 going into the sixth. Here
will go to Marble Head to visit her
Some fresh fish will be sold to zero and a constant 40-mile wind
has interviewed and traveled witli
Nov.
9
(away
>
—
Bowdoin
bert
Miller
of
Thomaston.
Mr.
and
the Texacos gave them the works.
father Raymond Till.
ten of our Presidents, and has met
local dealers.
created by four large fans. It also
After Merritt singled and was picked
Mrs. Helen Goodenough and son Mrs. Otis Monroe of Bath and Mr.
14 of them in friendly relations.
Then there are the cutting tables contains a large ice tank, capable of
and Mrs. Orrin Burns.
off at first, Spofford drew a walk
Tappan
and
friend
of
Boston
visi

He states, when the party In
and candling tables. The candling making 20 tons of artificial Ice a
and scored on a tremendous wallop
ted Mrs. Ena Sleeper last week
power is divided, and the party out
tables are for the In.spectlon of fish day.
by Bartlett that went between the
end.
NORTH APPLETON
of power Ls united, it is evidence «f
before frozen, and are equipped with
From here the fish are put Into
Mrs. Eva Sleeper and Miss Me
buildings for a homer.
Mrs. Shirley Mercerl has returned green neon lights showing through another cooler, where the tempera
a campaign of protest. And it in
Lynch was relieved at this point,
dora Thorndike entertained at a to Palmer. Mass., after two weeks'
dicates pn insistent call for a
frosted glass, through which each ture ls 12 degrees below zero, and
and Bisbee took over. McLeod
Tea Tuesday at the home of Mrs. vacation spent with her parents. Mr.
change. "I see in Wendell Willkie
fish must go for inspection, to de here they are kept until shipped.
Sleeper. Guests were Misses Susie and Mrs. Ormond Keene. siW was
reached first on an error, Mank
a sure-footed, sane, safe leader. In
tect any defective spots, In order One million pounds of fish can be
and Helen Sleeper. Misses Margaret accompanied by Philip Keene and
singled, Gowell was out, but
him are incorporated many of the
that
it may be perfect before being packed into this cooler.
and Mary Bartlett, Mrs. Agnes Freeman Gushee who will visit
Knowlton and H. Allen singled.
qualities that have distinguished
The Portland branch ships as high
Hodson. Mrs. Nettie Kittredge. Mrs. friends and relatives and also at packed.
Hodgkins and Seavey walked and
our most capable Presidents,** says
The filleted fish are packed in 10- as 100.000 pounds a day, and the
Marion
Lindsey,
MLss
Bernice
Bisbee had enough. Lord yielded a
tend the World's Fair.
Mr. Chappie. "The steadily increas
pound boxes, each piece in a sepa Rockland branch expects to surpass
Newberg of Arlington. Mass.. Mrs.
single to Merritt that swelled the
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Meservey and
ing popularity of Willkie will reach
Ethel Begerson of Rockland. Mrs. family and Mr and Mrs. Allen of rate p»'e of parchment paper. In that amount.
Texaco lead to 12 to 5 before Mer
a victorious climax in the Novem
Another branch Is located ln Bos
Flora Baum. Mrs. Lottie Norton Charlton City, Mass., passed thg stead of nailing the boxes, they are
ritt was picked off third to end the
ber elections, is my deepest con
strapped
with
wire
by
a
special
ma

ton.
Warriors
clad
in
orange
and
bleck.
t
Oeorge
Ellis.
Pletrosky
and
Brad
of Brighton. Mass., Mrs. Georgia holiday weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
inning. Amoco’s first two hitters
chine. run by hand. An electric
So, another business will soon be
viction.”
scored in their half, but Bartlett and surmounted by glided helmets Xmes who u showing w.eI] for Ws Snow, Miss Loufse Butler, Mrs. Re Frank Meservey.
“I thank God I have lived to look
machine will be Installed later. The flourishing in this city .and residents
are
trampling
down
the
arnica
blos

becca
Thorndike.
Mrs.
Aurelia
took the next three in short order.
first time out.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Johnson fish are even scaled by electricity,
upon the face of a man who will
extend F J. O'Hara Sc Sons a
Ace Merritt led the hitters with soms in the Community Park outWhen Coach Matheson calls the Ripley. Mrs. Helen Fales of Bos and children have returned to done with lightning speed.
again impress into the national con
friendly greeting, and wish them
I
field
these
days,
setting
unto
them

ton. Mrs. Arthur Meehan and Palmer. Mass., after a week's va
three singles, and Bartlett had a
rookie roll, the following answer
sciousness a belief that we will
A wharf extends around three luck.
—By Ruth Ward.
selves
the
stern
task
of
molding
daughter
Katherine
of
Los
Angeles,
single besides his homer. The score;
cation with Mr. and Mrs. Leland
“here, sir”: Bradford Ames. Oeorge
maintain in our vocabulary the word
football
team
which
will
make
who are visiting Mrs. Fales at the Johnson.
creditable showing against Edward Bowden, “Red" Call, Myron Cum- "Lauriette" in Rockland.
opportunity for young and old,'*] Texaco
Mrs.
ab r bh po a e
ners parents Mr and Mrs Leach.
The community was saddened to NORTH BURKETTVILLE
Little
Hieh
School
when
it
plays
,
mings.
Luke
Dorr.
George
Ellis.
says the author.
Meeham. who was Miss Maud Gup- learn of tlie death of Mrs. Ada
3 1 0 0 0 0
Seavey, 3b
Mrs.
W.llard
Ireland
returned
Mrs Hazel Havener of WaldofloodFrancis
Galiano,
Harold
Oerrtsh.
Wendell Willkie's biography can
4 1 3 3 2 0 that aggregation under the night | Richard Hamlin. Earl Howard. Don- till. has many relatives in this (Wadsworth) Barnes which oc- ' home Friday after a week's visit boro was a Caller Sunday at Miss
Merritt, c .......
not be written at this time. His
2 2 1 1 2 0 °Don Matheson, the High School aid Kalloch. “Tiny" Kalloch. Dorn, town and has visited here many curred recently in Belfast.
Spofford, ss. 2b
with her daughter. Mrs. Gladys Minnie Light's.
future lies before him. This book is
Mrs. Clarence Colley of Stockton ' Towne in Newport.
Bartlett, p
3 2 2 1 3 0 coach, appears undismayed by the Mazzeo. Lincoln McRae. Jr.. Joe times as a child with her mother
Edwin Carter of Montville and
a response to a demand for c'ear
who
was
Mrs.
Kale
tSweetlandi
Springs was dinner guest Wednes-1
3 1 0 2 0 0
McLeod. 2b. ss
information concerning Willkie.
fact that his 1940 team must em Pietrosky. Don Rossnagel. Irving Guptill. A pleasant social hour day of Mrs. Mabelle Keene andI Mr. and Mrs. Irving Turner, Willard Carlton of South Union
3 1 2 2 0 0
daughters Barbara and Hope, and 1 Passed last weekend with their
body so much new material. Scan Small. Bert Snow. -------- Stevens, was spent and many goodbyes were Mrs. Shirley Mercerl.
created by the millions of Willkie
3 1 1 1 0 1
Al Storer and John Storer. A good
Miss Mabel Robbins spent last Krandmother Mrs Lelia Turner,
volunteers whose enthusiastic in
ning
his
present
squad
he
sees
but
said
as
the
Summer
visitors
are
School began Wedresdoy with
3 1 1 6 0 1
weekend in Bluehill with Mrs. TurMrs. Susie Maddocks of Collinsterest was evidenced in the unique Knowlton, rf, lb
seven boys whose manly chests are ly squad, destined to be augmented leaving for home soon.
Mrs. Helen Johnson, teacher.
1 1 0 ft
-—
ville sper.t a day recently with
and incomparable avalanche of sup H. Allen. If.......... 3 1
entitled to be ornamented with the next week when boys have arrived
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Scott
of
Providence
2 1 1 1 0 0
home to attend school.
. Mrs. Katharine Thurston.
port from the ‘grass roots* that re
significant letter "R.”
have been guests the past two weeks ney Harriman.
Among these rookies two boys are CUSHING
Out of that limited but unfllnchsulted in Willkie’s nomination for
Mrs. Alanson Bryant has returned
Miss Gwendolyn Esancy and sts29 12 12 18 7 2
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis, with of Mrs. Scott's father Charles
President of these United States.”
ter, Joan recently visited their aunt
Towle
•
to
Wrentham.
Mass.,
after
staying
Amoco
a backfield with Oeorge Bowden as ' themselves—Brad Ames and Don Mr. and Mrs. Milton Robinson of
Readers of this book will doubt
Mrs. Henry Brown in Appleton.
Recent visitors at Leland John for a time at her home here.
ab r bh po a c fullback, and Don Chaples and { Kalloch, the latter displaying spe- Warren went to Saco recently for
less realise the purpose for which
Sanford Jones, Sr., of Razorville
son's were Mrs. Nelli Crooker of
3 1 I 2 3 0 Douglas i Buddy i Small as half- cial ability on defensive work,
an
overnight
outing
and
took
the
Mr
and
Mrs.E
Bliss
Marriner
and
A
Wink,
2b.
ss
it was written. To help you and
is guest at Robert Esancy's.
Washington,
son
P.
A.
Crooker
of
daughter
Helen
of
Portsmouth
are
2 1 2 0 1 1 backs. The quarterback is likely
opportunity
to
visit
the
Maine
Craft
This week work was begun on
other* to carry on with the same
Mrs. Lelia Turner made a visit
2 0 0 2 6 1 to come from the ranks of the some of the plays to be used this Guild where they found many New York. Mr and Mrs. Cebra | visiting at the home ofo Eben Cobb
enthusiasm with which the Willkie F. Wink. 3b
Monday at the home of her daugh
3 2 2 1 0 0 rookies—maybe John Storer. Other season, with two scrimmages. This things of interest, especially in the Crooker and children of Damari for a few days.
Welch,
If
....
movement came into being from the
ter. Mrs. Verda Carter.
3 2 1 10 0 0 letter men are Charles Call. Donald afternoon Matheson hopes to have line of rugs. As Mrs. Davis is clever scotta. Leonard Lermond of Port
Miss Ruth Nixcn. who spent the
plain people as Lincoln loved to
Donald Calderwood of Union was
land
and
son
and
daughter-in-law
0
3 0 1 0 2
Summer here with her parents. Mr. a caller Sunday at Edward OrinCates. Mike MoConchle. Joseph Page j the work far enough progressed so at that art herself, she inspected
call us, and taken up by the intelli Day, c ........
2 0 1 0 1 0 and Elmer Small MoConchie, who | that there will be scrimmaging them carefully, finding all sorts of of Saco.
Lynch,
p
......
and
Mrs.
James
Nixon,
has
returned
gent and thinking classes with such
nell’s.
1 0 0 0 0 0 has been doing a good stunt in High along game lines.
styles and prices some as high as
to her duties as teacher in the Sus
heartfelt avidity and desire to bring Leo, rf ____
Miss Mildred Grinnell has re
0
1
0
1
$150
for
braided
mats;
others,
2 0
The
Edward
team is being
SEARSMONT
sex tN. J.1 High School.
School athletics, is likely to be
~ ~
'
* *Little
•
the United States again into line Valenta. cf ...
turned to Springfield after two
2 0 0 0 1 0 shifted from his old position as coached by Jacky Fisher, a former hooked, at $135. of many designs
Bisbee,
rf,
p
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Olin
Bonin
of
Skow

Mrs. Abbie Meservey Mrs. Ada
with the high ideals upon which it
1 1 0 2 0 1 guard to tackle Page and Mazzeo J Fordham star, and while Rockland and colors. In her opinion none hegan were recent visitors at the Hawes, and Mrs. Etta Marriner at- | weeks' visit with her sisters and
Brackett, r
brother.
was founded and much of which has
are also being tried out for the is going against this strong school surpassed the workmanship and de home of Mr. and Mrs. Colby How tended the Union Methodist Church ! Robert Thurston and Mr. and
been lost In these last few years
24 7 9 18 14 3 clutch positions. while guard hon- with very little expectation of win- signs by the Cushing women who ard
Sunday. Mrs. Meservey also called j Mrs. A. M. Mayo of Thomaston
This book is printed and published
-------------make' such rugs.
Texaco ............... ..0 0 0 3 1 8—12- I
Mrs. Francella Moody and Miss on Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Townsend. |
were guests Wednesday of Mrs.
by Joe Mitchell Chappie. 1008 Amoco __ __ ____ 1 0 2 2 0 2—7 | ors may fall to Cummings. Ross- ning. it ls determined to keep the
J.
Fulton
Ferguson
returned
Wed

Belle Lowell attended the annual and Mrs. Hawes on Mrs. Sophie Anna Thurston in Bangor.
outfit's
the
nagel, Elmer Small or Bert Snow. Auburn
* '
'“•■ score
— down
-•---- --to *•
—
Chamber of Commerce Building.
Two base hits, A. Wink, Lord. J Charlie Call is a likely figure at cen lowest possible point, and inci nesday to New Haven and Rev. picnic of the Cling-Together Club
Shepard.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester White of
Boston. Mass.
K. 6. P.
Home runs, Gowell. Bartlett. Stolen ter; the job of holding down the dentally to learn something through Cocks and family, to their pastorate at Belfast City Park.
• • • •
Miss Donna Plaisted of Augusta North Grafton, Mass., and John
in Pennsylvania.
bases. Welch. Sullivan. Sacrifices ends finds four aspirants—Cates, the digest of Fordham tactics.
Mr and Mrs. Harold Burgess and
Collecting Antiques in America,
been visiting at the home of Lelgher of South Coventry. Conn.,
The Summer colony tis fast dis daughter Joan of Belfast called on has
her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. ' were visitors Monday at the home
author Thomas Hamilton Ormsbee. Valenta. F. Wink. Double pla
appearing.
Among
those
who
left
Wink, A. Wink and Sullivan. Bart
friends
here
recently
I see. all Summer, arrived home
Published by the Robert M. McBride
Herbert Plaisted.
i of Aubert Leigher. Other recent
lett and Knowlton. Hits, off Lynch
Mrs. Jennie Murray of Portland,
i Thursday night, at the conclusion the first of the week were MLss
Mrs. Helen Stevenson of George- ! callers were Mr. and Mrs. Fran
Company, New York.
8 in 5 1-3 innings; off Bisbee 4 in
of a most successful season for the Fannie Crute to Winsted. Conn, to who has been visiting her nie.ee town. Mass.. Mtss Hazel Wiley of Molanphy, daughter Joan and son
The gentle reader is at once in
1-3. Base on balls, off Bartlett 2.
League and for Earl, who has evi resume iter work in the (High School Mrs. Raymond Harriman, has re Medford, Mass., and Chester Wiley Thomas of Brooklyn. N. Y., Miss
trigued into thoughtful interest in
Earl Barter Back From dently
off Lynch 1. off Bisbee 2. Struck
been "calling 'em" to the for another year; Miss Pearl Lang- turned home.
this beautifully bound volume, far
of Lawrence. Mass., are spending Mae Ryan of New York and Mrs.
I'
out. by Bartlett 2. Losing pitcher.
Mrs. Elsie Hale and daughter
the
South
Where
He
general
satisfaction of the South- ille and Elizabeth and Richard El
above the normal in point of excel
liot to Salem. Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Barbara of North Attleboro. Mass, two weeks at the Wiley home here. Mary Ducette of Washington.
Lynch. Umpires, Smith Brackett
i ern fans.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Grover and
lent workmanship and stock used;
Umpired 140 Games
W.
I. Rivers and daughter Betty of and Mrs Rcbert Wakefield and Edgar Stevenson of Georgetown,
and
Mosher.
This league consists of eight
with illustrations that captivate the
who accompanied them here, re son of Rockland passed last weekQuincy.
Mass.,
who
were
here
for
Your truly wishes to apologize to
daughter Brenda of Portland visit
Earl Barter of Tenant's Harbor, I teams, all but one of which are lo[ end at Edward Millay’s.
heart and mind. First off there is
turned home Monday.
A. C. McLoon for the statement in who has been umpiring in the Ap- cated in Tennessee. The other is the weekend with his parents Mr. ed Mrs. Mary Collins and Mr and
the Salem Break-Front Secretary,
the last issue to the effect that he palachian League down in Tennes- j across the line in Virginia The and Mrs. W. A. Rivers; Rev. and Mrs Raymond Harriman recently.
a Nehemiah Adams and found in
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kimball of
suitable Mrs. F. C. Wheelock and daughter
game
attendance on
South Africa. It bears a rare label had the windows boarded up to
prevent any more fluke homers. It and it was still anybodys ball game. weather was never less than 1200, Miss Carol the latter to enter Rockland. Miss Vivian Keene and
that reads “Nehemiah Adams, cabi
Wellesley College this Fall; Mr and Gordon Fayes of Palmer, Mass., were
has been disclosed that a disinter But Texaco quickly settled that in and sometimes ran very high.
netmaker. Newbury street, near thc
Mrs Newton Street and children recent callers of Mr. and Mrs Sidested party was responsible for the
Also
played
in
that
locality
were
their half.
Common, Salem, Mass.”
Mary and Roger, with Mrs. Amelia
act, and Mr. McLoon did not even
the
games
of
the
American
Junior
They batted around, adding five
This start-ofl gives ample zest
know of it until he arrived on the singles, a walk and a triple by Legion, which were attended with Millspaugh and daughter Miss Es owners, Mr. and Mrs. Peterson were
for research through the 317 pages field at game time. I am extremely
telle Millspaugh of Summit. N. J. cordial and entertaining. This farm
Gowell together for six runs to go tremendous rivalry and Often had Miss Millspaugh is the school nurse
Mr. Ormsbee is qualified to send out
feeis several hundred mink which
sorry for writing the statement be out front 15 to 8. Amoco had an attendance as high as 10.000.
this authentic account for the help
of
that
city.
consumes
125 pounds fish dally, be- :
fore getting the true information.
Barter umpired a total of 140
scored two runs and had two men
ful quidance of antique lovers. And
Mr. and Mrs. George Cooley mo side horse meat, tomatoes and cod 1
The Amocos had the unusually on with one out in the seventh games, and the rotundity of his di
the 38 chapters are full of good large number of 14 assists in Thurs
tored 8unday to New Harbor ac liver oil and liver. Mrs. Peterson ■
reading as well as excellent advice day's game. The brothers Wink when the game was called. Bill mensions dwindled perceptibly. This companied by Mr and Mrs. B. 8. showed them the ranch and ex
was
not
due
so
much
to
official
and training. These chapters touch handled nine of them, and that Gowell and Charley Seavey led the
Geyer and Beverly Geyer. They plained in detail its oiperation. She
on almost everj' line that he has not double play they pulled off in the 17 hit assault on Bisbee, each get cares as it was to the excessive heat visited the Maine Mink Farm which is a writer of no small talent, ex
A
Tennessee
Summer
does
not
seem
ting
a
double
and
triple.
The
already covered with his other books second inning was a honey, but they
quite natural if the mercury does they found intereating and the celling principally in short stories.
in expert knowledge of this nature should have saved it until the sixth. I score:
not run between 96 and 100. and
This book is not heavy, didactic, or
Those homers by Gowell and Amoco
there were many moments when
ab r bh po a
prozy, but most entertaining, if a Bartlett were the real McCoy. Cow
Now is the time to have that paint and
Earl doubtless wished he was
bit inclined to be a little sketchy in ell's cleared Valenta's head in cen Valenta. cf ____ 3 10 3 0
watching a game on his own Ten
Lord.
2b.
p
3
12
2
0
some instances.
ter, and Bartlett's was a prodigious
shingle job done—that new garage and sunant's Harbor field where Winter
The chapters on furniture maxe swat for a right hand sticker, going F. Wink. 3b ........ 2 2 13 2
overcoats
are
more
in
style
than
one realize anew this was one of the out over the comer of the first Wekh. ss ............. 3 12 0 2
porch built—that spare room and attic fin
Summer fans.
Sullivan, lb ........ 3 0 17 0
first crafts practiced in our country building.
Barter's
season
was
greatly
Day. c ................. 3 0 0 0 0
The chapter on Early American
ished—that heater and bathroom installed.
cheered by the receipt of news from
A. Wink, r.......... 3 112 0
Glass that has become almost Texacos Tic Series
hts
Northern
heme
of
the
almost
priceless, reads like romance; and
Buy a home through
The Texacos .evened thc series Bisbee, p, 2b ...... 3 12 0 1
You can borrow money from us in small or
complete recovery of his daughter,
on through from silver to clocks and with thc Amoco's at two games Shafter, rf ........ 1 0 0 0 0
a
Savings
Bank
mort

i
Miss
Ruth
Barter,
whose
life
had
even rugs and pottery ad fin.
large amounts at 51, for all these purposes. •
apiece last night as they Jianded Brackett, If ........ 2 10 10
been despaired of. following her au
gage and your "rent
This book will command close at Ed. Bisbee a 15 to 8 lacing. Thc
tomobile
accident.
26 8 9 18 5 1
tention as has Mr. Ormsbee in all game was a give and take affair
money" in
many
Barter is still under contract
his editorship of “The American through the early innings, with Texaco
cases
will
pay
off
the
with
the
Appalachian
League,
but
ab r bh PO a c
Collector,” a magazine of high thc lead changing hands until the
is not quite certain as to next sea
mortgage.
4
2
2
0
2
3
value.
K. S. F.
Texacos made a rout of it with a
4 2 2 2 0 3 sen's plans.
six run merry-go-round in the
It's a safe bet they will have
Remember, a Savings Bank Mortgage is one of the
4 1 1 0 1 0
Spofford. 2b
sixth.
Amoco
hung
to
their
habit
WEST ROCKPORT
something to do with baseball.
4
Bartlett,
p
..
02
0
3
1
Come in and get your free copy of the SMALL
of
taking
the
lead,
scoring
three
simplest.
Consider these advantages:
Mrs. Edith Perry, Edwin Perry
4 0 2 2 0 0
Allen, If ....
in
the
first,
and
Texaco
came
back
and daughter, all of Quincy, Mass,
4 0 1 0 0 0 SOUTH THOMASTON
HOME year book. Full of ideas for the Home.
1. Greater flexibility — each mortgage treated
and Sidney Dow of Martinsville with two of them.
3 2 1 1 0 0
The teams reversed this proce
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Young,
were visitors W’ednesday at Robert
4 3 3 0 0 0
individually to meet your own particular situ
dure in the second and went score
Limited to one copy only.
Heald's. On return they were ac
4 1 1 7 0 0 Ruth Huston and two chikfren
less
in
the
third
deadlocked
at
5
ation.
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roland
Hodge
companied by Richard Souther who
3 2 2 4 0 0
apiece. Amoco broke the tie again
of Sharon. Mass., spent the holiday
had been visiting Charles Heald
2. Monthly, quarterly or semi-annually payment
in the fourth on a triple by Al
The Singing-Sewing 4-H Club Wink and an outfield fly, but Texa
36 15 17 18 7 4 weekend visiting Mrs. Young'';
of interest, to suit your budget.
girls were entertained Tuesday at co came back strong in their half Amoco .......
.... 3 2 0 1 2 0— 8 grandmother Mrs. Hattie Jackson
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Joseph
Enunr
a house-party at the home of Mis- to regain the lead and were never Texaco ................. 2 3 0 4 6 0—15
3. 5% on mortgages in good standing interest
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brown (Flor
Hazel Nutt. This was preceded by headed thereafter. Gowell opened
Two base hits. Welch, Gowell,
paid when due—No Tax Liens, and the loan
a corn-roast at the State Park in with a double and went to third Seavey, Merritt. Allen 2, McLeod. ence Clark) of Whitinsville. Mass.,
amortized in 1 5 years.
recently
visited
Mrs.
Alice
Rowell.
Camden.
on a fly. Hodgkins single scored Three base hits. Gowell, Seavey. A.
18 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Sleeper
and
Mrs. Emma V. Leach, Mrs. A. A him and Seavey's double brought Wink. Sacrifice, Shafter 2. Double
daughter
Mary
motored
Tuesday
to
Clark, Mrs. Alice Tolman, Mrs in Hodgkins. An error and a single play. Seavey (unassisted). Base on
Odd Fellows Block, Opposite Post Office
Robert Heald and daughter Char by Bartlett gave the Texacos two balls, off Bisbee 3. Bartlett 3. Hits, Bangor.
Established 18C8.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
Mrs. Lottie Norton and daughter
lene attended the Carroll-Norwood more und a 9 to 6 lead. A .pass to off Bisbee 17 in five innings. Los
reunion last Saturday at T. J. Car- F. Wink. Welch's double and Bully's ing pitcher, Bisbee. Umpires. Smith, Dorothy visited Monday Mrs. Agnes
86Stf
single pared the lead to 9 to 8 Brackett, Wotton Mosher.
Smalley in Vinalhaven.
roll's,

SOFTBALL

MAINE COLLEGE FOOTBALL

New Concern Laying the Groundwork For
An Industry Which Has Much Promise

GRIDIRON GRIND IS DN

Coach Matheson Making Selections From
40 Candidates—Looking Ahead To

the Opening Game

Had Good Season

IMPROVE THE HOME
AND YOU
INCREASE THE HAPPINESS

HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW

For Your “Rent Money”

FREE

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Townsend Club No. 2. is serv
ing supper next Wednesday night.

Where Many Have Fished

REUNIONS

1U U Wf

A "Weil Baby” clinic will be held
Monday, 2 to 4 o’clock, at the Red
Cross headquarters.

SERMONETTE

Knox Vodge, South Thomaston,
will meet Monday night to work
the M. M. degree. Supper will be !
at 6.30 o'clock.

Driving tests will be conducted
at tlie Spring Street Armory next
Monday, under the direction of I
Sgt. Levi Flint.

Sept 7—Whitmore Family: At home
of Mr. and Mrs W J Bryant. Union
Common; 11 stormy, following Mon
day.

Past Department Commander
Oliver R. Hamlin will be guest
speaker at next Tuesday night’s
Federal cctnmoditles aggregating meeting of the Camden Lions Club,
27,620 pounds will be delivered to where he will give a patriotic talk.
applicants Sept. 10 and 17.
All persons are cordially invited
to come up to the Court House Mon
Lina Carroll will be hostess to
day night and get the returns. Phone
a D.U.V. beano at G A R. hall Mon calls to 707 will be promptly an
day at 2 p. m.
swered with the latest election news.

Try as I may, I cannot get the
church at St. George out of my
mir.d. It ls my conviction that
God wants that church rebuilt.
A year agio I stood by the ruins
left by the fire and thought,
“Here is a hundred years of
Baptist history ended."
This year, on the Fourth of
July. I again visited it and saw
a new church rising from the
ashes of the old. Great prog
ress had been made. In the
little church yard lie the bodies
of any who helped make this
church a vital religious force ln
Knox County and a power ln
the Lincoln Association. Her
place in the history of the Bap
tist Convention is an honored
one.
Considerably over 100 years
old, she served well. When
built there were no public utili
ties in this State, no railroads
into the County. The Civil War
was not dreamed of. the tele
phone not invented. The era
of steamboating was a long way
ahead. Nevertheless, there on
the Ridge, at Martinsville, men
and women built a church. They
dedicated it to God. They had
faith in Him and in His son
and they were baptized into its
membership, believing in their
Redeemer.
God will not let this sacred
spot go without a church. Of
that I feel sure. I hope to se
cure some help for them. Time
will tell. Everyone In Knox
County owes a debt to the old
Second St. George, on the Ridge.
—William A. Holman

There will be a demonstration of
Confined to the bed, and in a
6onotone hearing aids from 10 am. fixed position. Robert M. Packard
to 8 p. m. Sept. 12 at Hotel Rock of Rockland Highlands finds con
land.
solation in the fact that one
month hence the splints will be
Carver's Dining Room at Lin removed from his mending hip.
colnville Beach will continue to Meantime the radio is keeping him
serve by general request. The din ln touch with that marvelous base A scene at Alford's Lake in South Hope, dear to the heart of many anglers.—Photo by Alton Ilall Blackington
ing room ls on Route 1 and was for ball race in the American League.
merly known as Thc Tavern Spa.
John Karl, the popular center"Boom Town" the most talked of fielder of the Rockland Pirates was
(Continued from Page One)
picture of 1940, featuring Clark injured while at bat about 10 days
prudential reasons, their mouths are
Gable, Spencer Tracy, Claudette ago but the nature of the accident
The man of this tale was Justly Cross
sealed, and he has been able to get
And so would you be, too.
Colbert, Hedy LaMarr is coming to was not' learned until Thursday
no definite line on what they think
If into your fence for the dozenth time,
Strand Theatre soon.
when an X-ray revealed a broken the future has in store for them. It
A car “came miling through."
bone in his right arm. The acci
Dr. Edward W. Peaslee left to dent lost to the Twilight League doesn’t pay for Europeans to do
much talking nowadays, hence the
The site was the corner of Holmes street,
day for Cleveland, Ohio to attend one of its most valuable players.
difficulty that an outsider experi
And the state of that home was a sight!
the meeting of the American Den
ences in drawing a conclusion. Time
After twenty-six years of practice,
tal Association. He is a delegate
Fall is here and with it comes
Of course it was done Just right.
from the Maine Dental Society. bowling. Both the Star alleys and alone will tell. Prof. Frohock made
qn excellent Impression with his
Dr. Peaslee will be away a week.
Community Building are taking on
Just in Crosswise slammed the four-wheeled guest,
talk, and among those who listened
new life, the falling pins making a
Scattering fence posts to the wind;
Miss Pauline Brackett has re welcome sound. Men and women to it was his father, Dr. H. W. Fro
'Twould never do for a host to be Cross,
hock.
Other
visitors
were
John
turned to her duties as nurse at the alike are getting in trim for a busy
But I’ll bet he never grinned!
At the Universalist Church 10.45
Damariscotta Hospital after a, winter in the leagues. The Thom Pomeroy, who reported on the drive
a. m. Dr. Lowe will occupy the pul
month's vacation spent at Pemaquid aston league resumes action some which is being made in behalf of
Before he now dares to drop daily cares.
pit for the first service following
Point, Portland, Westbrook and time this month, and the Com securing a district nurse, and the
And enjoy his “Home Sweet Home”
Boy Scout drive which is coinci
the vacation. The subject of his
He Just glances afar toward eaeh speeding ear—
with her .parents Mr. and Mrs. I. munity league starts in October.
dental; and R. M. Allen of the
sermon will be “Taking Religion
Prays, "Lord, don't let it roam."
F. Brackett, Broad street.
Seriously.” It will be a vital mes
Writing from "The Johadejac," Lions Club.
The visiting Rotarians were:
sage for the hour. Miss Lottie Mc
Complaint that the Summer busi Quarry Hill road. Round Pond.
Laughlin will be soloist at the morn
ness was not up to the standard, Rev. John Smith Lowe says. “The Charles A. Holden, Hanover, N. H.;
ing service.
is not borne out by the Carlton vacation, hugely enjoyed is over. George E. Hamilton. Randolph,
• • • •
Bridge statistics which show an in We will return to 26 Oak street Mass.; Frank E. Poland, Boston:
Rockland Man Feels That
crease of $4000 over the month cf sometime next week. “Regret at "Red” Butler, Lewiston; Rev. Madi
The full services and activities of
August 1939. There were 6108 more being obligeed to leave such an son A. Hart. Danville, Ky.; and
Malt Liquor Proponents
the Methodist Church begin this
60-cent cars, and 13.131 more 5-cent ldyllie spot is voiced ln the con Charles W. Babb, Camden.
Sunday. Men's Bible class at 9.30
Should
Have
Their
Say
passengers.
cluding sentence—“It ls gorgeous
a. m.; Baraca class and all Sunday
here today."
school departments at 12 o'clock;
PORT
CLYDE
Rockland. Sept. 6. 1940
The Clark Island granite plant
(music under direction of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Page, son Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
operated by John Meehan & Son
A representative of thc Augusta William and friend of Medford,
Lydia Storer, soloist, and Mrs. Carol
As
all
persons
engaged
in
the
closed temporarily last night. Supt. Field Office of the Social Security Mass., visited Sunday with Mrs.
Jillson. organist). Dr. Wilson s sub
Hocking cherishes the hope of an Board will be at the Deputy Collec Rose Davis.
malt liquor business in Rockland
ject at 10.30 is "The Churches' Gift
early contract, and ls closely match tor's Office. Post Office Building,
To a Troubled World" and at 7,
Rev. John T. Holman who has and many other people are aware,
ing the situation in Washington Rockland, at 11.30 a. m. to 3 p. m been attending campmeeting re
"Summer Highway Sermons." Week
your paper refuses to carry any
where the Maine delegation is Sept. 11. He will be pleased to as turned home Monday.
ly prayer service at 7 on Tuesday The
advertisements
as
to
"Malt
working so hard to get Federal sist applicants who may wish to
first of a series on Christian Funda
Mrs. Alver.a Morton of Still
recognition.
file claims, or assist them In other water and Mr. and Mrs. Homer Liquors." or any other liquors.
mentals "Prayer" will be the theme.
matters.
Morton of Bangor were callers That you are willing to fcrego lu
When the Registration Board
crative profits, because of high
Sunday on Mrs. Fred Seavey.
At the Littlefield Memorial Bap
closed its enrolling sessions Wed
Strand Theatre offerings for the
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Simmons of moral standards, speaks highly for
tist Church, the pastor, Rev. C. A.
nesday night it was found that only coming week Include these features:
Rockland were visiters Monday at
Marstaller. back from a well earned
76 new names had been added—pos Sunday, Monday and Tuesday. the home of Hermon Simmons. the high moral plane of your paper.
But the undersigned believes you
vacation, will use as his subject at
sibly the smallest number ever "Rhythm On the River," starring
They had recently made a trip to carry your policy to an extent,
10.30. "Our Task." Special musts
registered in advance cf a State Bing Crosby and Mary Martin;
the World's Fair.
which, were you to consider care
will include a solo by Miss Miriam
election. It reflected the general Wednesday and Thursday “Dance
Mrs. Carlos Davis and son Carlos
Dorman. Sunday School follows at
apathy which has been shown Girl. Dance," with Maureen O'Hara have returned to Stonington, Conn., fully, makes for a wrong Instead of j
a righteous policy. I refer to ad
11.45 with classes for all ages. A
throughout the campaign.
and Louis Hayward; Friday and after vacationing here.
Edwin R. Edwards. Jr. will teach lively young people's meeting will
vertisements concerning the "Yes"
Saturday. “Argentine Nights," with
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sargent and and "No" vote on the liquor ques in the mathematics deparmtent of be held at 6 o'clock. For the eve
Of special interest to the hooked the Ritz Brothers and Andrews
daughter Ruth of Falmouth Fore tion next Monday. This is a politi Rockland Junior High School, ning service at 7.15 the pastor will
rug enthusiasts of this area will be Sisters.
side visited Monday with Mr. and cal question to be determined by
the exhibit to be held Tuesday in
taking the place of John M. Ross- use as his subject “The Cross of
the duly qualified voters of our
Christ."
Special music will be
Union by Virginia T. McElwee. Thc j When Joseph Salerno, East Mrs. U. G. Davis.
O. L. Vannah of Marblehead, community and before making nagcl who goes this month with provided. Mid-week prayer meet
exhibit will include the work of Boston salesman, got back home
j Mass., was guest speaker Sunday their decision and voting on this the National Guard to Portland. ing Tuesday evening at 7.30.
Mrs. McElwee and her students in yesterday he was still shaking
• • • •
Union, Camden, Augusta and this hands with hhnself over his narrow i at the Advent Christian Church or any other matter, they are en Mr. Edwards graduated in 1935
in the absence of the pastor. Rev. titled to have before them all ar from Rockland High School as an
“
Man
”
is
the
subject of the Les
city. These rugs are hooked in the escape in this city Thursday, when
Harry Daniels who is on vacation. guments and facts that can be
old-fashioned manner but with an his car plunged through the iron
honor student, and is a member of son Sermon that will be read in
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Fuller and brought to bear on both sides of
all Church of Christ, Scientist,
artistic blending of color and ma railing near the foot of Oranite
Miss Evelyn Tapley of Bangor the question. This is a funda National Honor Society. He grad throughout the world on Sept. 8.
terials. Mrs. McElwee is a pupil of street. There it hung suspended in
uated
ip
1939
from
Bates
College,
passed last weekend with Mr. and mental precept of democracy. But
The Golden Text is: “The Spirit it
the famous teacher. Mrs. Caroline mid-air, just short of a long drop
i Mrs. Howard Monaghan.
you refuse all advertisements from where he was active and prominent, self beareth witness with our
Cleaves Saunders of Clinton. Mass. over the embankment The car was
Lucy Brown and Walter Brown organizations advocating the "Yes" and was awarded a scholarship for spirit, that we are the children of
The exhibit will be held from 2 to 5 not badly damaged, but Salerno's
of South Portland visited Sunday vote afid promptly print all ad a year of study and teaching in
p. m. at the home of Mrs. McElwee nerves were.
with their grandparents, Mr. and vertisements given you by organi France. Due to war conditions.
on the Appleton road, Just beyond
Mrs. U. G. Davis.
zations advocating the “No” vote. Mr. Edwards was unable to go
Union Fair Grounds entrance.
It is well to remind that next
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmons You have sadly confused liquor ' abroad, however.
Monday is election day and that and daughter Sandra recently went
advertisements, which these latter
D.U.V. beano at G A R hall, Mon the polls are open from 8 a. m. to
Complaint—and a very just one—
to Attleboro. Mass.,-accompanied by are not. with political advertise
day at 2 p. m.—adv.
8 p. m. daylight saving time. The Miss Elsie Puffer of Lowell. Mass.,
comes
to The Courier-Gazette office
ments. which they are.
Ccurier-Gazette will tabulate the who was returning home after
this morning that garbage is being
LINCOLNVILLE REACH
In
your
issue
of
Sept
5,
you
said
Visit Lucien K Green & Son for returns as usual, but asks the pub
Itnute 1, Formerly the
spending the Summer with Mrs. under “The Black Cat"—"Lots of deposited on Middle Street Hill,
Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for lic to use the phone as sparingly as
"Tavern Spa"
!
within
a
few
feet
of
the
monument
Alice Trussell.
beer and ale must have been con
Dresses. Complete stocks always possible prior to 10 o'clock, while
I
erected
on
the
site
of
the
old
Fourth
Miss Annie Ginn of Rhode Lsland sumed in the Pine Tree State dur
This dining room will continue
on hand. New merchandisa coming the line is busy with thc receipt of
has returned home after vacation ing the year which ended July 30. Maine campground. "I call it sac
to serve in response to general
in every day at moderate prices. returns.
ing at the home of Mrs. Ada Bren as the sales earned the State a net rilege," said the complainant, “and
request.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block.
so
will
every
decent-minded
citizen."
nan. MLss Ethel Kelley of Spring- profit of $1,396,533."
School street. Rockland.
107-tf
BORN
There
are
plenty
of
places
for
gar

field, Mass., who has also been
This, from the viewpoint of your
SPECIAL
Weston At Maine General Hospital,
bage without despoiling a sacred
Awnings, large or small, hammock Portland. Sept. 5. to Mr and Mrs. Ken passing a vacation at the Brennan paper, was I believe intended as memorial.
home,
has
returned,
accompanied
neth K Weston of Waldoboro, a aon.
an argument against the malt
tops, chair backs and seats, boa!
French At Little Nursing Home, by friends.
Mrs. Brennan went liquor business. Thai is. you are
Sept. 3. to Mr and Mrs
covers. All sorts of canvas work. Waldoboro,
A cordial Invitation ls extended
OTHER DINNER SPECIALS
with them and will visit relatives stressing the fact that a lot of
Donald French, a daughter.
Martin At Little Nursing Home. in Massachusetts.
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1262-W,
As Desired
to all persons to come up to ihe
beer
was
consumed
and,
therefore,
Waldoboro Aug. 28. to Mr and Mrs
16 Willow St.
73-tf Louis Martin, a daughter.
the results were alarming from Court House and get the election
Catering Our Specialty
Pease* *At Appleton, Aug. 27. to Mr
Tlie play-off for the local soft- your viewpoint. But nevertheless, returns. Telephone calls to 707 will
and Mrs. Alton Pease, a son
TEL. CAMDEN 8514
Stevens—At Dr Cates Hospital, Vaa- ball championship will take place you did make known that the State bring the latest results available,
salboro. Aug. 31. to Mr and Mrs. Virgl! M Schofield-White Park Sunday
DOROTHY GWENDOLYN Stevens
of Maine actually received $1,396.- adv
of Liberty, a daughter.
afternoon at 3.30.
533 in profits, so would it be harm
LAWRY
An assortment of colonial glass
ful to go further and' tell the truth
MARRIED
Teacher of
Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn will begin that this money helps to pay old reproductions, amethyst, am'oer,
PIANOFORTE
Brown-French—At Rockland. Sept. 7.
Dr Freeman F Brown. Jr., and Lucy her teaching of pianoforte Mon age pensions; that 7.0CO people ruby, blue,—in vases camphor bot
STUDIO
K French, both of Rockland By Rev day after a short vacation.
are employed in this industry in tles and Jenny Lind bottles; also
23 OAK STREET,
TEL. 172 J. Charles MacDonald
Weymouth-Wood
At
Camden,
Sept
Maine earning around $7,000,000 new miniatures, in glass Jugs, lamps
107-112 1, Llndell A Weymouth and Pearl J.
Those Republicans who wish
and perfume bottles. The WhatWood, both of Clinton —By ailbert transportation to thc polls may annually and that this business of
Harmon. N P.
Malt Liquors pays into the Trea Not Gift Shop.
Sallinen-Burrage At Jackman. Aug. telephone 521 and be called for
sury of the United States the sum
31, William H Salllnen of Pittsfield, promptly.—adv.
and Mabel Burrage of Camden.
of $1,000,000 daily.
THE ANNUAL
Small-Gomer At Barre, Vt.. Aug 31,
Harry E. Fitzgerald
The First Year Of The War—A
Sherwood Charles Small, formerly of
HARVEST
DINNER
Rockland and Elena Gomez of Barre. complete section of the war's events
[This communication is published
of Edwin Libby Relief Corps at
—By Rev. MacLean
out
of
fairness
to
Mr.
Fitzgerald,
to date, and the American Weekly
G. A. R. HALL—11 to 1 o’clock
Magazine's new novel, "The Table whom this paper has always found
Thursday, Sept. 12
PINE HILL, GLEN COVE
Talks," 2 big features with the to be a gentleman. The Black
TRICE 35 CENTS
HERE cannot but be
Cat
item
was
intended
purely
as
107-108
September first issue of the Bos
108-109
comfort ss well as pride
ton Sunday Advertiser.
108‘lt an Item of news, and had no as
in the thought that the
sociation in the writer's mind with
memorial chosen, placed and
| the "Yes” and "No" vote.—Ed.]
dedicated is the finest that
it is possible to acquire. Mod*
' Coast artillerymen from Maine's
est or imposing, Guardian
ROUTE 1, DAMARISCOTTA
240th regiment, (harbor defense!
Memorials represent beauty
unsurpassed — permanence
will spend th » first week (Sept. 16that endures through centuries
22) of rheir year's training under
to come. They are surprisingly
Ambulance Service
orders issued by thc president last
FUNERAL HOME
reasonable in price.
week at their heme stations. ThiThe Guardian Memorial Road Is
GEORGE GOODIE
Ambulance Service
will be done to permit the great
ss evcrlastiux (uarutee.
AH Republicans wishing trans amount of paper work necessary
And His Orchestra
RUSSELL
TELEPHONES
Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
portation to the Polls Monday
in eaeh batter- in the shift from
781-1 or 781-11
FUNERAL HOME
need only TELEPHONE 707 and
INC.
a reserve a state status to that of Large Fireplace Ample Parking
• CLAREMONT ST.
TEL 662
11S-1U UMEROCK STREET
Dances Every Saturday
they will be called for promptly, i active federal service. The same
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
ROCKLAND, ME.
ROCKLAND, Mt
I EAST UNION & THOMASTON
Through the Fall
and taken back home.
J will apply-.0 other, national guard.
N-tf

The Rotary Club

A SOUTHEND EPIC

Fitzgerald’s Letter

To Teach “Math”

CARVER’S
DINING ROOM

Lobster Dinner

TRAP SHOOT
SUNDAY

T

LAKEHURST

FREE

BURPEE’S

TRANSPORTATION

Dance Tonight

TO THE POLLS

ns.

A-

119-ti

I

j organizations as they are called.

A Class Reunion

CH Uf fR(H
ES
f f T T TT T TT f

Democratic City Committee meet
ing tomorrow at 2 o’clock at City
Hall.

Sept 7—Knox Pomona Grange meets
ln Appleton.
Sept. 8—Services resumed at the
Congregational Church.
Sept IP—City schools open.
Sept. IP* Miriam Rebekah Lodge fair
at Odd Fellows hall.
8ept 12 Thomaston—Garden Club
meets at Levansaler house
Sept. 13 Educational Club meets
with Mrs Rose B Hupper, Tenants
Harbor
Sept. 15—Donut Day at, the World's
Fair
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Nineteen Twenty-One
Spreads Itself At Crescent
Beach Inn

1f u

Class of 1921, Rockland High
Schcol, had a reunion Thursday
night, at Crescent Beach Inn, 36
members and guests enjoying a
banquet and social time. The nom
inating committee, Mrs. Loretta
Glendenning .Mrs. Carrie Douglas,
Earl Graves, Jr. Mrs Addle Brown
and Cleveland Sleeper announced
these cfficers: President , Elmer
Joyce; vice president. Mrs. Evelyn
Cates; secretary, Mrs. Addie Brown
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) and treasurer, Hiram H. Crie.
Mr. Joyce acted as master of cere
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appropri monies, and old songs, including
ate for the 16th Sunday after Trin the class ode, were sung, with Miss
ity: Matins at 7.10; Holy Com Daphne Winslow accompanying on
munion at 7.30; Holy Eucharist and the piano find George Sleeper on
sermon at 10.30; Vespers at 7.30 the accordion. ’ E. Carl Moran,
Cleveland Sleeper and Miss Anna E.
p. m.
Ccughlin, who was special guest,
• • • •
each spoke briefly, Miss Coughlin
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald will reading some of her original poems.
occupy his pulpit at the First Bap Roll call was held, and letters were
tist Church Sunday. His 10.30 sub received from members unable to
ject will be "The New Covenant.'' attend. Mrs. Dorothy Blaisdell Stiles
The choir will resume its work for of Marblehead, Mass, Mrs. Lucy
the year and will sing at both serv Fuller Foster of Bangor and Mrs.
ices. The church school will meet Evelyn Ix>rd Jackson of Waterville.
at noon and will provide a class for
Members present were Hiram H.
every age. The Endeavorers will ;Crle. Elmer E. Joyce of Camden,
open their meeting at 6.15 with a I Mrs. Addie Rogers Brown, Clevespecial invitation to all to attend ' land Sleeper, Mrs. Evelyn Kaler
this their first after-vacation meet [ Cates, Mrs. Doris Ulmer Melvin,
ing. The people's evening service Mrs. Carrie Clough Douglas. Earl
will open at 7.30 and will last 63 Graves Jr., Mrs. Gladys Pettengtll
minutes. The subject of the sermon Preble of Portland, Mrs. Helen
will be: “God Bless America."
Sprague Spaulding. Mrs. Phyllis Mo
• • • •
ran True of Medford, Mass., Mrs.
The services at the Church of thc Loretta Currie Glendenning, Mrs.
Nazarene begin with Bible school at Nellie Reed Reed, Mrs. Helena Kel
10 a. in. Morning worship com ley Ramsdell, Mrs. Verna Maguire
mences at 11 with special music by Thomas, Mrs. Ruth Coltart Shaw,
a vocal quintet. In accordance with Miss Daphne Winslow, Kenneth
the day of prayer for the nation Smith of Northport, Mrs. Alice
called by President Roosevelt, Rev. Grass Babson of Blue Hill, Mrs.
Earl Lee will bring a message on Myrtls Joyce Colberth of Swan's
"Prayer." At 3.30 p. m. the young Island, Mrs. Shelby Freethy Olenpeople will conduct a service at the denning and Oeorge Sleeper.
Ingraham Hill chapel. The pastor Guests were Mrs. Hiram Crie,
will speak. Tlie regular N Y.PS will Mrs. Elmer Joyce Nestor Brown.
meet at 63O„ with Miss Lillian Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Mrs. Earl
Bates ln charge, the guest speaker Graces, Jr., Louis Cates, Ambrose
Charles Ellis. The evening evan Melvin, Ouy Douglas. Cecil Preble
gelistic service begins at 7 30, with of Portland, Wallace Spaulding,
special music, and the pastor will Richard Rising. Mrs. Oeorge Sleep
preach on the subject “Sanctify er, MLss Coughlin and Mr. Moran.
Another reunion Ls planned for
Them.” The midweek prayer serv
ice is on Wednesday, and the Bible next year.
class with the study of the Life of
Dyer's I/>bster Buoy will close
Christ will be on Friday, both meet
for the season on Tuesday, Sept. 10.
ings at 7 30.

God: and if children, then heirs
of God. and Joint-heirs with
Christ” (Romans 8: 16-17). Tlie
citations from the Bible contain
the following passages: "Thou hast
dealt well with thy servant, O
Lord, according unto thy word Thy
hands have made me and fashioned
me: give me understanding, that
I may learn thy commandments’
(Psalm 119 : 65. 73).
• • • •

10811

The Alumnae Association of Knox
County Hospital will meet Wed
nesday night at 7.30 at the Bok
Home for Nurses, to be followed by
a corn roast, place to be announced.

Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F.. Monday
night will have its first nomination
of officers. Rockland Encampment
I.O.OF. Wednesday night will have
second nomination of officers.
Twilight League fans are in for
a great treat at Camden tomorrow
afternoon.
The
double-header
with the Rockland Pirates begins
at 1.30. A good local contingAit
will follow the Pirates up the track

Borrow "On Your Own” . , . We

prefer to make loan* of $25 to
$250 or more on just your signaturc. And our New, Shorter
Application saves you timet

leTionaV

FINANCE Ca

MARTIN 4. HI ELIY, Mgr Katin No.
2»1, Floor N o. 2,
Kretfe Bldg. Phone
1155, 241 Water St.
Augusta, .We. Small
I x>an Statute IJren.se No. 1.
C harges ‘iu0 on unpaid monthly
balances up to |150;
monthly on balance* above.

WATCH, CLOCK AND
JEWELRY REPAIRING
Optical Repairs and Supplies

J.C. MOODY
UNION, MAINE

108'lt

SATURDAY NIGHT

Dance Cancelled

DANCES

At Oakland

At GLEN COVE

The dance scheduled for Oak
land tonight has been cancelled

Starting This Week,
September 7

through failure of the orchestra

Admission Saturday Night Only
Men 25c, plus tax; Ladies Free

No More Dances This Fall

to arrive.

107-108

WORLD CHAMPION WALKER
JACK ELDREOGE
....WALKED 110 MILES IN

22 HOURS 35 MINUTES.

....AVERAGED BETTER THAN
S3 MILES A OAY FOR SEV
ENTY-SEVEN DAYS FROM
BOSTON TO SAN FRAN

A OISTANCE CF
4.ISO MILES.

CISCO,

JACK ELDREOGE

"AFTER 27 YEARS OF

WEARING

DIFFERENT

TYPES OF SHOES ,

I

HAVE PROVEN THE VALUE
OF

HEALTH SPOT SHOES
FOR REAL FOOT COMFORT
anti

I’M GLAD TO BE ALIVE !

It

McLAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME

HEALTH SPOT SHOES for MEN WOMEN and CHILDREN I

Ihurch Sunday will consist of wor■hip at 10.45 with sermon by tlie
>astor, subject. "A Mighty Victory
md How It Was Won”. Sunday
chool meets at 12; Young People's
Hrs. louise mujjsi
neeting, 6.30 p. m.; evening service
porrespondea^
' 30. The pastor will give the flrst
of a series of sermons on “Somoer Shadows.” This week the sub
Tel. 27
ject will be “Shadows over Ameri
Mrs. Florence Dutch has re ca.'' A Sunday school workers con
turned to Brockton, Mass., afttr ference at the parsonage will be
spending several days with hcr held Monday at 7.30. Prayer meet
ing Wednesday at 7.30.
mother Mrs. Sarah Cay.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette. Saturday, September 7,1940
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WHERE HURRICANE
RESIDENTS WORSHIPPED

EAST LIBERTY

DUTCH NECK

Glenice Adams has returned from
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Wilson of
Vassalboro where she was em- 1 South Weymouth. Mass., who are
ployed during the Summer.
' now vacationing at Kennebunk,
Mrs. Ella Thompson of Fairfield called Wednesday on friends ln
is visiting her niece, Ruby Adams. I ^is locality.
Mrs. Myron Hatch of Brockton,
Herbert Howes, Mattle Overlock
and Ed. Lee of Rehoboth. Mass, Mass., has been a recent visitor at
the home of her mother Mrs. Alice
were recent callers in town.
Creamer.
Frank S. Emerson celebrated his
Prof, and Mrs. Anthony Jc.bin
75th birthday by visiting his sis
of Ann Arbor. Mich., are spending
ter. Mrs. Oren Folsom in Wala month at their Summer home
dbboro.
here.
Ralph Reynolds and family broke
Miss Elsie Stahl has returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson
camp last Saturday and returned [ler employment in Arllngtcn^Mass..
of Portland were callers Tuesday ROCKVILLE
to Beverly. Mass., after a pleasant aftPr lwo weeks' vacation spent
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Her
Donald Moran returned Thurs
two weeks vacation.
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Herday to Hyde Park after spending
bert Standish.
Other Fur Trimmed
Mr. and Mrs. Osmond Plummer belt
Rev. Harold W. Nutter. Supt. A. the Summer with his grand par
and son and Mary Howes and son
jjr and Mrs. James Breen and
D. Oray and Percy Moody accom ents Mr. and Mrs. John S. Ranlett.
Coats
accompanied by their mother. Mrs. daUghter of Rockland were guests
panied a grouo of boys from Ute
Mrs. Robert Cain and son Robert
Plummer
of
Union
visited
Sunday
Sunday
of
Mr
and
Mrs
.
Granville,
Baptist Sunday School to New- of Camden passed Thursday with
with Jennie Davis
Oross
p.-rt Thursday to visit Donn Fen.d- her parents Mr. and Mrs. Vesper
Mr and Mrs. Leroy Davis with , Mr. and Mrs. Robie Sanford,
ler. In the group were Richard Hall.
theis guests Mr. and Mrs. Alfred ; Mrs. Alice Sears. Mrs. I^ois Burgess.
Genthner, Edward Genthner. Al
E. H. Perry spent a few days
Thurlow, son and daughter of Me- Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Harford and
vin Moody. David Moot’’/, Warren
Be it swaggering or
in Lewiston this week.
chanic Falls, Mr. and Mrs. Mark . daughter Elizabeth all of Billerica.
Moody, Robert Bu.i'.ham. Frank
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leonard
Packard
Sumner
and
two
children
of
RanMass.,
and
Robie
Wilson
of
South
Luce Ronald RU)h Rooert Steele,
fitting, the casual coat
and daughter of Needham. Mass.,
dolph, Vt.. met with Herbert Kel- . Weymouth, Mass., recently enjoyed
Allen Benner and Clarence Dorr.
lar and Mr. and Mrs. Silas Wade i a weeks vacation at the house for
Recent visitors at the home of who have been occupying a cot
is the mainstay of your
and three children of Camden Wed- 1 merly owned by the Sanford's,
Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt were tage in Warren called Tuesday on
friends
here.
nesday
at
the
home
of
their
aunt,
j
Miss
June
Sanford
of
Allston.
Mrs. Charles Leavitt and daughter.
daytime wardrobe! Find
Here Is a picture which will call up eloquent memories of the little
Miss Lydia Lehtonen who has island which furnished cut stone for some of the finest public buildings in Mrs. Everett Hill ln Lincolnville Mass., who has been touring the
Mrs. Sheldon Whalen. Mrs. Alice
Dorr and daughter of Sanford; been a surgical patient at Knox the country. Hurricane Isle as a granite center, and Gen. Davis Tillson where tney held a family reunion , Southern States. Joined them for
it here in enduring fab
at which a picnic supper was en- tne last few days of their stay here
Mrs. Julia Chaples and son John Hospital is improving.
I
XX
TT BIX
■ » *»
■ x UIIOIH'TIII
I n present
■ w vrw. aa* h*
,,v awwaaaaa, a#aa*
a
—
its
ow
ner,
are
unknown iV
to ,the
generation,
but *aa*.
there
was a period
| and then wen-t to Bangor for a
and friend, Mrs. Evvie Perry of
rics
Mr. and Mrs George Moody when both contributed much to the prosperity of Rockland. Overgrown Joyed.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Orant spent 1 few days visit with friends,
Appleton and Mrs. Ruby Murphy spent Labor Day weekend in Port with trees and shrubs this granite isle no longer resounds to busy ham
Mr and Mrs. Sidney Whitman
mers and shouts of happy workmen, its granite ledges are still objects of last weekend with their son, Walof Warren.
land.
romantic interest. The above picture was provided for our column through ter Grant at Milling. Ma.ss. Their of Lowell. Mass., spent several days
Clarence Dorr has returned from
Beaver
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Tasker and
daughter Mrs. Philip Ally with her I recently with Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Montville and is at his home at daughter Barbara returning from the courtesy of Sidney Winslow of Vinalhaven.
family
remained
at
their
home
I
Wallace.
the Baptist parsonage.
Raccoon
a three-month's stay in the middle
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Emus of
Miss Joyce Porter is employed west spent Wednesday night with
Todd, “Why England Slept'' by during their absence.
Somerville, Mass , and Ronald Emus
at Brown's restaurant.
John Kennedy, “I Married Adven Howe* Reunion
Cross Fox
her parents Mr. and Mrs. F. J.
Edmund Barnard has a position Hunter. They went Thursday to
ture” by Osa Johnson, "The Pil
Descendents and relatives of tlie of Lexington. Mass., returned home
' as teacher of English and History their home in Bradford.
grim's Way" by John Buchan; late Robert E. and Martha Suke- Monday after a several days' visit
Skunk
in Morse Memorial High School
“Gabriel's Search" by Della Lutes, forth Howes to the number of
rela,ives and friends here,
ALENA L. STTARRSIT
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Dalton of Am
in Brooks.
“White Oak Heritage" by Mazo de nearly 90 met for their annual reMabel Chase of Allston,
herst and Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Correspondent
Miss Lura Paine of Boston is
La Roche. “Circling Years" by Fred union Aug. 31 at Georges State
spent the holWay weekend
Pictured: Herringbone
Hall of Springfield called Monday
SSS*
guest of Miss Clara Gay.
Vanderwater. "The Indian Sum Park in Liberty. These towns were |
her Parents Mr and Mrs. W.
on Mrs. Florence Bolduc and C P.
Roger Mlller is visiting in Win
Tel «
mer of New England" by Van represented; Liberty, Montville. F’ cllasetweed with cross fox.
Tolman.
ter, Va., and New York City.
Wyck Brooks.
Searsmont. Morrill. Washington,
Mrs Flores Wellman. Mrs. Ralph
Sermon topics Sunday at the
Mrs. Webb was Introduced by Union, Whitefield. Jeflerson. Au- , WEST WALDOBORO
DESERVES BETTER GRAVE
Pollard. Mrs. Otto Rodamer, Mrs.
Baptist Church wUl be: At 10.30 Mrs Eleanor Pipkin. With Mrs. gusta. Camden. Enfield. Rehoboth. j Mr. and Mrs. Harold David and
Ralph Eugley. Mrs. Joseph De
a. m. “The Impregnable Church” Lucy Clark Hawkins of Emporia. Mass.. Milton. Mass., Everett, ’ daughter Bette have been guests of
Body of War Nurse Lies In a
Napoli, Mrs. Josiah Jameson and
and at 7. “The Romance of Tem Kan., at the piano, one stanza of Mass.. Beverly, Mass . Faunton. ‘ Mrs. David's parents Mr. and Mrs.
Cow Pasture At Spruce Head
Mrs. Percy Miller, members of the
perance." Members of the Con “The Star Spangled Banner” was Mass., Rockland, Mass.. Peter- John Seeton in Attleboro, Mass,
American Legion Auxiliary attend Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
gregational Church are invited to sung.
borough. N. H„ Enfield, and Forest j Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield of
ed a district meeting Tuesday in
Advertisements tn this column nm
City, N. C.
Worcester. Mass., spent the holiHaving been reading about the the evening sermon in which Rev.
The
hall
,
was
prettily
decorated
exceed three llnee lnsered onoe fo»
32-6 TIRE and whe, 1 lost, on roed
Rockland.
L. Clark French, will assist. All with phlox and other Fall flowers
The usual picnic dinner was an day weekend with Mrs. Sheffield's to
25 rents, three tlmee for 50 cente. Ad from Cushing to Part Cl)de. or Port
Kenneth K Weston returned Rowell reunion, my interest was townspeople interested in temdltlonal
lines
flve
cente
each
for
on»
I'l.
’dc > WioSlnuton If found notify
and
en
-)°>'
able
feature
of
the
day
also
mother
Mrs.
Viola
Kuhn.
time 10 cente for three times
Five IJNCOLN LUMBER CO. Washington
Friday from Portland where he entered on the paragraph relating perance are also invited. Church arranged by the hostesses.
Miss Eleanor Winchenbach who
WOnl. w • iu»
Mrs. Pipkin. The hostesses were the generous treat of bananas fur
108*110
had been visiting Mrs. Weston who | to Elinor Jones Mathews, the War school will meet at noon, following
nished by Herbert O. Howes and was employed at the Thompson
—
CHILD'S pocketbook found containis a patient at Maine General Hos Nurse, buried at Spruce Head, j which the 21 members of the spiri- Mrs. Helen Borneman. Mrs. Mar watermelon by Dr. Lerov M. Howes | In in South Bristol has returned C/VD CAIC
Ing «uni ol money SEA VIEW OA
jorie Spear, Mrs. Mildred Starrett
pital.
Little did I dream this woman who tual conservation committee will
RAGE___________________________ 108 It
Messages sent by those who were home.
I* UK O ALL
and
Mrs.
Ada
Spear.
Miss Sarah Ashworth is attend did so much good for her country . be served lunch at the Montgomery
not able to be present were read.
Mrs. Frank David is visiting her
DARK blue leather pocketbook with
The rummage sale planned for
ing St. Johnsbury <Vt.) Academy. was a relative of mine.
HOUSE for sale or to let. near new red zipper lost JUNE FREEMAN 148
rooms. In observance of enlist
a group photograph was taken and sister Mrs. Harry Noble in War factory
Broadway.
, Mrs Mary Gatti. 106*108
Inquire
14
BAY
VIEW
SQ
Tuesday,
the
proceeds
to
benefit
About 30 years ago a man came ment Sunday, the committee will
She was accompanied there by her
several pictures of the party made ren. R. L
________________________________ 105*107
sister Miss Anne Ashworth and to Spruce Head claiming to be con- contact all members of the church. the Congregational Church repair up ln divisions.
LAYINO pullets Ior sale
HENRY
Lee DeBonis of Michigan has
fund, will be held Monday, Sept. 9,
brothers. George and Charles Ash- nected with some branch of servThe afternoon was spent socially been recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. WAISANEN RFD 2. Waldoboro. Tel
Members of the Congregational
Warren
5-4.
106-108
in
the
vacant
store
of
the
Andrews
worth who visited their aunt Miss Ice. and was very much interested Choir will please note that special
and in swimming, bathing and j Alton Winchenbach.
FULL dining rocm set for sale.
Margaret Ashworth.
In finding this woman's grave.
CHAL'FFEUK-garder.er. married, wants
music for Sunday will include the *)'ock Contributions may be given sports under the ieadership of
M,s Milton Ware and chlldren Phone
512-M or call 54 Beech St MRS position year round, experienced, go
Mr. and Mrs. J. L Adams of
My father (Benjamin Maker) anthem. "Great and Marvelous ' by
W_________________________________
H. SPEAR
108-110
Mrs'
Oeorge
Bo
>'
nton
’
Original
songs
have
returned
to
Worcester.
Mass
.
'Ttnywbere. Write “F. H C." care CouMrs
Cnrnpllns Overlock
CKprlnclr or
nr Mrs.
Mrs I by
c Martln and -1
Cornelius
Greenfield. N. H.. have been visit seemed to be the only one knowing Kirkpa't rick‘and "the res”pon'^7“Thy Mrs.
FRESH picked flowers for sale: also rlf r-Oazeit*.____________________ 107*109
Mrs. | after spending two months at the vegetables
Oolden Hubbard squish
Robert Andrews. A car will call Robert Howes were sung.
ing their daughter Mrs. Harold where to find it, and he made a Nftme We ging., by Biaisdell.
EXPERIENCED girl wanted Ior genj home of Owen Winslow.
and broccoli
STILES FARM, ~
oppr
for
articles
If
donors
will
telephone
Nutter at the Baptist Parsonage diagram of the spot and they visi
108-410 i eral housework, to go to Boston MRS
I
Oakland
Park.
Tel. 256-14
At the business meeting the offlE. A. Starrett Auxiliary S.U.V.,
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs
,
.
.
,
„
—
cFISHER.
Tel. 1285 6 Talbot Ave
during the past week.
ted the place.
LARGE double lot of land on busy
108-110
will resume meetings Wednesday either Mrs. Overlook or Mrs. An cers were re-elected: Forrest E Stanley Waltz were: Mr and Mrs corner
In
city
for
sale.
Price
right.
Mr. and Mrs. Stacie Chapman
This man claimed there was go after a recess of two months. Mrs. drews.
Howes, president, Edwin C. Mar L. M York of Ashville, N. O. Oscar Idetl for service Rtatlon or garage
WXNTEDTO Buy: House with garage,
and children who have been guests ing to be a fence put up and a Ina Overlock is chairman of the
The junior division of the Happy- tin, secretary; and Myrtie Wood Seiders of Rhode Island. Miss Hat Writ- "8 W J." for details, care Cou within 5 miles of Rorkland Renlv
105-106 stating price to cash buy Write "45"
rler Oazette
of his mother Mrs. Cora Chapman monument would be erected ln her dinner committee and all members Go-Luckies 4-H Club will meet bury. treasurer.
' care Courier-Gazette
108*110
tie Seigers of Worcester, Mass..
_______police and come pup
have returned to Allston. Mass.
memory, but I never heard any not solicited are requested to fur Tuesdaj’ after school at the Inter
It was voted to hold thc next re Dr and Mrs. Winkler and Miss for sale J tarvainen 3 mUes from
CASH for Bntlqlie or old )ewHry of
Miss Qeraldtne Simmons of more about it. - ,
mediate school. Members are asked union on the last Saturday in Au- Bertha Welker of Ann Arbor. Mich. Rt. 1 Friendship Rd . Warren 108 110 I „ny kind Addre<3 MR FOSTER *
nish sweets.
Waterville is visiting her mother . My father always told the story
Spaniel puppies for sale. Courier Oazette
108-113
guest 1941 at the same place.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Spear aud to take their record sheets.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Waltz left E COCKER
-ht week* old. ROSS. Ingraham WANTED for ca-h a second-hand
Mrs. George Buchan.
' that this woman died on board a
son Donald of Portland, have been
Mrs. Frank Drewett of Brockton.
Sunday for Ann Arbor. Mich., after Hill
_______________________ 1UB lln. typewriter In good condition
TEL
Warren Pearl has been elected ship and they came ashore and
The inspiration for Chopin's Valse spending a vacation with his
RADIO 32 volt for sale, tee chest. 218 W
,08 110
guests at Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Mass., was holiday weekend guest
to the faculty of Madison High buried her on Patten's Point. I
ho,,
e
nd
garden
tools,
white
modern
i
WOMAN
wanted
for
housework
DR
Spear's.
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Drewett. in D-flat, Opus 64. Number One. mother, Mrs. Fannie Waltz.
sink and fittings, never used parlor KENT
L!mero,k st
,108-tf
School.
was
a
dog
chasing
its
tail.
stove
k
tchen
stove,
alcohol
stove,
and
—
------------------------...
_ , _ .
, .. .
,.wonder
.
. if _anyone
.
,knows this to , Miss Gloria Bridges of Crescent
Edgar Cyr and Co., Waterville
Miss Bessie Reed of Newton. | be true? But surely this woman Beach and Walter WUUg of
fittings also new storm windows. , HOUSEKEEPING position wanted.
A landmark known as John War beat
M L HALL. Pleasant Point. Tel : with mall family or man alone MRS
contractors, who built the new
Mass., has been spending the week ’ who became a war nurse deserves
110-lt INEZ LIBBY’. Warren.
108*110
Head were callers last Saturdaj’ at bridge, have been moving more of COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS ren's Tavern, built in 1761, still ! Thomaston 199-2
at her home here.
j something better than a grave
WANTED to buy: 30-C8 foot cabin
WORK WONDERS
NATIVE plums for sale. 25c peck.
the home of her parents Mr. and their machinery and equipment
stands near Oarrison, N. Y.
William Sprague Ls visiting his ' among alder bushes in a cow passailboat,
preferjb'.v
with
auxiliary
mo
MR* MARY CLARK, 18 Jeflerson Si
Mrs. S D. Murphy. Mrs. Murphy stored in the village. Most of the
_________________________ 108*110 tor. Add reau BOX 85. South Freeport.
sister Mrs. Leo Gould in Coopers ture.
Me.
__________ 108-110
has been confined to her home by machinery went to Winslow.
EEWING machine for sale; price
Mills.
Mrs. Margaret Elwell
WOMAN wanted ft r light housework
i reasonable
MRS FOWLIE. 3 Fulton
illness. Her niece Mrs. Lawrence
Services at the First Baptist
Members
of
the
Rubinstein
Club
Spruce Head. Sept. 1.
famllj
of
one
MRS
.SADIE BOARD
' St.. City________________________107*109
Nadeau who has been caring for
107-109
of
Rockland
will
be
entertained
et
~ WILL sell 9-pl<*ce dining room set MAN Park Place
her has returned to Waldoboro.
WAITRESS wanted exclusive coast
cheap If taken at once; also Christmas
a
picnic
supper
Tuesday
at
the
cards ADA SIMMONS. 108 Union SI resort hotel requires immediately two
Mrs. Osborne Welt of Waldoboro.
107*109 refined attractive waitresses for few
Mrs. George Brown and daughter Emerson Studio in this town. The
HEARING IN FRIENDSHIP
■7^—7;---------- ------- ——,<*
weeks
L4ve at hotel. Oood salary.
public
is
invited
to
attend
a
con

SHOT
Pm.
,or
.?™
L hS‘ TFL 157-3 Wa.<lotx.ro, or write P O
lsobel and Everett Welt of Brook
ROBS KENT S 6 Box 258 Friendship.
repeater. 125
Lorenzo Creamer has applied to the Selectmen of the Town
107*109
cert
in
the
Studio
at
7.30.
107*112
North Haven
line. Mass., were visitors at the
of Friendship, for a permit to build a Dam for a lobster pound,
YOUNO man handy In woods wanted.
1883
FORD
V-8
for
sale
cheap
for
Murphy
home
recently
810 month and board CLIFFORD CARsaid Dam to extend from the shore on the south side of Timber
cash. See KEITH CROCKETT at West RC11 Tf! 6-12 Warren ______ 107*109
Mrs. Marguerite Snow and son | SPRUCE HEAD
Point Island, in a Southerly direction to shore of land belonging
Rockport. Robert Nutt’s residence
108*113
MAN wanted as direct representative
1 Eugene are with Mr. and Mrs. Aus
to Ray Winchenpaw.
Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Jenkins of
f r reliable nur ery firm
All Fruit
8IX-room house and garage for sale Trees. Ro-es. etc., fully guaranteed
tin Snow in East Warren, where Haverhill. Mass., are visiting Miss
The Selectmen give notice that they will be at the site of the
on
Camden
St
Bath,
lights,
hot
water
Investment or experience unnecessary.
proposed Dam. at one o’clock. P. M., on Saturday, Sept. 14th, to
Mrs. Snow is convalescing from Helen Meservey and Mrs. Cora
heat. Price 81800
Can be paid for Pay we-klv
CONN VALLEY. Man
hear any parties interested in this matter.
as rent. V F STUDLEY. Tel 1154 or cheater. Conn
! an appendicitis operation.
Mr. Murphy.
107*108
330. 283 Main St
107-tf
j and Mrs. James Carrwell of
MELVIN LAWRY,
FURN1TURF:
wanted to upholster.
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Tinney and
DISPOSING
; r,l:wl f»r »"d dfil'srsd T .1 FLEM
R. L. THOMPSON.
Mosherville. Mich., have been visit- James Hughes returned to Quin:y,
pedlp
ALFRED H. MORTON.
107*109 ING. 19 Birch St TV1 212 W 104*106-tf
right. TEH, 126. 38 State St.
1 ing the Snows.
Mass., after several weeks vacation
Selectmen Town of Friendship.
FEW large fancy Hamp-hlre lamb
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Hilton spent at the Tinney cottage.
rams for sale, out of our largest sheep.
last weekend in Cutler with Mrs.
812
to 820 Exhibited at Union Fair
MLss Ethel Sheldon and Miss
Also few breeding sheep priced very
j Dora Mason.
Katherine
Aagessen
have
returned
cheap ROSE HILL FARM Owls Head
FURNISHED apartment to let at 14
Mrs. Howard Lane returned MonTel. 292-R_____________________ 106-111 MASONIC
Wl C •; __________ 106*108
| day to Portland after spending a to Bloomfield. N. J., after spend
DINING-room set, Coldspot electric
DOUBLE house to let. 5 or 6 rooms,
refrigerator. Franklin atove. metal bed bath;
week with Mrs. Raymond Borne- ing the Summer here.
sunny, clean
GEOROE FRISspring and mattress for sale.
TEL BEE. Greene
Mrs. Charlotte Waterman enter
St . Thomaston. 108*110
‘ man. Her daughter. Avis Oxton.
106 108 I „
301 J.
FURNWHFD. heated room. 84 week.
remained here for a longer visit. tained at bridge Tuesday night at
20 WINDOWS and frames for sale,
330
secondhand doors. 1 large safe. Reo FOSS HOUSE, 77 Park St.. Tel 108-tf
Miss Annette Haskell of Cam her home in Waterman's Beach.
engine 1930. 5 tires and tubes size
There
were
two
tables,
honors
going
bridge, Mass., is spending three
18x650-6 ply. All articles ln good con
HOUSE to let at 375 Broadway. Flush
dition: 4-room cottage, upper Megun toilet, electric lights In good condi
weeks vacation with her parents, to Mrs. Cora Murphy, Mrs. Eugenie
ticook
Lake
T
ANDE31SON.
215
Ran

tion
MBS E, B SLITTER. Tel 33
Godfrey, second; and consolation
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Haskell.
kin St.. Tel. 365-J.
106 108
108-110
going
to
Mrs.
Alice
Von
Dohlen.
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Ames of
BOSTON terrier puppies for aale:
UNFURNISHED 5 room apartment,
very
pretty,
price
reasonable.
MRS
or 2 ot 3 rooms furnished Bath CAIL
Union were callers Wednesday at The guests were Mr. and Mrs. L. R.
ROSE HUPPER. Tel. Tenants Harbor after 4j>_m 57 Pacific St
107-109
the home of Miss M. Grace Walker. Tinney and James Hughes. Quincy.
4-3.
104-109
VERY comfortable hou-e to let of
Mrs. Earl Barker and daughter, Mass., Mrs. Cora Murphy and
PIGS lor sale at city farm. 83 each 5 rooms, bath lights, at 171 South
104-tf Mam S' Apply at 169 SO. MAIN ST
Ruth of New Haven. Conn., were Helen Meservey of Middleboro,
107-109
1940 WILLYS ’i-ton pick-up for sale after 4 30 p tn
visitors Wednesday at the home Mass., Mrs. Alice Von Dohlen of
equipped with heater and defroster.
FOUR-room tenement in Oregory
of Mrs. Charles McKellar enroute Cambridge, Mass., and Miss Ethel
Will sell at a bargain. E O. PHIL Block til let. 812 month. wa‘/*r paid.
BROOK * SON. 632 Main St . Tel C. A HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut Ft..
to Camden to visit Mrs. Bert Millay. Holbrook and Mrs. Eugenie God
466-W. City
____
____ 97-tf Tel. 28C-J
_ ___ __________ 107-109
Mrs. Ella Reed of Thomaston has frey.
Hard wood per foot, fitted. 8150;
FURJfISHED apt to let. heat, lights,
been visiting Mrs. Charles McKel
Sawed 81 40; long. 81 30 M B * C. O. and water. 2 rooms and bath, 85 week.
Mrs. Floyd Singer and three chil
PERRY. Tel 487.
106 tf FOSS HOUSE 77 Park St. Tel. 330
lar.
dren returned Wednesday to Man
SAIL boat for sale. 18x6'. round _______ • g______________________105-tf
Herbert Moon, son of Mrs. Au ana Fog Signal Station after sev
HOU3N to let at Owls Head' Very
bottom, center-board. gafT-rlgged; new
gusta Moon is a patient at Knox eral days’ visit with Mrs. Fred Bat
ly painted and afloat. ROBERT HILLS. reasonable to right party. TEL 292 R
119 Summer St. Cltv
69-tf
106-111
Hospital, after an emergency ap ty, Sr.
D St H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
TWO shia’l apartments to let at 32
pendicitis
operation
performed
$14 50 per ton. del. Household soft coal Lisle St., heat, lights and water fur
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Elwell were
Wednesdaj’ night.
88 per ton. del. Nut size New River soft, nished.__ CALL 1178.__________ 106-108
business visitors Thursday in Rock
not screened $9 ton del.; screened, $10
Mrs. Lucy C. Hawkins. R. N„ of
furnished front room to let
ton del. M. B & C. O. PERRY. £19 onNICELY
land.
floor with bath with light house
Emporia. Kan., formerly of Maine,
Main St. Tel. 487.
106-tf keeping prlvlledges
TEI. 114-W
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Daniel
L.
Mann
and
ii. mele.
:
who is district supervisor of pub
106-108
daughter June came Tuesday from
lic nurses, will be located in Rock
*2 DOUBLE hoyse to let. 6 rooms,
Great Duck Island Light Station
bath, garden; clean, reasonable Adults.
land, and has been guest of Mrs.
Apply MR FRISBEE. 2 Greene St..
where they have been for the Sum
Thomhi
106*108
Phillip
Simmons.
First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
PAINTINO. papering, carpentering.
mer.
Mrs.
Mann
will
return
with
At the meeting of the Mystic Re
FOUR-room furnished apt., elec, re
cellingR washed, at. estimated cost.
Mr.
Mann
and
June
will
stay
with
ent, they're hard to change. So it pays to make
CHARLES L COLLrNS. 155 Pleasant frigerator. automatic heat and hot
bekah Lodge, Monday night, there
St.
107*109 water Tel 318 W. MRS FROST 106 tf
Mrs. Elmer Barnes until Mrs. Mann
will be second nomination of offi
good first impressions.
YARN We are prepared 'to make i
returns home In November.
cers.
your wool Into yam Write for prices. I
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
Rev. and Mrs. A. J. Wilson re
Also yarn for sale. H. A. BARTLETT.
Woman’s Club Meeting
Harmony. Me.
104 115
classified instantly by the appearance of your
Mrs. Henry Webb of Wiscasset, turned Friday to Norwell, Mass.
Ladles- Reliable hair goods at Rock
TWO small furnished cottages to let
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Leland
Morton
librarian was her usual pleasing
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order* at Hosmer Pond. $6 per week eadh.
name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
RHYTHM ON THE RIVER
solicited. H. O RHODES. Tel 419-J EDWIN A. DEAN, Tel. 671-J. Rockland
and interesting self Thursday night and mother, Mrs. Thumser of Ozone
108-S-tf ___
___________ 108-S-114
three lines of black type on a government stamped
Lillian Cornell, former radio They are: “Only Forever,” 'T Don’t
in a talk at a meeting of the Wo Park. L. I., N. Y., are at the Mor
COTTAGE for sale Upper Meguntlton
Summer
home
for
three
weeks
’
signing star, who makes her film Want to Cry Anymore.” “That’s
man's Club, on "Worthwhile Books
envelope, or a "private” envelope with an attract
cnok Lake Four rooms. Bargain T.
ANDERSON. 215 Rankin St.. Tel 365-J.
debut in Bing Crosby's new Para for Me," “What Would Shakespeare
of the Late Summer,” in which vacation.
ive design that ties in with your letterhead? #
, . •
106-108
Doris O’Donnell and Milton Stur mount picture, “Rhythm on the Have Said?." “Rhythm on the
she summarized several books and
The
power
boat
Gene
was
at
the
gis
Jr.,
have
returned
to
Newton
u Let us figure on your next envelope order and
River,” which starts a 3-day en River,” “Ain’t It A Shame About
read two excerpts from “How
public landing Wednesday morn
Green Was My Valley" by Richard Highlands, Mass., after several gagement at the Strand Theatre Marne?” and "When the Moon
submit some "corner card” ideas. We may be
weeks
’
visit
with
their
grandpar

Sunday. Mary Martin, Basil Rath- Comes Over Madison Square.” The ing, loaded with baggage and pass
Llewellyn, the best seller for 26
able to save you some money, too.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Dodge on bone and Oscar Levant, star of tunes are divided between Bing and engers from the islands bound for
weeks.
radio’s “Information Please" are Mary Martin, Broadway stage star, their homes for the Winter.
Other books which she had on Spruce .Head Island.
also to be seen in top roles.
well known for her renditions of
her list were “The Country Editor”
Always think before you act, but
Seven new songs are featured “My Heart Belongs to Daddy" in
Tlie length of one degree of
by Henry Butler Buff, “The Be
loved Returns” by Thomas Mann, dont think too long about an ln Bing Crosby's new Paramount “Leave It to Me,” hit musical of longitude along the equator is G9.2
miles.
"A Man Named Grant” by Helen swering lnterstlng classified offers. picture, “Rhythm on the River.’’ last season.
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VINALHAVEN

Hai/

to the North Star

MRS. OSCAR C. LANE

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Munday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

Correspondent

THE LYRIC MUSE

Follow The Trend
R<x-kland LratfUe of
Women Voters

The League of Women Voters
The Antique Club met Tuesday
will meet Wednesday afternoon at
with Mrs. James Hassen.
3 o'clock, at the home of Mrs. H. C.
We evidently horrified half cf berry pie ls made. Exactly like
Mr. and Mrs. Pred Watson re
Cownn, 108 Talbot aver.ue. Guest
New
England's
best
cooks
when
we
blueberry
pie,
some
of
you
say,
only
turned Monday to Paxton. Mass.,
speaker will be Miss Corstan^e
Publication Limited to Brief
confessed blank ignorance of elder it's rather a nuisance to snip the
having been guest of her brother,
Roach of Washington, D. C„ na
Poems *
berry pie and admitted never hav berries from their little stems.
Walter Mills.
of Original Composition
tional officer of the League, h-r
ing eaten lt. The letters haven’t
Another school of thought on el
By Subscribers
topic "Democracy Challenge to
L. Carver Relief Corps met Tues
stopped arriving since, and its top- derberry pie calls for vinegar and
Women.” She is a graduate of
day. Housekeepers were: Pearl Fi
grade delicacy according to everyone spices added to the elderberries . . .
University of Missouri, where she
fleld, Marion Sholes and Ada Creed.
IF WE KNEW
who has written. There’s a little a pint of/elderberries, a cup of sugar ■
specialized in English, history and
A. Quilt was tied; the mystery
(Fir The Courier Oazette]
disagreement as to how an elder- blended with a half teaspoon each
pclitical science.
Tea will be
package went to Mrs. Florence
of
cinnamon
and
cloves
and
a
tableIf
we
knew how dm the pitfalls
served. A board of directors’ meet
Smith. Housekeepers for the Octo
, „
, .
, . .
That await our eager feet,
Early pioneers slept on straw spoon of flour, generous dots of but If we knew the trials and sorrows
ing will be held at 10 o'clock.
ber meeting are Della Simmers,
That tomorrow we may meet—
stuffed bedticks spread on the ter and a large tablespoon of good Would
Cora Peterson. Rebecca Arey. The
we still be so Impatient
ground. Later some of the tent wine vinegar ls added last before the
To go hastening on our wav’
inspecting offl-er is expected to
UNION
site owners built platforms on top crust That’s the version Eliza Or w uld we be more contented
be present and another quilt will be
To live humbly day by day?
Mis. Edward A’den ar.d son
their
lots
and
these
served
as
floors
beth McGrath in Brighton likes, but
tied.
If we knew how much depended
Maitland have returned to Brook
for the tents which were set up Mrs. A. H. Smith in Torrington says
On
cur
willingness
to
aid.
Tlie Tournament met Wednesday
lyn, N. Y., after several weeks' stay
over them. Many of the tents were leave out the spices and vinegar and , we knew how ere ,t the counting
night with Mrs. Charles Webster.
, ,
,
On our help
someone had madeip
at the Alden home here. The Wol
huge affairs accommodating many use a teaspoon of. ,lemon Juice
in Wou’.d we th<*n be no unfeeling.
Charlotte Hall and Nina Ames
cotts who have been visiting tlie AlCould
we
fall
them
In
their
need?
people (the tent my own ancestors stead with the sugar and flour.
left this week for Boston.
Or would we Impart more understand- dens, are remaining for a few days.
The new beam trawler North Star, as she looked berthed at Snow’s wharf after Monday’s launching. Note occupied on
this campground
Dorothy
Stewart
of
Cambridge
tilt?
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Nutting
the American flag painted on the bow.
And make kindliness our creed?
Clarence Williams and family
sheltered '16 persons.)
writes us about delectable corn frit
and daughter Nancy have returned
were visitors recently ln Water
ters she ls making to serve with' If wc knew how deeply the arrow
Then
Came
the
Society
Cottages
from Oxford.
I Of our scorn would pierce the heart, ville.
we know the anguished spirit
These were built of hemlock. The broiled, fr.ed or fricasseed chicken qoAUhi,j the
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth Cook and MARTINSVILLE
smarting teardrops start
Mrs. Ralph Calkin of Washington
.
.
.
two
cups
of
cooked
corn
cut
Bride-elect Honored
Would
our caustic words flow freely
bark
of
hemlock
trees
used
to
be
daughter Lois returned Thursday
was in this community Friday on
from
the
cob
blended
with
two
To
assail
the
listener
’
s
ear?
Miss Norma Wall whose engage
used for tanning leather and many
from Nova Scotia where they
business.
beaten eggs, a half cup of flour and Or would we withhold the unkind
ment was recently announced was
a flne old hemlock was felled for
comment
passed a months vacation.
salt and pepper. These are dropped
And speak only words of cheer?
George Cameron has returned to
given
a
shower
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Its
bark
alone.
Peeled
hemlock
Monada Council of Pocohontas
Nellie M Ervine
New York with his family.
logs were therefore cheap and these from a teaspoon into a hot but
Tenants
Harbor
enjoyed a corn roast Thursday at Oertrude Small, by members of the
Mr. and Mrs. John Howard and
were hand sawed into beams and tered frying pan, flipped like pan
* It * It
W. H. Ingerson’s cottage "Wigwam” Ladles Sewing Circle and other
Mrs. Laura Daniels were quests
friends.
It
was
a
complete
sur

boards with which every church cakes and eaten with butter.
at Shore Acres.
WHEN
SUMMER
GOES'
Have you sent for that brand new
Sunday of friends ln Washington.
prise. and many beautiful gifts of
society in the conference built its
(For The Courier Oazette]
Mr and Mrs. Edwin Hull (Helen linen, glass, and other useful ar
own cottage, surrounding on four illustrated Nestle Cookie Book yet? When Summer fades as golden rod
Mrs. Nina Fuller and Mrs. Lila
Sartwell) of Hartford, Conn., are ticles attested to the esteem with
sides the meeting park at Bayside. There are ever so many favorite Waves 'neath a cloudless sky
(By O. H. R.)
Burrill made a trip Wednesday to
at "Island Home.”
placid streams hold mirrored
Little thought was devoted to ar- cookie recipes in It, using Nestle's And forms
which Miss Wall is held by this
Lakewood
look Into the matter and to locate Chitectual beauty. Cottages were Semi-Sweet Chocolate. Don’t de
John Chilles returned Monday society and friends. Refreshments
Beheath the hill tops high.
Miss IJUian Williams has entered
lay;
Just
send
a
postcard
to
Mar

l
i
suitable
site
somewhere
on
the
There
ls
a
hush
along
tne
glades
to Portland.
practical structures built for prac
were served.
When Summer fades.
the
State Street Hospital School
jorie
MUls,
Yankee
Network,
Bos

Ralph A. Burns and family have
mainland which could be purchased tical use. They contained a large
This being also a regular meet
When Summer fades as dead leaves fall of Nursing ln Portland
ton,
or
your
own
station
and
ask
for
returned to Hanover. N. H.
for a reasonable figure and held assembly room and dining room
Along the winding road
ing of the Circle, the remainder of
Mrs. Marion Alden entertained
And fields of grain und orchard lands
Stephen SmaU a nephew of Mrs. the afternoon was devoted to sew
on the flrst floor, plenty of settees, this recipe book.
as a permanent campground.
Bestow their harvest load.
tlie Usual Four Club recently at
On
the
same
postcard
don
’
t
for

Charles Chilles who after an ab ing and listening to reports. One
individual
cupboards
and
wide
There
ls
a
peace
which
softly
glows
Three preachers. Theodore Scott.
supper and cards.
get to ask for the free Kirkman As Summer goes.
sence of 18 years started from Cal very interesting feature was the
H. M. Blake and B. M. Mitchell, double front doors.
premium
catalogue
if
you
haven't
Mrs. Lila Burrill has returned
ifornia by auto to visit hls old results of tlie recent fair wliich
When
Summer
goes
and
morn
’
s
clear
Summer visitors who come now
and four laymen, James H. Smith,
call
already dene so. Write to Marjorie Sounds
home town, met with an acci netted over $250 towards the new
from Warren where she had em
to
Bayside
are
often
curious
about
up
the
golden
height
James Stevens, Luthur Coombs
Mills, Yankee Network, Boston, or And birds salute the clear, crisp days ployment as nurse for two weeks.
dent. which resulted in a frac "Ridge Church."
and Jeremiah Merrithew, were those doors. Old timers tell them
B-fore their southward flight.
your own station for these offers.
tured
knee.
Mr. Small
is
that
when
campmeeting
was
in
The Hills mill bridge ts under
There ls a throb as iflowers close
elected
to
do
the
actual
purchasing
There was an atetndance of 31
Peppers Stuffed With Friend’s
now a patient at U. S Veteran's
When Summer goes
session
right
after
haying
it
going repairs.
and at a meeting held ln Bucksport
|
and
Mrs.
Small
the
president,
was
Maurice
P.
Hill
Hospital, ward 4 in Muskogee.
Oven-Baked Beans
Rockland
Mrs. Lillian Alden and Mrs. Euda
Ninety-one years ago this month, June 21, 1349, this committee re sometimes rained. When this oc
Okla. He will be glad to hear from i a charming hostess. The next
Cut a slice from the tops of green
curred
meetings
were
held
ln
vari

Lermond were ln charge of Uie
WWW*
ported
it
had
purchased
30
acres
! circle meeting will be Sept. 12 with on what was then Long Island,
friends.
peppers,
remove
the
seeds
and
par

American I .eg Ion Auxiliary booth
of land in the town of Northport ous cottages instead of out in the
MAINE HERITAGE
Mrs. Faustina Roberts of Rock I Mrs. Edith Maxwell at her Sum sailors on the schooners running at a cost of $200 which ,would be open park. On these occasions the boil the peppers in water to which
at Union Fair. Quilts were awarded
|For The Courier Gazette)
mer
home
at
Land
’
s
End.
land is visiting Mr and Mrs Free
doors were opened wide and all is added Just a pinch of soda. Dry I am proud my Mother
in tnd out of Penobscot Bay. could the campground of the future.
to Mrs French of Hartford, Mrs.
man L. Roberts.
who wished might enter. In view thoroughly and fill with hot Friend's Comes from good Maine stock.
look
ashoie
ln
the
early
evening
Emma Witham of Oak Point and
That
was
91
years
ago
and
as
nic
supper
Thursday
at
Calder

Where
the
sea
girt
land
Clinton Smith has returned to
of tht Fall days right after haying far as can be determined, U was of the religious oratory of those Oven-Baked Beans and top with a Is fortre*sed iby unhewn rock
Mrs. Carrie Sherman of Appleton.
wood's
beach.
Bath after passing a vacation with
and if the light was good, see a the date on which the present days it is assumed that those who tablespoon of chili sauce. Bake 30 Impervious to any shock
his mother Mrs. Florence Smith.
Miss Edith Davis wlip has been little square of pointed white tents Summer colony of Bayside was failed to get inside could return to minutes in a moderate oven (350 Of raging wind or wave*
Church of the Nazarene
I am glad my Mother's
Henry Newbert has sold his gro spending a vacation with Mr. and back there among the trees.
their own cottages across the park deg. F).
The pastor's subject Sunday
born.
Eyes have scanned the sea
cery business and store to George Mrs. Chester Brown has returned
Nestle's
(
’
oeoamut
Kisses
and
by
leaving
their
own
front
morning was "Elijah, a Man of
When storm clouds threatened.
If they were curious and the
A levy of $12 on the Methodists
Lawry.
to Lynn. Mass.
Three egg whites. H4 cups sifted And learned to wait reflectively;
Prayer." Next Sunday at the 10
shore was too far abeam, the man of East Thomaston constituted doors open, hear the service Just
,
i
Then face whatever was to be
Mr and Mrs L. C. Smith and | Mr. and Mrs W. D. Craig, daugh" at the wheel had only to alter his Rockland s contribution to the es as well.
confectioner s sugar. 1 tablespoon ^n(j
something, to save,
o'clock service the "Nazarene Quar
nephew Clarence W Conway visi , ters Dorothy and Marjorie and son course to bring him closer to the tablishment of Bayside and Simon
In this era streets were run, wells sifted all-purpose flour. % cup When the fog shuts down
tet" of the North Waldoboro church
ted Wednesday in Rockland.
Clifford who occupied the Lorette beach and he could see people mov Littlefield was elected one of the were dug (there is one on land I shredded cocoanut. 1 teaspoon va 8he knows It will lift:
will
sing several selections. Mem
ships are safe;
Mr and Mrs. Merle Hutchinson, 1 cottage at Arey's Harbor have re- ing about among the tents. As trustees. Other trustees at that own which used to supply 30 horses) nilla, 1 7-ounce bar Nestle s Semi- Anchored
bers of the quartet are Merton
Not wandering ones that drift
son Richard and daughter Janice j turned to Auburndale. Mass. They night descended big blrchwood fires time were John S. Ayer of Ban seats were built ln the grove slop Sweet Chocolate cut in pieces the Or s<ek escape by quick course shift
Newbert. Oertrude Newbert, Oeorge
Like a runaway slave
who have been guests of relatives had as guests recently. Mrs. An might spring up blazing in the gor. Joseph Doane of Orrington, ing toward the sea. a speakers size of a pea.
Teague and Louise Teague. The
Sift flour and sugar. Beat egg' “v Mothe^h.u wa, curM
ln town, have returned to Rock drew Canty and Marion Cleveland. north, the south, the east and the Stillman Kent of Bucksport. James stand was erected, later to be sup
Sunday School lesson will be found
land.
in Psalm 96. and at the close of
west, and songs of praise and glad Stevens of Northport, Jeremiah planted by an auditorium and there whites until they stand in peaks.1 And scented with balsam nr.
STj’SuS&r. the class a letter will be read from
Miss Fanny Ames is to teach at Honored by Relatives
ness would roll out over the water Merrithew of Searsport and Luthur was even land assigned tor a Jail, Gradually sprinkle sugar and flour,
Mr. and Mrs Walter Smith and
North Haven, grammar school.
probably to accommodate excur mixture over egg whites, beating
day;
Mrs. Mary Anderson who pastored
and echo among the hills.
Coombs of Belfast.
Add vanilla, chocolate
h«*n "
u y
Corinne Oreenleaf, has returned son Kenneth L. Smith aged three
this church, and Ls now a Mission
The dog watches of an autumn
Probably these founders of Bay- sionists who became a local prob constantly.
J
Elizabeth
Henke
from North Haven, where she had I months, of Linwood. Mass. and night on Penobscot Bay in the aide conformed to the standards lem at this stage in the general and cocoanut. Drop by teaspoonfuls
ary ln India.
New York City.
J Mrs. Sada Youngsma of Whitlns- year 1843 were lonesome vigils and
employment.
on greased cookie sheet and bake at
R It (t It
of staunch respectability of those progress.
Mrs. Helen Cramer will have
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Hopkins | ville. Mass., have been guests the long Island Itself was a lonely days and were typical of the times.
For a number of years everything 450 degrees F. 10 minutes. Makes
charge of the young peoples serv
SURF AT PEMAQl'in
past
week
of
Mr.
Smith's
parents.
and son Paul have returned to
place. There were not any Sum Solid farmers and merchants, was rosy and then came the Phlll- four dozen.
(For The Courier Oazette)
ice at 6 oclock. topic "A Chris
, Mr. and Mrs. Langtry Smith at mer homes there then, there were
Worcester. Mass.
strong fn their convictions and istines, people who were not par Breaded Ham Slices
tian takes a stand."
Hark! I hear the great waves thud!
whose
home
Sunday
an
unusual
ticularly
interested
in
the
religious
Mrs. Luther Burns and family,
Cut one-half inch thick slices The tide will be turning from the
not any broad ribbons of con careful of their pennies. Good citi
group
of
relatives
of
the
child
Ken

flood
have returned to Atlantic, Mass
crete gleaming ln the moonlight zens all. with wives who made the program but who were appreciative E-Z Cut Ham (any form) in strips I
SOUTH WARREN
having been guests of relatives in neth were gathered in his honor. and winding through the hills to butter and soap. They used pared ot the opportuntiles for a Summer for serving Dip ln beaten egg then
%emd,!Lu5'
Mrs. Mary Libby has returned
town during a vacation.
They were his parents Mr. and carry folks about the country in and quartered apples and strung vacation in a place which their in bread crumbs, fry in Land O Aa they glide In the lowering sun.
from Port Clyde, where she was
Joseph H. Calderwood was pleas Mrs. Walter Smith; grandmothers, well cushioned ease. There were them on a thread with a needle church going friends had made Lakes butter to a nice brown. Serve Do you like to watch them pound.
Hear them make that coast-defense- guest of relatives.
antly surprised Wednesday night Mrs. Sada Youngsma Mrs. Langtry not any roads at all to speak of. and afterward hung them on available. Ten additional acres of with fried tomatoes or Kemp’s To
gun sound.
See tneir batteries trip above the
on his 76th birthday by Richard Smith; grandfather, Langtry C. and not many lights, and modern beams and nails In the attic to land were bought and made avail mato Sauce.
Mrs W. C Leavitt entertained at
ground.
Oeary. Oris Norwood. Fred Qeary, Smith; great-grandmothers, Mrs. Islesboro was Just another imped dry along with ears of sweet corn able for cottage sites round about Kemp’s Tomato Sauce
Hurl their smoke along their parapet's a luncheon and bridge recently
length
Jr., Stephen Hamilton and Herbert Angus Henniger.
Mrs. Jennie iment to navigation to be avoided and popcorn; a dozen ears to the the original 30 acres. The first
ln honor of her daughter Mrs.
One tablespoon chopped onion, 2 Beforefull
they spend their strength
Oeary.
Refreshments featured. Smith; great-grandfather, Angus on the long trip from Bangor to bunch with the husks carefully private cottage built on the grounds cups Kemp’s Tomato Juice, 3 table And Mubslde
Alden Beals of Marblehead. Mass.
Mrs. Fred Geary's popular home i Hennigar; great aunts. Eleanor Boston and the outside world.
Other guests were Mrs Emma Nor
stripped back and braided together. is still in existence in the rear of spoons Land O' Lakes Butter,
cup On the back of the outgoing tide?
made ice cream which was served Conway. Pauline Hutchinson; great
wood, Mrs. Ada Spear and Mrs.
What was happening there on Men who wore boots instead of the Wood’s cottage on the corner flour, 1 teaspoon sugar, H teaspoon Come' I>et us run
And watch them stun
with cake and candy. A card party great-aunt. Mrs. Elizabeth Morse; that almost deserted island. 12 shoes and greased them with mut of Pleasant street and Clinton salt.
Lula Libby.
The trippers
forgetting their suppers.
topped the evenings entertainment. second cousins, Stanley Conway. years before the Civil War caused ton tallow to keep their feet dry. avenue in modern Bayside. This
The house owned by the late
Cock onion with tomato Juice for Into
Watch them bow in the light like
At Union Church Sunday the Herbert Conway, Clarence Conway. no uneasiness to coastwise seamen Merchants who sold flour and sugar was built with a wooden floor and 3 minutes; strain. Melt butter and
Mrs. Mabel Jordan has been sold
concubines
pastor Rev. Kenneth Cook will Van Conway, Harry Conway, Rich beating up and down the wide by the barrel, potatoes by the partial sidewalls the roof and up blend in flour. Add tomato Juice With anointed emerald spines.
to Raymond Kangas who, with hls
As they unlace
preach, both morning and evening. ard and Janice Hutchinson.
family, will occupy it.
reaches of the bay offshore. They bushel and sat on a high stool at per half of the sidewalls being of gradually; blend well. Cook, stirring Their splendour and their grace
There will be special anthems by
Two groups of four generations knew the reason for all this Jubila a high desk to figure up their ac canvas. For years It stood thus constantly until thick. Add sugar To retire with the sun.
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Lermond
The coppery, sllken-turbanned sun.
the choir and at the morning serv were present.
and Mr and Mrs. Merritt Hyler en
tion. Everybody along the river counts. If their pens slipped and and then the canvas was replaced and salt. For a more seasoned sauce
There
they
are!
ice. Mrs. Mae Tolman and Mrs.
joyed a recent motor trip to Can
knew, v It had been talked about put a tail on a cipher thereby by wood and lt is now used as a H bayleaf and a sprig of parsley Nothing but waves, near and far!
Owen Roberts will sing a duet.
Aesop, author of the famed fables for months in almost every home making it into a figure 9. no* cer guest house and adjunct to the may be cooked with onion and to A little less active tonight:
ada covering 871 miles. The entry
They are not opal;
Union Church choir enjoyed a pic- about animals, died about 560 B. C. from Eddington Bend to Monroe tified public accountant was ever present Wood cottage.
into Canada was made at Calais
They are not white.
mato
Juice
8ugar
may
be
omitted
Ensued an era of prosperity in
They are not pearl
and the return at Houlton. The
and East Thomaston including needed to detect the error. A pair
if
desired.
Thev are waves ln a well.
party report better weather con
Bangor and Belfast. Those blaz of new steel bowed spectacles which many individually owned Baked Creamed Potatoes
Pebbled by a curious girl
Iney are a mirror that fell,
ditions than tlie stay-at-homes ex
ing long fires were perfectly legal. made things clear at once and busi cottages were erected, the Eastern
Boil about six medium potatoes A surface not straight,
Steamship Company built a wharf
perienced.
BUY A KALAMAZOO, DIRECT TO YOU
! and the songs which floated out to ness proceeded as usual.
in their Jackets, cool them, peel and An oscillating window
ot
Its
own
below
the
earlier
land

Of Pittsburg plate
j
sea
in
the
crisp
autumn
air
had
Stoves, Heaters, Furnaces and Combinations
It ls because of Just such care
chop;
there
should
be
3
cups.
Add
^pv Flam like a door
i the staunch approval and active ful accounts that we of later gen ing place where barges from Ban A. cup heavy cream and salt and With a burst of glass,
Very Easy Terms
Vour Old Stove Taken In Trade
EAST WALDOBORO
co-operation of the Methodist erations know that It cost Just gor and Rockland used to ' e up pepper to taste. Pack this mixture but whisper off shore
Merrill Wren and Frances Wren
Like spears of grass
Harold B. Kaler, local representative, Washington
and
unload.
Regular
landings
Episcopal Church.
$282.62 to pay all the bills for that
Stephen Lavender
very solidly Into buttered cups. Bake
motored Sunday to Hallowell.
98-tf
were
made
morning
and
night
by
For several years now this out first meeting of the campground
Thomaston
ln a very hot oven; it will take half
Mrs. Harold Ooodwin and two
| Reprinted by request ]
door pow-wow had been an an association on the new site ln the steamers from Boston and an hour or longer to get a good
chlldren of Quincy. Mass., have
nual occurence and lt was known Northport in the year 1849 This there were excursions run on firm crust to hold up the creamy
been visiting relatives.
LIBERTY
far and wide as a campmeeting. amount was by no means all squan smaller steamers like the old
Raymond Sawyer of Bath was a
center.
(For The Courier Oazette]
Sedgwick,
Castine,
and
others
from
It had started with a lew tents dered on the operating expenses
MENU
visitor recently at Irving Sawyer's.
The world for liberty has
and a handful of pecple and it of the year either. $193 of this sum ports along the bay. The camp
ever cried.
Breakfast
Mrs. N. S. Reever and Mrs Bessie
had grown tn popularity nnd atten was paid on the purchase price of ground gave indications of out
People for liberty have
Grapefruit Juice
Monahan visited Monday with
fought
and
died
growing
its
principal
objective
dance until it was of considerable the land itself and there were nu
Liberty may die, but will
Wheat Cereal
Sliced Bananas
Mrs. George Mcody at Ash Point.
social importance ln the life of merous small items paid for pre and flourished mightily as a flne
be reborn —
Recent guests at L. L. Mank's
Scrambled Eggs
Popovers
For men from freedom can
the countryside round aboti Pen paring the grounds also included. place Mor a Summer outing in
never be shorn.
were: Mrs. Charles Page and Mrs.
Coffee
OF THE
which
the
original
campmeeting
obscot Bay. The elders of the
Tlie first State charter of the
James Peck of Plympton, Mass..
Liberty's not a word ex
Lunrheon
Methodist Church had drawn up Wesleyan Grove Campmeeting As week with Its religious program
pressed by the pen.
Chester Kilgore of Boston, Misses
Celery Soup
Liberty’s a thing In the
on the hard common sense for sociation avers in resounding lan was but an Incident of early Fall.
souls of men;
Myra and Winifred Fitch of Wor
•Peppers Stuffed with Friend’s
A fire destroyed several of the
which they were famous and were guage that it was given by the
And It will survive for
cester, Mr. and Mr.s. L. L. Logan of
Baked
Beans
original
society
cottages
and
they
evermore
tentatively combining a little ex Senate and House of Representa
Because It's a thing worth
East Boston. Harry D. Mank. Mr.
Pickles
ercise and sunshine, not to men tives in Legislature assembled. In were rebuilt on other sites. Several
fighting for.
and Mrs William Hemmer of Park
Sliced Pineapple
David Holden
tion fishing, with their worship of Tlie Year Of Our Lord. One Thou were moved bodily from their for
Newton. Mass.
er Head. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rob•Nestle
’
s
Cocoanut
Kisses
mer
locations
on
the
water
front
God. Famous preachers traveled sand Eight Hundred and Seventy
it it ft it
inson of Portland. Mrs. Gilmore
Tetley Tea
for days to be among the speakers Three and the then presiding eld and a large wooden auditorium was
WIND AND SRA
Noyes, Mrs. Louise B. Miller. Mrs.
Dinner
at these exercises, clams were to ers of the Eastern Maine Confer built capable of housing flve hun
(For The Courier Gazette]
James Hom and Miss Bernice Ames
Pineapple
Juice
dred
or
more
people.
The
Belfast
be had for the digging, children ence were George Pratt, Charles
I watch the surf break on the shore of Jefferson. Mrs. Lizzie Ames and
•Morrell's Breaded Ham Slices
might roam at will and pick black B. Dunn, and Edwin A. Helmer- and Unity society cottages were
And fall back In the sea.
•Kemp’s Tomato Sauce
And hear the song, the endless song, Mrs Douglas Vinal of Thomaston.
designated as boarding houses for
berries which could be made into shusen.
It ever sings to me.
John Jean and Mtss Caroline
•Baked Creamed Potatoes
luscious pies, and the young men
Probably these elders didn’t even visiting preachers and their famBrown seaweed, strewed along the
Bovey of New Jersey recently spent
Experienced men are calling on places of busi
Fresh
Peas
beach.
lies
and
many
a
worthy
minister
and young women of the congre suspect at the time that they were
In tangled masses lie.
two weeks’ vacation with her par
Chocolate U-All-No Mint Roll
gation had learned and were learn laying the foundations for a nine- came to Bayside with his wife and
And shadows creep across the sands.
ness to see that they are properly listed in this
ents, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bovey.
Coffee
As clouds drfcft In the sky.
ing that religion and personal en hole golf course, two or three ten family and remained a week or so
Mrs. Ralph Orff and Children of
• Recipes given.
And through the mist, that hovers low.
joyment were not as Incompatible nis courts, a community theatre with board and room free and
The dark shapes can be seen
Saugus,
Mass., visited Mrs. Fred
plenty
of
hot
biscuits
in
return
for
as they had supposed.
and Sunday yacht racing—but
Of Islands Jutting points of land.
Munro recently.
With rolling waves between.
Therefore these campmeetings they were. Certainly they didn't his efforts of oratory.
CUSHING
The deep gray waters, fringed In white.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Winchen
This book, which is to be published in the fall, is
The Spanish War came and went
had flourished and grew apace and anticipate thq need of a parking
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Rockwell
Izeap high as lf In play.
baugh.
Mrs. Evelyn Simmons and
and
Northport
Campground
was
Then
dash
themselves
against
the
In 1848 there W3s but one obstacle space for automobiles somewhere
the sole representative of this section for thousands
and son David returned Tuesday to
rocks.
son of South Waldoboro were call
to complete success and that was among the tent lots. Instead they known far and wide as a recrea Hartford.
And All the alr with !g>ray.
ers Sunday at L. I. Mank's.
of people. Besides its local use, the Directory is
the matter of transportation. Long provided space ln a grove of trees tion center. Two hotels also came
William Rivers of Quincy, Mass., The wind—symphonic harmoivy.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Coombs
and
were
subsequently
burned.
A
And
then
ln
monotone.
Island was a beautiful place but where horses might be hitched and
placed in many City Directory Reference Libraries
passed last weekend with his par I hear repeat, the cadence
were
at their home here from Skow
baseball
field
was
cleared
and
used
it was also an Island, and while some of the old square nails they
ents, Mr. and Mrs. William Rivers.
Blends with the sea alone.
hegan recently.
in the United States and Canada, where it has thou
Pitching horseshoes
A
duil
boom
seems
to
come
(from
far
everybody in those days had a drove Into the trees of that grove frequently.
Mrs. Ralph Orff and children
Dinner guests Sunday at Mr. and
some distant caves.
horse and wagon, not everybody had turn up every now and then in was developed into a flne art which Eleanor, Clarice, Kenneth and ToWithin
sands of references annually.
mingle with the pulsing sea
Mrs.
J. L. Flanders were: Mr and
■
still
exists,
now
sponsored
by
a
And
rhythm
of
the
waves.
a boat. This was Inconvenient and the teeth of come cottage owner's
Elaine have been at the Orff cot
Mrs. Enoch Lehpinen. twin sons,
Rose B. Hupper
had given rise to talk of abandon bucksaw to cause more frightful Horseshoe Club with well cared for tage at Pleasant Point the past
Be sure that you are properly represented in your
Tenants Harbor.
Enoch and Albert of Quincy, Mass.,
| courts. Still another hotel was three weeks, Mr. Orff arriving for
ing Islesboro as a camp ground In language than then existed.
who called at J. O. Jameson's; and
Directory. The cost is very low.
favor of some place on the main
The development of the camp | erected, water sports came into be the weekend. They returned Tues
Henry lives; Mrs. Arma Marin
PORT CLYDE
land.
ground under this flrst charter was ing and C. O. Dickey was wharf day to Cllftondale, Mass.
Miss Patricia Ann Benner, grand daughters, Alsie, R N. Anne, Sally
postmaster,
storekeeper,
At this meeting then (In 1848» rapid and thorough. Tent sites agent,
daughter of Mrs. C. P. Snowman, any son Uno of Wollaston. Mass.;
when the State of Maine was only were rented and some of them iceman and unofficial mayor of the
was hostess to Milton Glad, grand Mrs. Victor Rosegren and daugh
NORTH
HAVEN
(
vacationists
to
whom
the
regular
28 years old, a committee of six sold and the grounds were laid
Baptist services will be conducted son of Mrs. Alice Knight at the ter Esther of Cape Cod.
men: P. Higgins, H. C. Tilton, H. out in a geometrical pattern for campmeeting was but one incident
GENERAL DELIVERY,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Burnell Mank called Sunday at
M. Blake, L. Coombs, I. Clark and future exploitation and the utter ln a long and pleasure filled season. by the pastor Rev. H. F. Huse Sun Snowman's Camp, Seven Tree Pond,
Ernest Campbell's in North Warren,
day at 10 o’clock, Standard Time. Friday.
(To be continued)
Li. D. Wardwell waa appointed to confusion of present day owners.
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1 the Rockport Farm Bureau Thurs
day at the delightful Summer home
' of Mr. and Mrs. L. F Chase, Beech
Hill. Chief Allan F. Payson of the
Sumner Sewall, Candidate Butch Had Trouble
Camden &
Art Teacher Weds
aaaa
ftftftft
“Curtain” For Group
Camden Fire Department was the
UDAO.
CHAMPNET
SHIRLEY T. WTLLIAMB
Landing Punches—Two
For Governor, Has Had
JUNE COTB
Connecticut Man
Which Has So Highly En
speaker of the afternoon, giving an
Correspondent
Correspondent
Correspondent
Good Draws On Card
Splendid
Record
interesting
talk
on
First
Aid.
Din

tertained Its Patrons
ftftftft
ftftftft
A quiet wedding was solemnized
ftftftft
ner at noon was in charge of Mrs.
In the main event at the Park
Pointing to the *ar record and
Tel.
in the chepel of the St. Thomas
Modernism, stark character study,
Lizzie Smith, Mrs. Lizzie French
Tel. 190
Tel. 71S
business and governmental expert- j street Arena last night Don West
Episcopal Church by Rev. W'liiam
, and Mrs. Hattie Davies.
and then a dash of music—all this
ence of Sumner Sewall of Bath. Re- | of Carlbou won a close decision over
E Berger Sunday ifternoon at 4 { Miss Priscilla Crockett returned ] Schools will open Monday.
Dr. and Mrs. C. P. Hayes of (and 'twas heavenly, toot served as
Rjc)lara Conary of Dorchester,
publican candidate for governor,
Edgewood. R. I., passed the week the lavish farewell gesture of the , MasS i and miss Peggy Oreen of o’clock when Ruth Isaoeiie Lead- Friday from Community Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ingraham state Senator Oeorge E. Hill urged Butch Wooster of Rockland. Woosbetter,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
where
she
underwent
a
tonsil
op,,
nd
their
guests
,
Mr
and
Mrs
end and holiday with her sister. Pine Tree Stagers In Thomaston. j Boston are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
his election at the polls Monday in ter had trouble In landing his
Horace Leadbetter of Camne-i, be eration Tuesday.
Lewis Daucett of Manchester. N. H. an address over WGAN Thursday punches, while West was improving
Mrs. Addle Ouild.
came the bride of Ernest Calvin
"Hands Across the Sea," a one- Edward Thurston.
Harbor Light Chapter O.E.S. will ' spent Tuesday at Boothbay Harbor night.
Miss Evelyn Hahn, who has been
* meeting of the Board of Di Norton, son of Mrs. Norto.i of Guil •
as the bout progressed, serving
be special guests of Seaside Chap- . visiting Forrest Daucett, who has
visiting in Winchester. Mass., the act play by Noel Coward, specialized rectors of the Chamber pf Com- ford, Conn.
“As a man experienced and high short hard jabs to Wooster's face.
*r-Camden. Monday night, the oc- employment there
past week, returned home accom in the smart English drawing room i iuetie wnl oe held at the Elm
The ,bor-e<rrie?
(casion bfil« the annual inspection, i Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Richards ly successful in business, in govern
In the semi-final Walter Reynolds
panied by Mr. and Mrs. G. Elmore atmosphere.
High-handed vervelgtreet Schooi building Sept. 12 at in Jade
ment and national defense we, the
ac< sscri.s °ijThrsf pianning to attend are re-I and sons, Carroll and Gerald spent people of Maine, recognize In Sum and Mickey Boynton of Jefferson
Hamilton, of Braintree. Mass., who and the oh-so-British! air carried|73O odock
^!ghter blue and earned a prayer quested t0 meet at ,he PoRt office i
d
h
f
d
are spending a few days with the Jean Manville through a fiasco of,
Jefln
Qf ThomMU)n ls book with a marker of white rib- a( 6,5 fw traruportation
ner Sewall the man of the hour," , fought five fast rounds to a draw.
; Mrs
Richards
Hahns.
welcoming
mistaken
identities. vlslUng Mf &nd Mrs John Camp.
and flowers
Hill declared.
j jn the top prelim Happy Skinner
I
furnished
by
Crockett's
Bus,
Joseph Bradlee 'has returned while her gallant spouse, Addison 1 b~j'
He lauded Sewall's campaign for o{ Roland and Young Dominick
She was attended by Miss Ruth
Concert B.v Methodist Choir
Mrs. Julia Jordan of Wellesley,
home after visiting relatives in Bos Powell, stood by In balancing calm j Peart J. Wood and Undell A. I Bennett, who was dressed ln brown
A highly pleasing program was "sound business management of i of Jefferson fought four rounds to
Mass., ls guest for two weeks at the
ton, Springfield and Hartford the Dorothy MacNeil would have Joyed Weymouth, both of Clinton were and wore a corsa8f oT_[ed
and home of Mrs. Belle Coates.
presented Friday night at the state affairs' and for policies which I a draw In the second prelim Lesthe author's heart with her surreal
past several days.
Methodist Church by the members deinand that state expenditures be (er Staples of Rockland won a techmarried here Sunday by Gilbert
The Trytohelp Club will hold a of the adult and junior choirs for kept within appropriations and "ap- n;cai knockout over Alton Wooster
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Smith ism of the impudent 40's, her couple
was Gilbert Leadbetter, brother of
of right-hand men being Harry, Harmon' notary public.
picnic Monday night at the Camden the benefit of the church. There prorlations within reasonable reve- i of Rockland. Wooster took a hard
and son, William T. Smith, Jr. went
the bride.
“Can Our Civilization Survive
I blow on yie nose jn the ffrst round
The candle lighted altar decorat j Hills State Park, with the husbands was a large attendance and a neat nue limits.”
yesterday to Attleboro, Mass., to at Eaton and Maxwell Eaton. Provin"Beyond all this, Hill pointed , and (he fight was stopped, when it
tend the wedding of Miss Priscilla cial, Just enough so for arresting Paganism?' will be the subject of ed with white flowers presented a as special guests. Cars will leave sum was netted.
Alger to Dr. William Jordan Morse, contract, pictured Thomas Roach itbe sermon by the pastor. Rev. W. very delightful setting. George and the Baptist Church at 6 o'clock,
The numbers were: Organ solo, out, we all desire a just and proper , was iearned that his nose was brokwhich takes place this afternoon at and Laura Littlefield. Rand Smith F Brown, at 11 o'clock Sunday at Robert Young, cousins of the bride, transportation being arranged for "Sunset Reverie.'' Miss Mattie Rus dlsposition of the regrettable Ir- en (jU( broken nose and all Woosall planning to attend. Take own sell; selection, "Nearer My Man regularltles which have occurred ln ter had the gamcness to want to
4 o'clock at the Second Congrega sat motionless and speechless the Baptist Church. There will be served as altar boys.
throughout the act; to remember | sPecial music arranged by Mrs Artional Church.
Mrs. Norton attended the Cam dishes and silver. Baked bean sup sion,'' senior choir: vocal solo, certain departments of the State. continue.
•
him is to smile. Feme Jones was :hur Grinnell. The service will be den Schools and also Pratt Insti per will be the main feature.
Sumner Sewall is frank and forth
In the other bout, Young Marston
Mi& Frances Hahn is returning the adequate maid.
"Nearer
to
Thee,"
Ernest
Crockett;
preceded by the church school at tute. She received her B A. De
right and as President of the Maine of Rockland won a decision over
Capt. Ernest M. Torrey suffered
to Malden. Mass., tomorrow after
In the second play, "Lonesome,®'*'’The mid-week devotional gree at Boston University two years an ill turn Thursday morning at hts "Church ln the Wildwood,” Men's Senate his leadership in the hand- J jjiueberry Larrabee of Rockland.
spending the Summer here.
Quintet.
Earle
Achorn,
Keith
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Like' by Harold Brighouse. a quar-1 servlce win
hfld Thursday night
ago. Since that time she has been home on Union street and was kett. Ernest Crockett. Roland Rich ling of this situation by the Legis
The bouts last night were all
Miss Harriette Tillson has em tet of character masters received a at 7 30
lature has been outstanding.
at the head of the Art Department rushed to Community Hospital ards. Maurice Miller.
good, and next Friday night an
ployment on Monhegan.
Mrs. Elmer Joyce ls employed at in the Camden schools.
Sumner Sewafl called immedi- other all-star card is promised.
where he remains a medical pa
Mrs Olive Brazier, Mrs. Nettie hahd as vigorous as any vouchsafed
Saxophone duet, "Silver Threads
the Registry of Deeds ln Rockland
during
the
series.
From
difficult
ately
for a special session of the row about matching Wooster and
tient.
Mr.
Norton
was
also
graduated
Robinson, Mrs. Estelle Newbert and
Among the Oold." Keith Crockett,
for two weeks.
from Pratt Institute ln Brooklyn.
Nathan Goldstein who has been j Mary Daucett; vocal trio, "Cleans- Legislature. When It convened he West again; also Boynton and Rey
Mrs Addie Jones, with Mrs. Eliza- dialect and outlandish portrayal the
Worship will be at 10.30 oclock N. Y He Is now employed In the at the home of Mrs. Belle Coates ing Wave," Alice MacDonald. Vera called for a special bi-partisan com nolds?
zeth Young, Mrs. Viola Durgin Mrs. audience recognized reflection of
the
supreme
ln
stage
skill
and
ac

Sunday
morning at the Methodist Pratt Whitney Airplane Factory for the Summer, will return Sun Easton, Barbara Colby; vocal solo, mittee armed with the broadest
Inez Mathews. Mrs. Susie Phil
posslgle powers of Investigation. To
day to Philadelphia.
brook. and Mrs. Alice Matthews of cordingly clapped in earnest for Church with preaching by the in Hartford, Conn.
"The Stranger of Galilee," Rev. F.
Probate Notices
Cavls Darbe, son Philip and F. Fowle; vocal duet, “Waiting on that committee he appointed able,
Following the wedding a recep
Warren, are spending a week at Edna Wellington, Richard Robin pastor on the subject. "A Divided
conscientious
and
diligent
members
STATE OF MAINE
the Benner cottage in Friendship. son, Miss MacNeil and Mr. Powell. Personality." Music will be un tion was held at the home of the daughter Donna, returned to Merri Jesus,” Roland Richards. Ernest
A surprise packet of music, song der the direction of A F. Sherman. bride's parents on Bay View street. mac. Mass.. Labor Day. after spend Crockett; "Murmuring Waters," of both political parties.
To all persona Interested In either
The topic of the Thursday night
hereinafter named:
“Sumner Sewall, together with ot Atthea estates
Probate Court held at Rock
prayer meeting at 7 o'clock at the and dance was sprung in the third Church school and Bible classes are Mrs. Mertie Tilden and Mrs. Gilbert ing the weekend at the home of Mr Junior choir; vocal solo. "Jesus Is
ll 45 Mrs
Mrs. Stella McRae, super- Laite served
and Mrs. Charles Beny. They were so Wonderful.” Mrs. Orra Burns; the Speaker of the House, ruled that land. ln and for the County of Knox,
Baptist Church is "Fellowship with play “Family Album" another Cow- at 11.45.
the 20th day of August In the year
ard instrument.
Helen Suffern intendent. Happy Hour service will ! Mr and Mrs. Norton left Tues- accompanied by Mrs. Darbe and saxophone solo. "O Sole Mio," Keith the testimony before that commit on
God."
ot our Lord one thousand nine hun
tee was a public document and dred and forty and by adjournment
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song
service
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day
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make
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been
Daniel Carter has returned to
Crockett; vocal duet, “O Love of
day to day from the 20th day of
into tlie story so neatly that it all I and talk by the pastor on the sub- | Hartford.
making an extended visit at the Calvary," Miss Vera Easton, Mau made it available for newspaper from
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____________
Berry
home.
family of his son. Wilson Carter.
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all citizens. His leadership In un thereupon hereinafter Indicated It la
Dr and Mrs. John F Reed and j Earle Achorn
hereby ORDERED
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Churchill of in duets with Mr. Robinson. Miss Miss Ruth Owen will be the solo- !
That notice thereof be given to an
son John, who are Summering at
Selection. "My Lord and I.” covering the facts inspires the persons
Melrose, Mass , and Harry Blake of MacNeil
,
,was likewise heard with! 1st. Church night service will be RgCOrdin^S
Interested, by causing a copy
Gilford. Conn., have returned home pleasure in 'ocal selections. Oth- held in the vestry Thursday night
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official
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and
daughter
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|
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solo,
“
Come
Unto
after a few days spent at the Little
a newspaper published at Rock
so long as circumstances may re zette
i Eaton, Roach; and Misses Manville meet in the vestry Monday night
land In said County, that they may
Guest House.
These Records May Be | were recent gueste of Mrs Minnie Me. Ernest Crockett; 'Glad Bells quire
It, the same course will be re appear at a Probate Court to be held
Weed Dr. Reed and family will ' arp Ringing,” Junior Choir; "I Love
Mr. and Mrs. Carl S Emery and and Madge Fairfax. Plano accom- al 7 o'clock for their monthly
at said Rockland on the 17th day ot
Heard At Maine Music
soon return to their home in Berea I xhee Better Every Day." ladies' lentlessly pursued."
September A D 1M0 at eight o'clock
Mrs. Albert Sinclair of Portland, panlment was by Frances Mains: , meeting.
Turning to Sewall's war record. in the forenoon, and be heard there
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Ohio
musical
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Wellington
Miss
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Herrick,
daughter
of
are guests cf Mr. and Mrs. Earl
vocal trio; saxophone solo, “Ah!
on lf they see cause
Hill
said:
j Mr. and Mrs. F. Harold Herrick.
Miss Pern Whitney, Mr. and Mr.s So Pure." Keith Crockett; vocal
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Woodcock, having accompanied Mrs. Smith.
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den. decesaed
Will and Petition for
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presents
this
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a
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and
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will
Forrest Grafton on her return home
solo. "An Evening Prayer," Mrs.
Probate
asking that the same
achievements of a young and dar may be thereof
Tree Stagers has been firmly high | where she has been accepted as a collector's item of great fame. This ( return today from Scranton, Pa . Orra
_______
proved and allowed and that
from a visit with them.
Burns; request number, vocal.
ing
American
aviator
in
the
great
Letters
Testamentary
Issue to Fred
Orrin Creamer has returned to planed, convincingly sincere in - student nurse at the Eastern Maine album is dedicated to the Famous ■ where they have been spending a , Earle Achorn. Miss Mattie RusT Simpson of Camden he being the
World
War.
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his
battles
quality,
and
their
anticipated
re'
General
Hospital.
Songs
of
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of
Mr.
and
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Ausac
ted
as
ac
companlst
Executor named ln said Will, with
Bristol. R. I., after a vacation at
in the clouds above German lines; out bond
__
____________
u u wby turn next season will meet with a
Mabel Burrage, R. N and Wil- liams died In 1922 but his songs will tin Whitney.
1
____________ '
home.
He was_______
accompanied
JO6EPHINE BURNS late of Rock
we
recall
him
as
Maine's
only
World
Mrs Creamer who wilfTemain for ct>rdlality born of intelligent appre- Ham H Salllnen of Pittsfield were live as long as there ls a taste for
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gilbert anti ! cniiTLl unpr
land. deceased Will and Petition for
War
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we
recall
hts
record
for
ciation
married
last
Saturday
ln
Jackman.
Probate
thereof, asking that the same
minstrels.
The
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included
ln
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Norma
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of
Mexico
I
I
n
ffUrC
an Indefinite visit.
be proved and allowed and tuat
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Holmes and distinguished service, bravery and may
Mr. and Mrs. Salllnen will make this album were recordsd for the have been recent guests of Mrs
Letters Testamentary Lssue to Robert
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Gutoske
family of City Mills, Mass., and Mr skill.
C Burns of Rockland he being the
of Freehold, N. J„ are» passing a , *ng in the afternoon. Mrs. Evelyn their home ln Pittsfield, where Mr ! first time in the early twenties and ( Minnie Weed,
named ln said Will, with
"We know that he knows what Executor
Miss Pern Whitney who for two and Mrs. Ernest Harris and family
week's vacation with her parents, 1 Perron is chairman. Mrs. Helen SaiHnen has a position with the ! have Just been re-recorded.
out bond.
ANNIE J GARDINER, late of Rock
Mr. and Mrs. James Felt,
Hahn, co-chairman, assisted by the Central Maine Power Co.
1 Some of the old favorites in tfiris years has served as teacher at the of Rutland. Mass., have been visit - Maine needs for defense and how
deceased. Will and Petition for
The Rockland Society for the j >'°ung girls of the church.
i Ab°ut 50 Lions and Rotarians album are: The Moon Shines on West Rockport School, has resigned i ing Mr- and Mrs. C. B. Taylor. The to get It. We know that his knowl port
Probate thereof, asking that the same
edge
of
aviation
both
military
and
may
be
proved and allowed and thet
Hard of Hearing met for a picnic
Donald Eck returns tomorrow to and their ladies
the lnvl- | the Moonshine; Everybody Wants to accept a school at Livermore Harris famlly also visited Mrs.
Letters Testamentary Issue to Elsie C.
Wednesday at Miss Helen Carr's Boston after
a week's vacation ,atlon extended by the Boothbay a Key To My Cellar; Brother Low- FaKs, and will leave here Sunday to Ernest Hastings and Mrs. W. W commercial will be of tremendous O Plersin (formerly Elsie C O. Gil
value to the State of Maine in the bert I of Waterbury. Connecticut, she
1 Lermond.
barn with an attendance of 23. ln- | ’Pent with his mother. Mrs. Geneva
Jo attend the Thursday Down; and It's Oetting So You take up her new duties.
being the Executrix named ln said
Miss Lillian Whitney, student ' Holiday weekend guests at the C. office of Governor."
night performance of "White as can't Trust Nobody. As one may
eluding members and gueste. This Ec*t- and aunt, Miss Leila Clark,
Will. wUhout bond
HENRY L ELLIOT, late of Salem.
nurse
at
Knox
Hospital,
has
beeir'
L.
Dunbar
home
were
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W.
Monkthe
Driven
Snow
An
enjoyable
I
surmise
from
the
names
of
some
of
old barn was originally one of the . Thursday Club members enjoyed
Mass , deceased
Exemplified copy of
these pieces, Williams derided pro- sent to Lewiston General Hospital house of Portland, Mr. and Mrs
Recent callers at Miss Hattie A Will and Probate thereof, together
farm buildings which stood on the '8 P’enic supper at Jefferson Look- evening was reported.
with
a
Petition
for
Probate ot Foreign
for
a
month's
training
in
connecJohn
Dunbar
and
family.
Fred
Ra

Clarence Bishop is a medical pa- hibition a great deal in hts songs,
Boggs' were Mr and Mrs. J. F. Wil
General Knox estate and with oth- out Thursday, going after supper to
asking that the copy of said will
I zel and friend of Malden, Mass. Mr. son ol Roslindale. Mass., and friends Will,
ers was sold and moved to another Mrs. Forest Stone's home for bridge, tient at the Community Hospital. This album is a great tribute to a tion with her course of study.
mav be allowed, filed and recorded in
A highly enjoyable and profitable and Mrs Wendell Holmes of Rock- of Lewiston, Mr. and Mrs. George the Probate Court of Knox County,
The annual Inspection of Sea- , great man
location at the time the original Mrs Warren Knights was the as
presented by Fearl E Langllle of
destroyed.
Those 1 sistin8 hostess, and others attend- side chaPter 0 Es
be held | jane Pickens has recorded an al- day was spent by the members of [ land were visitors there Sunday.
Boggs and friends of Marlboro, Salem Mass
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME,
present besides the hostess were: ing »«re Mrs Weston Young, Mrs. Monday night with the worthy bum for Columbia also, and this is
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Plumer
asking that the name of Alta Mary
Mrs. Freeman Brown, Mrs. Gladys Vernon Achorn. Mrs. Oscar Crie, grand
Henry A. Dyer, as j entitled Jane Pickens Sings. Acand son of Flushing, N. Y., Miss Brown of Rockland be changed to A'ta
Thcmas, Mrs. Bessie Hewett. Mrs. Mrs Edwin F. Lynch, Mrs. William lnsPectin8 officer. Supper will be companied by a chorus an orchesGrace Knowlton of Chicopee FaJLs, Mary Shuman presented by said Alta
Mary Brown
Blanche Witham. Mrs. Robert Hus- B D Gray. Mrs Edward Dornan. se!l!d at 6 30....
_ .
Itra Jane brings back to life some
Mass., Miss Eda Knowlton of Low
ESTATE JOHN PASCAL, late of
Mass
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Mrs.
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Wooster,
|
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s
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'
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sey. Mrs. Mary Veazie Mrs. Lovetrlbutlon. presented by Prank H In
.
Mrs. Maud Smith, Mr. and Mrs. graham of Rockland. Admr. dbn..
Joy, Miss Maude Marsh. Miss Laura R. Biggers and Mrs. Stanley Mac- play’ Our Town ' wlth William Included in her selections are: SumFrank Maxey, Mrs. A W. Poss, Mrs c.t.a.
Sylvester, Miss Hope Greenhalgh gowan. Mrs Leila Smalley and Holden and Martha Scott ln the raertime (“Porgy and Bess'); Lover;
SIMON H WALL late of Rockport,
Tabor, Mrs. Duff and Mrs. Clark of deceased Will and Petition for Pro
of Rockland. Mrs. Blanche Ayers, Mrs. Josephine Stone substituted leadin® roles wU1 Play a* ‘he I'm Nobody's Baby; and When I
bate thereof, asking that the same
at
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tablee
I
Comldue
Theatre
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and
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Grow
Too
Old
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Dream.
Rockland.
Mrs. Abbie Montgomery, of Thom
may be proved and allowed and that
H. A. Hart attended the fair last Letters Testamentary issue to Belle J.
aston and Mrs. Charles Watte of and prizes were awarded Mrs. Dor day. Tonight the double feature 1 This is a fine collection of songs
Wall of Rockport, she being the Ex
Monday In Lancaster. N. H„ where ecutrix
South Thomaston. Guests were nan and Mrs. Achorn for highest includes "Dark Command” and i that every music-lover should obnamed In said Will, without
t tain. The quality of the recordings
his horses won the blue ribbon ln bond
Mrs. Faith Berry and Mrs. Olive scores and Mrs. Macgowan for low Prairie Law
ESTATE
EDA L SCHERMERHORN.
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daughter
of
|
and
of
the
vocal
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are
exthe pulling contest, with Archie late of South
Gilchrest of Rockland. Mrs. Lawry est. A picnic is planned for next
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red-seal.
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the
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rhip, Mrs. George Matthews of New
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she will enter the Children’s Hos
Gene Krupa and his orchestra
secutive year on a Dynamometer with bond
Britain. Conn., and Miss Blanche In the Churches
pital
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ELI.EN C BORNEMAN. late
record two new pieces for Colum
pulling machine. The State record of ESTATE
Raysor and Miss Estelle Moore of
Warren, deceased. Petition for Ad
St. James' Catholic Church. Mass
Harry Hodson. Milton Dyer. Jr., bia Okeh records this week. The
Is 27feet for a complete pull. ministration. asking that Harold W.
Thomaston.
at 9 a. m.
Louis Hary.
Lester Gross and | first of these ls Orchids For ReFlanders of Waldoboro or some other
Mr. Hart's team pulled a load of 3475 suitable
Mrs. Maria Bradley is expected
person, be appointed Admr.,
St. John's Church. At 9 a. m. Vinal Hardy of Lincolnville, are membrance. The swing and lilt to
pounds a distance of 29 feet, thus without bond
to arrive today from Gloucester.
Holy Eucharist.
CHARLES E YOUNG, late
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breaking the record. Arthur F. Hart, ot ESTATE
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Owl’s Head, deceased Petition for
St. George's Church. At 6 p. m., man Class at the University of j Lany carries the vocal. Krupt's
Halver A. Hart, Jr., and Elizam Rip Administration asking that Frank A
her brother, Benjamin Crittendon Evensong
Young of Owl's Head, or some other
Maine next week.
J next disc is Only Forever from
ley also attended the fair.
She is to be accompanied by another
suitable person, be appointed Admr.,
Baptist Church. Sunday School
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Fields and "Rhythm on the River.” While this
without bond
brother A. E. Crittendon, who will
at 9 45, morning service at 11. Music son. Walter have returned to Phil- i is not as smooth a piece as the first,
ANNIE M SIMMONS, late
Delicate embroidery as well as of ESTATE
return tomorrow to his home.
Rockland, deceased
Petition for
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the
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Simmons, and "Hark. Hark My in the experimental department of ard of other Columbia productions.
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late
of
South
Thomaston,
Notices of Appointment Petition for License to Selldeceased.
Soul" by Shelley. The topic of the the Pratt Whitney Aircraft Corp,
From “No. No, Nanette," Ted
certain
The Oarden Club meets Thursday
sermon is "An Expanding Faith.” in Hartford, Conn., was recent Straeter, his piano and his orches
Real Estate, situated In 8outh Thom
at 3 o'clock at the Levansaler house
I.
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Veazie,
Register
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aston,
and
fully
described
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Pe
Probate for the County of Knox, ln tition, Presented by Gilford B. Butler
9 Knox street. Mrs. E. M. Law Communion service will follow the guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. tra bring Tea for Two. Ted takes
morning service. At 7 o'clock in Orville Oross.
the State of Maine, hereby certify that of Soufn Thomaston. Exr
the
piano
solo
and
docs
a
very
rence of Rockport will be the
In the following estates the persons
ESTATE CHESTER B HALL, late of
Mr. and Mrs. J. Craig who smooth job.
the evening Ocean Park Night will
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Petition for Llwere appointed Administrators. Ex
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in
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the
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charge of the young people who at Hosmer's Pond, have returned music, Columbia brings a beautiful
Republic Picture “Scatterbrain.”
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oachesPetition
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Williams.
Gwendolyn Barlow acting as leader. Delmar of Cumberland Mills have tra. This is one of the finest pieces
WALTER A LOW. late ot Rockland, for Distribution, presented by EdMrs. Richard O. Eliot enter
deceased
Lizzie E Low of Rock ward C. Payson. Admr
Federated Church. Sunday School been guests of Mrs. Morse s mother Columbia has put on red-seal rec
ESTATE JOHN PASCAL. late of
land was appointed Exx . Aug. 20. 1MO.
tained members of the Contract
at 9.45. worship at 11. The sermon | Mrs- Ella Dailey at Taylor Inn.
Rockport, deceased. Second and final
without bond.
ords in quite some time. The
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bond on ssme date
land and Cushing. There were the antihem 'Glad That I Live Am
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ERNEST L TOLMAN late of Thom account presented for allowance by
four tables and prizes were award I," toy Shaw’. The evening service
aston. deceased. Charles A Tolman Carry E Gray. Exx
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SARAH E DAVIS, late of Vinal late of Vinalhaven, deceased. First and
included these numbers:
and Willard, returned Tuesday to
haven. deceaaed Maud L. Pillsbury final account presented for allowance
to Mrs. Decker. The house was GLEN COVE
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of Portland was appointed Exx , June by Jennie M Lenfest. Exx
Needham, Mass.
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Wolfe the home of Dr. Benson.
ANNIE PAYNE POSS. late of North Exrs
Cedrtc Joyce
Haven, deceased.
Lewis C. Foss of
ESTATE WILLIAM A GASTON, late
Mrs. Ira Hatch went to WoodOowell substituting. Prizes were ington. D. C„ Mr. and Mrs. E. B Major Dominant.
Blake
North Haven was appointed Exr., Aug of Boston, Mass , deceased First and
bridge last Saturday to visit her
awarded Mrs. Fred Campbell of Hall and Miss Emily Hall at the
Mildred Jamieson
20. 1940 and qualified by filing bond final Trust Account presented for al
Duet- Among the Pines,
Aug 24. 1940
lowance by John Gaston. Roger Amory
son, who is to enter Ozark college
Warren, Mrs. Edwin Smith, Mrs. Watts cottage, Friendship.
Bette Stetson and Mrs. Rollins
BEIRTHA A MANK. late of Warren John K Howard, and William H. Claf
Harold Dana and Mrs. Fred Over
Trauss Wallace this fall.
Mrs. Granville Shibles and daugh Blue Danube Waltz.
deceased
Hiram Willard of Sanford lin. Jr.. Trustees.
was appointed Admr , Aug. 10. 1940
ESTATE JAMES T. ROBINSON, late
Mrs. .Elizabeth Foreburgh of
lock.
ter of Westbrook who have been Skating Rink,Priscilla Eddy
Wright
and qualified by filing bond Aug. 24, of Warren, deceased. Petition for Ad
Keene, N. H., has returned to this
Miss Maude Lermond and William guests of Fred Gregory, returned
Jean Smith
ministration d b n.. c t.a . asking that
1940
Woodpecker’s Song,
HERBERT L. SIMMONS, late of Katherine L. Linscott of Falmouth, or
town, with her sister Miss Ethel
Whitney have returned to Ply home Sunday.
Eleanor Brown
Friendship, deceased,
Mertland G some other suitable person, be apBrowne, after enjoying a vacation
mouth, Mass., to resume teaching
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Whitney and Officer Flaherty Whistles a Tune.
Simmons of Friendship was spnolnted
olntcd Admx. d bn.. c.t a., without
Lowenstein ln Old Orchard, where they were
Admr Aug 20 1940, and qualified by Cond.
duties after passing the Summer at sons Paul and Dale of Portland were
Lois Rollins of Rockland
filing bor.d Aug 27, 1940
KATIE A. LINNELL. late of Thomas
joined by another sister Mrs. Jennie
the Lermond home here.
recent visitors at the home of Mr. School and Fraternity March,
WILLIAM C. LENFEST. late
ton. deceased. Will and Petition for
Nellie
Ames
Thomaston.
deceased
Frank
Probate
thereof, asking that the same
Fowle of Wilton, U. H.
Mrs. Blanche Wilson was guest and Mrs. George Woodward.
Elliot of Thomaston was appointed may be proved and allowed and that
Newton J. Peck is 111 with pneu
Other guests were Betty Kelley,
Thursday of her aunt. Mrs. William
Miss Etta Cain and Miss Kath
Exr . Aug 20. 1940. and qualified by Letters Testamentary Issue to Sarah
C. Llnnell of Thomaston, she being
filing bond Aug 27, 1940.
Stickney in Warren.
erine Gould visited Mr. and Mrs. C. Janice Cookson. Edna Rankin, Jack monia, with two nurses in attend
EMMA LANE, late of Bt. George, de the Executrix named ln said will with
Williams, Arthur Perry of Rock ance.
A meeting of the Baptist Church E. Gregory this week.
ceased.
Joseph E Hooper of St. out bond.
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Es
George was appointed Admr.. Aug 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Wheeler,
land, Ruth Crooker of Medlbrd.
School Council will be held Friday
1940. and qualified by filing bond Aug. quire, Judge of Probate Court for
Drama, comedy and romanre center around Warner Baxter and An
night at 7 o'clock at the vestry.
The Wethersfield elm, located at Mass., and Scott Rollins. Games Miss Olive Rogers of Thomaston,
Knox
County, Rockland. Maine.
28 l»40
Attest 1
Attest:
The Baptist Ladies' Circle is to Wethersfield: Conn., measures 48 followed the musical program and with Mr. and Mrs. Irai Smith of drea Leeds in the 2dth Century-Fox picture "Earthbound.” Through
CHARLES L VEAZIE.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE,
Register
Register.
have a meat pie supper next Wed feet in circumference at the ground refreshments of ice cream and Owls Head were guests Sunday at spectacular motion picture magic Baxter is projected on th? screen as a
ghost in the amazing film,
195-S Hl
195-9 U1
Perley Nash’s,
cookies were served,
nesday night following the meet- level.

THOMASTON

Pine Tree Stagers

CAMDEN

Norton-Leadbetter

ROCKPORT

IIIReVlCW

Republicans Wishing Transportation
Telephone 707 or 521

PARK THF ATRF SUNDAY-MONDAY
IIULA1IVL, DU lll/M 1 lUVllV/11

PARK THEATRE TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

In Peace Or War

West The Winner

Every-Other-Day
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Eighteen Present

Birthday Cakes and Balloons'

Mr. and Mr.s. Sherwood Small of
The Arts and Crafts Society was
Barre. Vt., are honeymooning at entertained recently at a picnic
the Lenfest cottage, Megunticook supper with Mrs. Helen H. Carl
Lake.
son, in her Owl's Head cottage.
Those present were Mrs. Flora
It is learned here that the con Merchant. Miss Maude Hall: Mrs.
dition of Milton Plummer, formerly David Beach; Miss Betty Beach;
of Rockland is very critical. He Mrs. Wilhemina Fogg; Mrs. Evelyn
is a patient at the East River San Peasley and Miss Hope Hawthorne.
itarium in Madison. Conn., where The meeting next week will be
he was visited over the weekend by held with Mrs. Harriet Merriam,
Mr. and Mrs..Ralph Stone and his on Monday evening. Mrs. Evelyn
son. Lester Plummer, now of Rox Peasley and Mrs. Flora Merchant
bury, Mass.
will present designs for lineoleum
block printing. Mrs. Carlson will
Miss Mabel Mank and Mrs. Ern present new ideas for hand-made
est Black of Waldoboro are the bags, and plans will be outlined
guests cf Miss Etta Blackington, for lecture on Chinese art.
Linden street.
Mrs. Anne Snow entertained the
MLss Jennie Crockett, who has
members of the N.Y.A. advisory
been spending the Summer here,
committee in her home on Thurs
went yesterday to Garland for a
day afternoon.
Those present
few weeks' visit before returning to
were Mrs. Carl Moran, who was
her home in Chelsea, Mass.
welcomed as a new member of the
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd L. Benner and committee. Mrs. Ellingwood. Mrs.
daughter Lois are occupying the Helen H. Carlson, Mrs. Flora Mer
Dorothy Lawrence home on Beech chant, Miss Maude Hall. Mrs.
street. Mr. Benner was recently Evelyn Peasley, and Mrs. Wilhe
transferred to this city from Au mina Fogg. The committee voted
gusta, ln the Central Maine Power to entertain the Waterville mem
bers of the N.Y.A. committee as
Co.
early in October as possible, and
Mrs. Richard Venner, who has Invitations will be sent to Mrs.
been the guest ot Mr. and Mrs. Peter Lydia Berry of Portland to speak
Edwards, goes today to her home ln on Student Aid and to C. A. Per
Wadsworth, Ohio, stopping enroute kins, district supervisor N.Y.A. to
outline plans concerning the N.Y.A.
in Boston.
programs for National Defense.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Simmons
and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rogers
Miss Lottie Smith, who has been
motored to North Brooksville Sun guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Smith,
day and called on Mrs Rogers' aunt Broad street, returned Thursday to
Mrs. Harold Dow.
her home ln Cambridge, Mass.

Lawrence Crockett who was
married in Presque Isle Tuesday to
Miss Louisa Olore of that town
was a former resident of Rockland,
prominent in High School athletics
while here. Friends here will ex
tend congratulations.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Snow and
daughter, Miss Constance Snov.,
went yesterday to Rutland. Vt. pro
ceeding through the White Moun
tains to Boston, where Mrs Snow
will resume her secretarial duties at
Tufts College. Mr. and Mrs. Snow
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Webber of will visit on Sunday their daughter.
Winterport were recent guests at Mrs. Fleming Coy in Quincy, Mass.
Henry H. Payson's, Grace street.
Mrs. Margaret Ames, who has
Visit l ucien K. Green & Son for been spending the summer ln Spruce
Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for Head, is guest of Mrs Ralph Smith,
Dresses. Complete stocks always Broad street.
on hand. New merchandise coming
in every day at moderate prices.
Miss Dorothy Harvey has re
See them today. Odd Fellows Block. turned to Boston, after a vacation
School street. Rockland.
107-tf spent at her home on Berkeley
street.

SUN -MON.-TIIFS

Miss Elizabeth Snow has returned
to her home on Masonic street, frotn
a Summer as councilor ln Kehonka
Girls' Camp, Wolfboro, N. H.

Mr. and Mrs. Glen McKinley and
Gordon McKinley of Washington,
D. C. and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney P
Snow and daughter Eleanor of Wor
cester. Mass., who have been spend
ing a vacation at Treasure Point
Farm, have returned to their homes.
Mr. and Mrs. McKlnlr# stopping
enroute for a few days at Cape Cod
and in New York.

MLss Lotte McLaughlin announces
resumption of private vocal teach
ing. Classes also arranged. For
audition, Tel. 42-M —adv.
108 It

Sunday and Monday

BING CROSBV
HUM MARTIN
BASH RATHBONE

rhythm
ON THl „

By K. 8. P.
If, as has been stated, the Na
tional Guard of New* (England is
6-7 below that needed or allotted,
it should not be difficult to make
it up and certainly should be at
tended to at once. Are not New
Englanders nearest to the Euro
pean inhumanity? They should be
ready at least, and Alaska is far
from being properly protected.
• • • •

An easy way out of dire diffl[ iulties is to send all the ships to
i England at once that she needs and
that this country does not need.
! What else can Americans possibly
do? This is no time to talk of past
wilt debts.
There are ln Rockland miles of
Frederick Anderson, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Anderson, 48 Grace street, celebrated his seventh good sidewalks, miles of good streets
birthday anniversary Wednesday. Those present were:Bark row, left to right, Carl Hendrickson, Neil Jackson. and residents should be thankful
Ronald Tolman. Dale Knight, Henry Hendrickson, Regina Dickenson. Barbara Daniels, Mildred Sherman; for them and they are. They would
second row. Carol Kent iholding Mary Kent), Daniel Plourd Edith Melvin. Ithra Gardner, David Searlott. like to walk the sidewalks free
David Althshuler; front row, Ronald Anderson. Ruth Barlow, Jeannine Leach, Patty Munro, Frederick Ander from last winter's sand and fear of
son host. Bobby Annis. Present also, but not in photo, were Mrs. Paul Plourd. Mrs. Edwin Post, Miss Gwendo a turned ankle. There are beauti
lyn Barlow of Thomaston. Guests unable to attend were Nancy Leach. Sylvia Treneer, Dorothy Curtis, Anne
ful trees in this city and citizens
Thurston and Jimmie Kent. Prizes were won by Carl Hendrickson, Regina Dickenson and Henry Dickenson. ,
. .. for ts »vir« rate
Three birthday cakes were made by Frederick’s aunts. Miss Anne Anderson and Mrs. Oscar Clay. Balloons Pa' axes g
y or
e
a i
were donated by the Independent Wholesale Grocery Co—Photo by Blackinton. c‘ the walks callset> by the drop-

To Study Nursing

Fruit Butters

Victor Schertzmger

0

pings from these fine shade trees.
If they would do their part to help
keep the streets and gutters free
fropi litter the city would soon
have the name of "Spotless Town.
Possibly citizens might be willing
to pay a bit extra for this care
The cut weeds, the cleaned up hol
lows and dumps could all be cared
for with not too heavy expense lf
residents all played together and
helped pay for It.

Its First Service

• • « •

Tuesday and Wednesday
A ghost... haunted ,
by the living!

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
But Twice More For 1940—Sunday, Sept. 8,
and Sunday, Sept. 15

Added
"MARCH OF TIME"
(Spoils of Conquest)

Those Republicans who wish
Hint—Often one sees a word in
transportation to the polls may good recipes that attracts notice,
telephone 521 and be called for and those who are not apt in French
promptly.—adv.
get a oit of jar at this word, "roux"
when used ln so commonplace a dish
as gravy. It simply means to blend
! flour and butter or fat, for use to
ORAPHtCS
i thicken.
* • • •
Did you know that whale blubber
_ ,
THEATRE
T ,
, j burns at so high a temperature that
Camden
Tel 251^
i it can be used to melt iron and
many other ores?
• * • •
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
"Pep,
I've
raised
that $2 I've need\ Touching Drama of Real Nrw,
i cd so long."
England People
"Good work, son. A boy worth
rhernten Wilder's Pulitzer Prizr|
Play
his salt should try as early as pos
sible to make himself independent
. “OUR TOWN”
WM. HOLDEN. MARTHA SCOTT, i of hLs father and stand on his own
j feet. How did you do it, son?"
and Large Cast
"Why, I borrowed it from Mem."

C

OMIQUt

NOW PLAYING
"MY LOVE CAME BACK”
OLIV’4 DE HAVILLAND
JEFFREY LYNN

Stranil

Starring

WARNER BAXTER
ANDREA LEEDS

Shows: Mat. 2: Ev(. 4.43 and 4.43
Continuous Saturday 2 IS n> i*.«i
Sunday Mat. 3— Daylight Time

TODAY

COMING SOON

MnloumbiM

Rockland High Sohool class of
1913 held Its first reunion Wednes
day night, at Beach Inn, Lincoln
ville, a happy social time being
spent by 18 members and guests.
Miss Anna E. Coughlin, a special
guest, spoke briefly, and read some
cf her poems. E. Carl Moran pre
sided, and also spoke briefly.
At a business meeting, Mrs. Fran
ces Perry, Mrs. Mildred Brewster
and Mrs. Viola Blackington were
elected to be on ihe reunion com
mittee for next year. Attractive
place cards, designed by Mrs. Perry
and made by Neil S. Perry, had the
1st of graduates and class officers,
and the class ode, written by Mrs.
Doris Perry Fogg. Mrs. Joseph Rcbinsen played the accompaniment,
while the company sang the ode.
Members present were Mrs. Vivi
an Poss Hewett, Mrs. Mildred
Brewster,, Mrs. Viola Nelson Black
ington, Mrs. Vlncie Trask Clark
Mrs. Mildred Higgins Easton. Mrs
Merle O'Brien Davis, Miss Gladys
Blethen, Mrs . Frances Paladino
Perry, Mrs. Mildred Sylvester Wald
ron. Joseph Robinson, Charles G
Hewett, Oscar Bridges and Mr. Mo
ran.
Guests were Mrs. E. Carl Moran.
Mrs. Oscar Bridges. Mrs. Joseph
Robinson, Neil Perry and Ralpn
Clark.

To Knox County Voters:
I Please place a big black cross In
I the No column for four separate
"Dry" votes in the referendum Mon
day.
This is to uphold law and order,
When storms and cyclones came
i to stop expansion the reprehensible
into Kansas and tock the major
drink habit, to cut unholy profits
Now is not too early to start
crop of fruit, the housewives were
I from the liquor seller, to help pre- working for a sane Fourth in 1941
put to test in devising sweets for ,
l serve sanity, reason, thrift, clear The people of Rockland should be
Miss Virginia RacklifT. daughter
the winter months. Possibly frost
of Mrs. Margaret A. Rackllff.
thankful to .Maffor Veazie for his
did away with all the peach crop, j brains, clear consciences.
Berkeley street, will enter the New
highly
successful effort this year in
To
the
worthy
needy
who
receive
then a hurricane or cyclone would j
England Hospital in Boston Oct. 2.
destrey the rest of the fruits so i, old age assistance. It is both hu- confining the celebration to less
She graduated in 1939 from Rock
necessary for zestful meals. These | miliatlng and revolting to be com time of hideous noises and fire
land High School, followed by a
were the times when recourse was pelled to receive money from liquor menace. American patriotism has
year's post graduate course at
adjusted to the huge stone jars cf sales, to be forced to accept food, i so many more effective ways of ex
Thomaston High School.
with fireworks
fruit butters that were made when clothing, shelter from the degrada pressing itself • than
• • •
the fruit crops escaped the winds tion of their fellow human beings.
What's this, what’s this? News
John Farber of New York has and weather.
1 Were the power of choice permitted papers to be perfumed! It has al
joined Mrs. Farber for a vacation
In my youthful life I recall three i these, the No votes on the first four
ways been known that some news
visit at Crescent Beach.
and four gallon stone jars filled questions would be overwhelming
sheets were of "bad odor" but really
with these fruit butters, we called j and decisive. Thank you.
now, it would be very refreshing to
Mrs. Louise Smith and Miss Anna them.
Today they are mostly
Mary Perry Rich,
pick up one's favorite daily or tri
Smith of Beverly. Mass., were the _____
known_
as____
conserves or jams. I can
Knox County Director of weekly fresh from the press with a
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. John J distinctly remember Jar. of apple
Christian Citizenship for W.CT.U. fragrance of violets or roses or
M. Richardson, Maple street.
butter, peach butter, plum butter
what-have-you, to lengthen • the
and tomato butter. These usually
pleasurable hour of perusal. Yet
Mrs. Esther Chase has invited were made out-of-dcors over a
people of the press do love the hon
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. to a wood fire—made over a kiln of
est smell of printer's ink
picnic dinner next Tuesday at her stone built up for this purpose, and
• • • •
Worshippers Sat On Rough
Summer home in Rockport.
ln huge brass kettles, and out under
It ls said that the new exiles who
Planks
At
Partly
Finished
the trees for comfort, as it took
have found hope on these shores are
Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn has re hours of constant stirring to boil
“Ridge Church”
anxious to make America a perma
turned from New York city where the mass down to the proper con
net?
Sunday. Scot. 1, at 5 p .m. an nent home, and• why
she has been visiting friends for sistency. This was done with a
• • •
two weeks.
wooden paddle with a long handle interested and happy group gath
The Commision for Industrial Ex
so one could stand far enough from ered to join in a praise service at
pansion says that the East affords
"Ridge
Church."
The
work
on
the
Mrs. Mervyn P Harriman and the fire for comfort and far enough
best locations for defense factories,
daughters Sandra and Carolyn, from the kettle to escape the hot church has progressed rapidly, and and that political pressure was used
left Friday morning for New York bubbles that might shoot out and seats were provided for this occa to send nine of the government
sion. by placing planks across the
where they will be guests of Mrs. give one a good burn.
plants to mid-Western States un
Many varieties were made ot carpenters' wooden horses, chairs
Harriman's aunt Mrs. Fred Pat
suited to industry such as is needed
terson. Florel Park. L. I. They will these butters—such as grape and were brought from a neighboring
here.
apple, peach and plum, apple and home for some of the older people,
also attend the World's Fair.
• 0 0 •
plunn and quince and apple. They and each cne was provided with a
Pearl hunter Basil Newell of Bel
A cordial invitation ls extended were sealed with white of egg, over hymn-book.
fast has other and more practical
The service was conducted and a
to all persons to come up to the white paper, then two inches of mo
lines to his stock of work adven
stirring
message
brought
by
Rev.
Court House and get the election lasses put over all. If one dared
tures, for he Is also a pulpwood cut
returns Telephone calls to 707 will be so extravagant brandy was O O. Duffield of Phenixville. Fenn., ter. The pearl gathering is Just a
bring the latest results available, poured over the cold butter before whose Summer heme is in Martins nice hobby and some of his best
ville. L. W. Spencer of Hartford,
the egg and paper was used.
adv.
finds have been accepted at good
All of this ccmes out of memory's Conn., led the chorus singing, and
Closet by seeing the following in M>s Virginia White, with her trum prices by Tiffany's.
• • • •
pet, provided the music for the en
TYPEWRITERS a recent exchange newspaper.
If every person who sees the hay
tire program, including accompani
All Makes—Sales—Rentals
Breakfast Surprise
fever's chief cause and destroys it,
ment to the special numbers. A
ROCKLAND
the ragweed would soon be an Irri
"Apple
butter,
spread
on
but

TYPEWRITER CO.
solo "Hold Thou My Hand" by Eve
71 Park Street
tered toast and then reheated is lyn Andrews, and a duet "Fear Net, tating thing of the past and the
Tel. 297-W
suffering public would find Maine
a grand treat for breakfast."
little Flock" by Muriel Crie and
Free Typing Course,
a better place to live.
K. S. F.
Evelyn Spencer, added much to the
• • • •
service.
If there were no other way to
The goodly interest was manifest mark time’s advance, the mall order
ed by the attendance, and a free catalogues that clutter the morning
will offering of $51 was added to post deliveries would take away all
the building fund.
doubt that Winter is on the advance

Tempting Recollections
Here of Kansas Days
When Necessity Was
Mother of Invention

» Paramount Fidor. with

Directed by

Mrs. Rich’s Appeal

Rockland “Grads” Of 27
Years Aqo Have Happy
Outing At Beach Inn

Polls Open Monday 8 a. m. to 8 p. in., Daylight.

RtVfR
Oscar levant
Lillian Cornell

This And That

GEORGE O'BRIEN in
“STAGE TO CHINO''

V. F. STUDLEY
REAL ESTATE SPECIALS
I have several Houses and Farms at
,
Very Reasonable Prices
\ If you ever want a Home, don’t miss seeing these
at once
Terms can be arranged on some of them.

283 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1154 OR 330
FOSS HOUSE, 77 PARK STREET
81T&Stf

TONIGHT—Big Bargain Show
“DARK COMMAND"
"PRAIRIE LAW"
POPEYE CARTOON
BIG CASH NIGHT, S.i40
On Sunday. Sept. 8, and Sunday, Sept. 15. excursions wilt be
run over beautiful Penobscot Bay. Fast, romfortable steamers.
Low Excursion Fares. Delirious Shore Dinners if desired at
Swan's Island or Vinalhaven.

For a Long. Invigorating Sail—60 Miles—and a Short Stay
Ashore—t'j Hours—take the big powerful steamer North Haven
for Swan's Island and way landings.
For a shorter sail—25 miles, and a longer stay ashore—seven
hours—take the beautiful twin screw steamer W. S. White.

Both Boats Leave Tillson's Wharf Each Sunday Morning At
9 o'clock, Daylight Time, and Arrive Bark in the Late Afternoon.
Round Trip Fares—Vinalhaven, $1.50: North Haven, $1.50;
Stonington, $2.20; Swan’s Island, $3.00.

THAT COTTAGE
You have always desired is now
available at Wildwood Park over
looking Penobscot Bay; screened
porch, good roads, city water,
lights available, $985, for quick
sale. Apply—

Wildwood
Development Company
14 MAIN ST. CAMDEN, TEL. 501
104-106

I

It is good news that comes from
piano manufacturers
The small
cabinet style so easy to move has
won the greatest respect and inter
est. Now little crowded apart
ments can have the Joy of real
music.
• • ••
When it comes to dual-purpose
' sheep when one can get both good
wool and mutton from the same
source, the small farmer will see
brighter days. This fact has come
to pass by a new breed that has
been obtained by FederaJ sheep spe
cialists.
Jack: "What kind of a girl is
Betty?”
Jill:
Well, she is Just kind of
Tomboys trous I guess, but not so
bw<4,''

Fair And Wanner

BROWN-FRENCH

Miss Lucy Katherine French,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Crosby
F. French and Freeman Fletcher
Brown. Jr., son of Dr and Mrs. F.
F. Brown, were married this morn
ing at 11 o’clock ln the First Bap
tist Church. Rev. J. Charles Mac
Donald officiated, reading the
double ring ceremony. Members
of the two families were present.
The bride wore an attractive
dress of light blue set off by black
accessories and a corsage of white
roses. Miss Flora Colson of Bos
ton and Miss Virginia Richardson
were bridesmaids. Miss Colson was
costumed in navy blue dress
trimmed with white with matching
accessories and corsage of pink
roses.
Miss Richardson's dress
was gray and wine, with wine ac
cessories and corsage of pink roses.
Mrs. French, mother of the bride
dressed in navy blue and had
matching accessories and corsage
of roses. Mrs. Brown, mother of
the groom wore black, with match
ing accessories and corsage of
roses.
Gardiner Brown brother of the
groom was best man. Mrs. Elsa
Constantine was at the organ, and
played as incidental solo “At
Dawning" by Cadman. and for the
processional
Wagner's
Bridal
March from Lohengrin. Beautiful
gladioli were used as deiorations at
the altar.
Following the ceremony, a lunch
eon was held at Rockledge Inn.
Spruce Head, the young couple
then going to New York, where
they will reside.
Mrs. Brown graduated from
Rockland High School in 1932. and
attended Wheaton College in Nor
ton, Mass., and graduated from
Mass. General Hospital training
school. Mr. Brown also graduated
in 1932 from Rockland High School
followed by graduation from Col
umbia University, and in 1940 from
the College of Physicians and Sur
geons at Columbia. He is now in
terning at St. Johns Hospital ln
Brooklyn.

"Fair and warmer Sunday" said
this morning's weather report.
That means that ln all probability
a fine day awaits those who make
the Penobscot Bay excursions to
Vinalhaven on steamer W. S.
White or to North Haven. Stoning
ton and Swans Island on steamer
North Haven The fares are very
low and shore du t'.crr may be i btained ut both terminals. The
final trip will be S“p'. 15. and that
may prove stormy, to those wish
ing to take these beautiful trips un
der smiling skies should plan to
be at Tillson's Wharf at 9 oclock
daylight time, tomorrow morning,
returning in the late afternoon. '
TRUE-RK HENBCRG

Miss Mildred L . Richenburg,
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Frederics
H. Richenburg of Rcslindale. Mass
was married In the Rosllndale Bap
tist Church at 4 o'clock Saturday
afternoon to Edward Keene True,
son cf Mr. and Mrs E Payson True
of Concord, Mass. The ceremony
was performed by Rev Harold S
Campbell, minister ol the church,
and a reception to members of the
families and a few Intimate friends
was held ln the church parlors.
The bride was given in marriage
by her father, and her sister, Mrs
Lewis R. Smith of Ronlindaie. was
the matron of honor. Chester Iewrence of Wollaston was best man
and the ushers were Fred and R<:bert Richenburg, brothers of tlie
bride and Lewis Orrell of Lowell
and Robert Laird of New Jersey.
Mr True spent five Summers at
Hatchet Mountain Camp in Hop<
and several other Summers visiting
relatives there, his father's native
Lown.
Mr True's mother is the former
Ijiura Keene Darling, granddaugh
ter of the late Horatio Nelson Keene
of this city, and daughter of tlie
late Hon and Mrs. Francis W Dar
ing of Hyde Park. Mass.
The bride and groom attended
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and the groom was
graduated from there In June ,1939
After a short trip to Maine the
couple will niotcr to Eugene, Ore
gon, where Mr. True Is to be an in
structor in Architectural Des.gn and
Construction at the University of
Oregon.

V
xS*

WEST ROCKPORT
Mrs. Mai Hicks and relatives of
Clinton called last Saturday in this
TM W4U43LIV
village.
Among holiday weekend guests
tn town were John Laine and fam
ily at the home of his parents, Mr
and Mrs G. Laine; and Mr and
Mrs. Paige and family of Lynn.
Mass., at their Mirror Lake cot
tage.
Rev and Mrs J W Hyssong, sons
Dell and Jack and daughter Mary
returned to Brunswtrk Tuesday
after spending the latter part of a
Th. PLAZA
vacation with Mr and Mrs. F. L
Newbert at their Rocky Pond cot
tage. Mr. Hyssong was in Bruns
wn<Holl«ng«d
wick for the services Sunday but
returned her* for the holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ccllins and
daughter Blanche have been spend
ing the week with relatives near
Portland while Mr. Collins is on
How thrilling to choose from
vacation, from his duties at the
such
soft, rich, luxurious
Thomaston Cement Plant.
Mrs. Ernest Douglass returned
suedes in Red Cross Shoes.
Sunday from Fairfield where she
Especially when every love
has been receiving treatment.
ly, perfect • fitting pair is
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lehtcncn
and daughter Elaine have returned
fust $«,30.
to East Braintree, Mass., after a
vacation at the home of Mrs. Lehtonfn's mother, Mrs. Lunden.
Church services Sunday will in
clude a sermon by the pastor, Rev. 310 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
C. V. Overman at 9.30 followed by I
Uie Sunday School at 10.30 ,

BLACKINGTON’S

Every-Other-Dav
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These Men Would Well Represent Knox County in the State Legislature

I'

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
The day's news from many lonely ompost# along
Maine’s waterfront.

REP. CLEVELAND SLEEPER, JR
uf Rorkland

■

ALBERT C. JONES

REP. WILLIAM T. SMITH

of Rockland

STEAMBOAT DAYS

of Thomaston

•:

An Informal pictorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

ELPERT L. STARRET
yf Warren

REP. LLOYD F. CROCKETT
of North Haven

THE "BOY FROM MAINE"
AND THE SHIP S CLOCK

REP. CHARLES F. DWINAL
of Camden

The Preacher Says
By Kenneth H. Cassens

Owl’s Head Lighthouse, the photograph of which was sent by Charles
C. Wilson of Paterson, N. J„ In response to the recent request of Mr. Cotterell of Newark. N. J.

| entire station and royally treated.
| Mr. Colton was In charge of the
i
boat which took us ashore and while
at the stat*on W€ were entertained
The aged Reaper listens from the
by th< boatswain C. A Calder.
Tower s open door
To catch the sound of the whistlers’ Everyone we met treated us fine
mournful tone off shore.
_
.
. and we wish them all a pleasant
The alr seems full of echoes, around !
r
the fog-bound tower
Pall and Winter.
And every sound more wlerd at that
We had one honeymoon couple
early morning hour.
The Whistlers' tone Is deep and short. here and very nearly had a wedTo give the passing mariner hla course d*n8. Mrs Marion R Wilkins and
to a distant bell
| Leslie A. Coles were married July
Each buoy sounds a warning, as tt 3 in Cambridge. Mass. Mr. and

A STORM-SWEPT BEEF
(For The Courier Oazette |
Sea gulls soar on htgh. above a shrieklng horn
*’ Umist PofVearly' morn ***'

I wonder if we shall begin to ex[ plore, in this life, the infinite reUnder the caption "Well Done", A number of short addresses were sources oj prayer? I do not refer
No. 63
A particularly fine pirture of SJ5.
the Marine Age of August car- delivered In both a serious and hu to casual, careless, selfish petitions
Chauncey M Deptiw. ex-Rangeley.
rled the following editorial con- morous vein, with Commissioner addressed ln a superstitious man
from the studio of R lairen Gra
cerning Rockland's Carl Moran, Woodward leading off. Mr. Wood ner to some more or less benevol
ham. proved too tempting to pass
then retiring from the U S Mari ward did a fine job. too. and his ent, yet distant power; or such
up. so here it ls. Rangeley was long
time Commission .
references to Philadelphia and "prayers’’ which relieve our minds
a resident of Maine waters, spend
ing her summers at swanky Bar
one of hls earlier trips to the rock- for the moment, or by which we
Harbor on the "ferry run” around
On the eve of the departure of
bound coast up North will long be I seek a help ln which we half bethe hills, and her winters, comfort
the new United States Lines S.S.
remembered.
Illeve for difficulties for which we To guide* ill’ XTUlwr, from Mrs Enlest L- CQ0^eI °f Arlington
ably dozing under steam heat at
America from the builders’ yardAt the conclusion
of
the fun. are utterly responsible,
the dangers of the sea;
were their attendants., Mrs. Coles
Maine Central wharf In Rcckland.
at Newport News. Va.. for New
Admiral Wiley got down to brass ) I do mean that more orless comWimlt‘hro^h,"t"he0fni7htcy b"nk’
and Mrs
wore blue dresses
Aside from the opening up of her
York. preparatory to her maiden tacks He oointed out that one plete linking of the human mind Under thr watchful, guiding hand of , and large white hats and the bride
houses forward and amidships and
voyage on August 10 as a passen- of ,he most coveted rewards of with the Infinite Personality of
the Keeper of the Light
carried a sheaf of vellow roses Iminterior changes embracing a dance
Capt. Walter E. Scott
ger ship—a momentous occasion lr. serVire |n the Navy is to see a fly- Ood. which occurs, with’ most of
mediately after the servieF the
floor and a cocktail lounge the
. the history of the Merchant Marine lng of signal flags, which indicates us. not more than once ln a life PORTLAND HEAD
couples left for The Nubble but the
Depew shows little change from her
—another event of no small ac- "Well done." whether lt is com time; and which requires, in all of
The Hilt family recently enter storm and condition of the road de
general appearance and arrange
' count took place in Washington on mendation for individual perfor ifs, a practice more arduous than tained Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Thomas, layed them and they were not able
ment while under Maine Central
1 July 25. the occasion being the mance or as a credit to a 'h'p. He that of musicians or athletes or son Deane and Charlie Ward of to get here until next day They
ownership Local eyes find it hard
tendering of a testimonial jiinner j exprfssed the opinion that the others who wish to excel In physi Lynn, Maas.
had dinner here and then started
to accommodate themselves to the
j to the then Commissioner. Edward services of Mr. Moran were well cal matters.
•
back for Arlington. Later they took
The
Sterlings
recently
enter

changed appearance, forward necesHerewith appear* the Walter Ross as she lies being reconditioned at c Moran. Jr., of the United States
As I see and dimly understand
sitated by turning the former freight Snow’s. This boat b the cause of the non-appearance of a late picture of Marlljme' Commission. While at
weli° done" might be*Ina order
last- I it~thb
tained Mr. and Mrs. Walker. Mr. trip through the Northern part of
complete and true prayer
and Mrs. Robert Sterling. Jr., of Maine. They are residing at 1802
three directions of effect. Thc
Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge. We
but this opening up has character
might seem to be far apart, they missioner. the toastmaster then | first, most often noted, ls the effect Portland and their guests from wish them a very happy life.
Johnstown. Pa.
ized practically all local steamers t0 the end Of their days in local • 7.6 foot draught. She was built as do. nevertheless, have a bearing on 1 presented Mr. Moran with
on the one who prays. Any ideal
As guests over Labor Day we had
going into Hudson River service.
I waters
. ■ , ,,
,
, ,
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Grant,
Rangeley and Moosehead. luxury
....
Annle L' VdnsC‘Ver in 1897 *n Phlla* each other which is worth thought beautiful ship's clock, engraved as ' beyond the immediate circle of daughters Patricia and Earlene Mr. and Mrs. Lester A. Coles. Mr.
and consideration.
a token from his "friends ln the one’s knowledge means an expan
and Mrs Ernest L. Cooper, William
liners built at Bath for the Maine 1 The only picture of the Maine dclPhla' and was used by the Maine
The dinner to Mr. Moran was in 1 u. S. Maritime Commission and , sion of spirit; and this always takes were guests Wednesday evening of Wilkins. Alfred E Cooper and Miss
Central largely for rougher service the nature of a farewell party, as
the
Hilt
family.
the Marine Industry."
place when we make prayer an ex
Eunice G Meixard of Bath. De^ilte
| and baggage transfer. She was three he was resigning as a member of
The Sterlings recently entertained the bad weather a pleasant time
Needless to say. the "boy from ercise of spirit rather than of the
inches longer than the W. S. White the United States Maritime Com- Maine” was almost completely lips.
at dinner Misses Elizabeth and was passed.
and afoot and a half longer than ! mission on Aug. 1. About 100 menbowled over but. in a manner
The second, and seldom observed Marion Sterling and E C. Stod
My cousin and friends spent a va
effect is. I believe, linked in some dard of Peaks Island. Mrs. William cation with us in July. Miss Sarah
the oldOov Bodwell.though much "< e .’11.
I°a‘’’tnaslf'
whichis characteristic of him, he ------was Admiral Henry A. Wiley,also i came up zmilingand made
no waywith themysterious yet actual Smith of South Portland was also E MacIntyre. Miss Emily E. Keyes,
greater in gross tonnage. A better a member of the Commission, who secret of how he felt. Altogether ’ force of telepathy—theinfluenca guest in the afternoon.
and George Phillips of Olenside,
picture of Samoset will be most I Is himself retiring as a Commis it was a tribute which the former ing of another's mind by one’s own
The crowd have enjoyed a num contprtsed the group. «nd Posie
welcome. Samoset had a steel hull sioner in September. Having seen ' Congressman and former commis- intense thought. There is a mass ber of rides recently.
spent a day ln Portland as their
guestei
t
and gave a good account of her the Admiral in action as a presid sioner of the Maritime Commission mind, be lt good or evil; and the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Pickett
and
ing offl;er. we must admit that he
"fervent, effectual prayer of a daughter Elizabeth called Friday
Mr. and Mrs. William I. Wallace
self in the icy winter waters. She leaves little to be desired. During will never forget.
As to the United States Lines' S.S. righteous man” can influence and on Mrs. Charles Sterling.
and Oeorge Costello of Bloomfield,
went into government service dur his 47 years of service to his counAmerica,
the pride its owners and change thc direction of the minds
The Labor Day storm did not N. J., passed a week with us. While
ing the World War and here's hop
I try, the last few of which have i builders have for this vessel is al- of others about him. I have seen
disturb the party here where 20 here. "Bill" took our old swing which
ing Emerson Sadler can give her
i been ashore, the effects of his so shared by Mr Moran, who was
prayer do what all the argument enjoyed dinner. In the group were we used at Boon Island and made
j closing chapters.
! training and years as a warship keenly interested in the produc- or wisdom in the world could not
from lt two fine chairs to use back
' commander have indelibly marked tion of this ship as a part of the accomplish; and believe In prayer Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sterling of the Bell Tower. They have been
The able looking towboat presentdaughters Elizabeth and Marion of
ed*t^ayis
widely "known'w'al“'LL*. “
as a psychic force that acts on Peaks Island. Mr. and Mrs. Pred occupied nearly every night since,
ter Ross of Bangor. She is so fre figure as a man. but as one who tation for the Merchant Marine as others, with, of coure, the guidance Sterling of Rumford, Mr. and Mrs. with couples watching the moon.
deserves
and
gets
respect.
,
g
whole.
The
vessel
is
a
composite
and permission of God.
quently in Rockland harbor that
W. C. Dow. sons William and Rich "Bill" also made a table for the
she might well be a local tug. and ts I
“nd
• Unlt ronstrucled of Producte ^om
The third effect ls upon Ood. His ard, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterl front porch from the foot rest of
at the moment completing repairs
8b°Ut
, on]y and by workers' hands ln almost own Word assures us that He seeks ing. Jr., Miss Muriel Gray, and E the swing. It is a "peach," and goes
at Snows The Ross is an iron hulled
a » IT'
ln
Un‘°n ** “ and welcomes the petitions of His C. Stoddard of Portland, the Hilt fine with our new porch furniture.
boat of excellent lines and good re- | ’
m e * ?'
ship' Sh'
811 th°SC worshippers. When we come to and Sterling families. It cleared We enjoy Tlie Black Cat and read
’*°
P“rt ‘n her prodUC' Him through the redemption and away after dinner and the crowd it first of all. Wish the editor
On the outside, above, is the Maine Central's step-child, Samoset, not pure, wearing the dark red and
deserve the trlbu'<
notrd for her beauty. Inside is the twin screw Sieur des Monts, now S.S. black affected by a majority of pres- ' iaU°rl> fashlOn' spanng no one' tion
in the name of Jesus Christ, His enjoyed out-door sports until late would tell Mr. Cullinan that we
including the "boy from Maine." "Well done."
General Mathews, and at the rear berth may be seen the stark and pilot ent
|CWboats
would have enjoyed a call from him
Son, God delights to move moun evening.
house nf Pemaquid.
on his way down the coast.
tains before our faith. Remember,
The Walter Ross is 90 feet long.
however, that to come in the Name C APE NEDDICK
Central's Bar Harbor clientele, are Central's peculiar looking bus-boat 22.5 feet wide and draws 10.4 feet,
The time flies so fast and I am COAST GUARD JURISDICTION
of Jesus is to come in His charac
neighbors ln New York waters, the Samoset In my collection ls present- She ls listed as of 476 1. h p., and
The maintenance of aids to ma
ter; to pray as we know He would so busy that I do not get a letter
Moosehead now called Mayflower, ed herewith. Somehow she always • regarded as able In all departments,
pray under like circumstances. off as I should like to. It seems rine navigation is a function of
serving on the Bear Mountain run ' appeared out of proportion in even I She was built in 1891 at Newburgh,
When we do thus come, especially that only yesterday we were getting the U. S. Coast Guard, having been
Mcnsehead carried twice the power department to the layman with her N. Y., being launched as N. Y. CenIn united prayer, all the rich re ready to pass Mother's Dav with my placed under that organization
(2340 horsepower! of Rangeley (1200 slender stuck and bulging bows.
| tral St'g. Co. No. 17, later B. F WilJuly 1, 1939. and consists of the
Samoset was of 294 tons gross, liams. and finally, her present name
source of Heaven Is at our disposal; mother in East Boston and here we
horse power», but was never twice
maintenance of lighthouses, light
have
entertained
friends
over
La

103.3
feet
long;
23
feet
wide,
and
J
and
ownership.
and
the
mists
clear
away,
the
as able. Both were highly popular
ships, radiobeacons, fog signals,
bor
Day!
mountains move before the impact
We had a fine time in East Bos buoys and beacons upon all navig
of God’s faithfulness responding
ton and we spent a few days with able waters of the United States
to our faith.
possessions,
How the use of granite in Fed- checker-board fashion might be
The darkness deepens, the world's friends ln Arlington, also. While > and
eral Government projects can bc used,
problems are mountainous—Let Us there, Posie received a birthday I ^Tie chi*! administrative officer
present of a fine Boston Terrier 's
Commandant of the Coast
James McGuire of the Deer Isle Pray!
stimulated was the question which
named “Dele" and now Dete is not Guard, with headquarters ln Washconfronted a meeting held in the Oranite Corporation of Maine, and j
only a member of the family but ir.gton, D. C. ' Under his direction
Cyrus Orencie of the Mt. Waldo
new House Office Buildinv at Wash Oranite Corporation, were also TENANT’S HARBOR
the boss of the place as well.
Ithe functions of establishment,
A day was spent with Mrs. Wil- construction, maintenance and opington Wednesday.
present, and had lunch with Mrs. Church Notes
Those who have no church home kins of Cambridge and she and eration of aids to navigation are
Representatives of gran’.'e sec Smith at the Capitol.
are invited to worship Sunday at Leslie Coles brought us home at carried on The field work of the
tions throughout the country were I
------------------the Baptist Church. At the morn the end of our vacation.
| service Is carried on by district orpresent, including Senator Wmte. WHITE HEAD
ing service at 10.30. the pastor will
Over
Memorial
Day
we
had
as
ganizatlons.
Senator
Bridges.
Representative
A•
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Willette and speak upon the subject, "A Sure guests, my mother, Mrs. Ella A. | There are 13 Coast Guard dlsStearns and Representative Mar
two daughters of North Weymouth, Cause of Failure." The Church Colcman. my sister. Mrs. Alphonso tricts; carrying on lighthouse work,
L. ■ a
garet Chase Smith.
Others speaking were represen- “ass'
gu'sts T "T””1 <* School meets for Bible study at C. Grant. Leon F. Jackson and son as well as other functions of the
,
,
..
Mr. and Mrs Donald S
Bangs
11.30. with classes for all ages.
Philip of Dedham.
I Coast Guard. Each district Is untatives of various granite com,,
...
„ , .« ,,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Lyons
enter
The evening service at 7 o'clock
A pleasaat trip to the Portsmouth [ der the supervision of a commander,
paries and granite cutters unions. I,tained a party of guests from Bidde
will begin with an inspirational Harbor Coast Guard Station was assisted by a suitable engineering
It was estimated that only one- I ford last weekend.
"•flr«t
song service and special music by enjoyed June 16. We were accom and administrative force, and
ii
4
third of available employes are now
Mr. and Mrs. George N. Dunn the choir. Then will follow a mes panied by Lester Coles. Mrs. Marlon equipped with the necessary supply
working.
Congressman Robert Ramspeck, and child of New York visited L, R. sage theme “The High Cost of Un 'Alikins, son Williams and Alfred and buoy depots, and with suitable
belief."
E. Cooper. The station sent a boat vessels for the maintenance of the
Ga., who called the meeting was Dunn last weekend.
Carroll Hallowell, surfman here,
The church prayer meeting held for us and we were taken over the navigational aids.
(
authorized to be chairman of a
3
committee to be appointed for a is at Fort Point Light where he Wednesday night at 7 o'clock and
study of situation and to visit de will relieve Keeper A. B Mitchell, Is attended by a large group .
The Senior Young People will
partments. the following suggested who is a' surgical patient at Eastern
meet at the Church Friday at 7
I —War. Navy, National Defense, Maine General Hospital.
Mrs. Weston Gamage has been o'clock to outline a program for
I Treasury, W.P A.. Public Buildings,
(Eastern Standard Time)
Public Roads—in an effort to get staying al the Light with her par the Fall and Winter months. Every
Above is presented the former Maine Central’s Bar Ha bor luxury day-liner Rangeley as she appears today as
ents, Keeper and Mrs. A. J. Beal, young person is urged to be pres
some granite used.
SWAN
’S ISLAND UNE
Chauncey M. Depew in service on the Hudson. Photo by R. L. Graham.
Senator White stressed the im- while Mr. Gamage was at Goose ent at this meeting.
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
portance to Maine in obtaining Rocks
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
i and Mrs. Helen Gushee.
, with his brother Richard, in Paw- this business, and because many of
Ernest Harmon, surfman at the spending it Down East, accom'
APFLETON MILLS
Read Down
, i rollers Vnniiav nn Mrs Adella tucket. R. I. Together they visited the quarries are located in the local Station is at the Rifle Range panied by Mrs. Beal.
Miss Muriel Robbins of Portland
Callers Sunday on Mrs. Aoeua
Dally
Dally
Everett Marston, Coist Guards
passed the holiday with Mrs Addie Oushee »ye
Marsh and
Worlds Fair.
Except
Sun.
Second District, recommended the In Wakefield, Mass., this week.
Except Sun.
Sun.
Only
Sun.
Only
Weston Gamage. Jr., surfman, man, who received his appointment
Guests the past week at Mr. and appointment of Mrs. Smith on
Robbins and Mrs. Blanche Brown. Mr and Mrs. Albert Marsh of Rock
AM.PJH.AJH.
AM.P.M.PJH.
who has been at Goose Rocks Light as 2d Class M. M. here has been
Mrs. David Esancy's were Mr. and above-mentioned committee.
' land.
4.302.15 8.00' Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 111-55 7.00 5.35
Mr and Mrs. Albert Perry and
Mi&s Jean Hammond of ^tb j Mrs. Lsaac Carkin.
Senator White from his long ex Station at North Haven for 10 days transferred to Isles of Shoals Coast
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
5.40 3.30 9.10| Lv. NORTH HAVEN.
Guard Station.
daughter Betty, of Lincolnville, were Portland was guest o{ Miss panny I Mrs. Lizzie McCorrison dined perience feels that other than has returned to the local Station.
Ar, 9.5015.00 3.25
6.50 4.40 10.20' Lv. STONINGTON,
A party of friends from Quincy,
Forrest-Cheney, surfman here, re
guests Sunday of Mi. and Mrs. Ara few ^ays recently. She Wednesday
with
Mrs. Adella buildings, granite can be used for
Lv. g.45|
12.15
7250]
|11.30| Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
turned
Monday
from
the
Rifle
Mass.,
and
Spruce
Head
were
re

thur Sprowl.
| wfts a SUpper guest, Wednesday of Gushee.
roads, especially military defense
Read Up
Range
in
Wakefield,
Mass.
Mrs.
cent
visitors
at
the
home
of
Mr.
Miss Addie Hawkes is staying 1 Miss Olive Gushee.
! Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Sherman and roads, runways for airports, curb
Cheney and child remain at Mill- and Mrs. H. W. Andrews.
VINALHAVEN LINE
with Miss Adna Pitman.
i Several from here attended the \ family have returned to Houlton, ing. steps and bases.
Elwood Teek, engineer and Dr.
Mrs. Margaret Smith added that bridge for an extended visit.
STEAMER W. S. WHITE
Mrs Irma Robbins and children funeral of Mrs. Albert Barnes (Ada where Mr Sherman is a teacher in
Read Down
Joseph Bailey, seaman, who is at John Mabie, Harvard Medical
with the study and development of
havp moved to Perlev Perrv's rent, ! Wadsworth) in Belfast. Mrs. Barnes i the High School,
Daliy , K
,D*1'! j»»
i lie village
bad many friends here. Aiways a [ Miss Ruth Arrington has a posi- bridges because of defense program, the local Station here went Monday School, who have been camping in
Except t-; Dally
Except *12
Sat. 4iegExcept®g
Sat. 4
Dally
n 1
•
great worker in the church, a teach- tion as teacher in the Grammar granite should be used as founda^ to Rockland Breakwater Light, to H. W. Andrews Camp on Norton’s
Snn.
Sun. ®
tion material and she agreed with relieve one of the Keepers for 10 Island for 10 days returned Tues
Mrs. Harry Brown is ill.
j er for a number of years in the j grades at Penobscot.
<
HF
MlM.A.MJ
’.M.
day
to
their
home
in
Bloomfield
AMA.M.PM.A.M.
days.
Mr. and Mr.s. Arthur Sprowl schools of this town a talented , Miss Olive Gushee returned Sun- Senator White that turn-arounds
• . Ar, |B.45|U.45|5.30
5.00-8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.
Mrs.
Maynard
O'Brien
has
reN. J.
and
aprons
at
airports
could
be
spent a few days recently in the singer she will be missed by all! daV to Gorham Normal School.
I 9.051
|
| Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
White Mountains and Vermont.
who were privileged to know her.
Miss Carolyn lx>ng of Bangor was made from granite block also. She : turned home from Lubec where she
Lv. |IJ0|10.30|4.15
6.15 10.00 3.30.9.151 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
has already suggested to the de- I was guest of her parents while
Largest government herd of buf
Mi s. Helen Martin of Camden
Paul Gushee returned Wednesday ‘ holiday guest of Mrs. Alice Hall,
Read Up
falo
is
located
in
Yellowstone
Na

partments
that
in
nn
effort
to
Mr.
O'Brien
was
at
the
Rifle
Range.
and Mtss Helen Thorndike of Ha- from New RodielleN. Y., where he, Mrs. Ruth Raye and children are
• New York train connection Saturday enly,- “~-tional
Park,
while
the
largest
pri
Clarence
Beal,
surfman,
is
on
10
build
runways
inconspicuous
from
78-tf
verhill Mass., were recent guests of has been employed this Summer. , visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
the alr, grahite block placed ln days' leave of absence. He is vately owned herd is a Pierre, S. D,
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Wentworth Enroute home he spent several days J Fred Demuth.

I

URGING USE OF GRANITE

Our Delegation In Congress To Use Its
Influence With Uncle Sam

a

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

